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Abstract 

The discontinued use of an Information System is shown by previous research to 

be a major aspect of the failure of Information Systems- projects. Major reasons 

for the discontinued use of an Information System include inabilities to meet 

user expectations, to satisfy users and to avoid user di'ssatfsfactfon. One 

limitation of previous studies was that they assumed satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction were bipolar opposites. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of expectations, satisfaction 

and dissat1sf action on the individuals' behaviors in their continuing use of an 

Information System to support their job in an organization. 

Our study consists of an interv1ew study and a sur'..:ey study. Both ~;tudies \.Vere 

conducted with employee~, in organizations in Austratia,. who were voluntarily 
using the system to support their job. Analysis techniques used to analyse the 

results were content analysis, factor analysis and regression analysis. 

Five major findings were reported from our studies. First, there are two 

patterns of a continuous use of an Information System; a passive continuation 

and an active continuation. Second, system usefulness is an important factor in 

the employee continuing use of the system. Third, system ability to support an 

individual growth and the status gained by use were new factors to encourage 

the continuing use. Fourth, not all factors that make individuals satisfied were 

separated from the factors that cause dissatisfaction. Fifth, the employees' 

xiv 



perceptions of whether they have choice to use or not to use the system affect 

the ways they use the system. 

The major contribution of our study is for better assisting IT implementation 

management with an overall aim of increasing Information Systems continuous 

use to support the individuals' job in an organisation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Many authors have highlighted the importance of the continued use of 

Information Systems in an organization (lvari 2005; Jones, Sundaram & Chin 2002; 

Kim & Pan 2006; Shin 2003; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis 2003; Venkatesh & 

Davis 2000). Among these studies, low usage of systems has been identified as a 

major factor underlying the "productivity paradox" surrounding lacklustre return 

on organizational investments in the Information Technology (Sichel 1997; cited 

by Venkatesh & Davis 2000, p. 186 ). Although organizations invest a large amount 

of money in Information Systems to improve organizational process and to 

enhance emp!.oyees~ job performance, the Information System is not fully· 

utHrz.ed by their ernpi.oyees {Galivan 2001; Jones 1 Sundara1T1 & Chin 2002; Kim & 

Pan 2006). 

Therefore, it is crucial to understand the factors that motivate an individual to 

continue to use an Information System to support his/her job in an organisation. 

Having a greater understanding of the factors motivating the use of an 

Information System will make it possible to better predict the likelihood of a 

continuous usage behaviour of an individua[, for the overall aim of 

maintaining/increasing the use of an Information System within the organisation. 
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1.1 Background of continuing use studies 

The concept of the continuous use of an Information System by an individual was 

proposed by Bhattacherjee (2001 a). Bhattacherjee (2001 a) has proposed a Post-

Acceptance Model of IS Continuance. The model ~eks ta explain an individual's 

intention to continue using the system. Although the model is considered to be 

the most widely cited and influential model in explaining an ind}vmual 1ntenUoo 

to continue using the system (Cenfetelli & Benbasat 2003; Cheung & Limayem 

2005; Koppius, Speelman, Stulp, Verhoef & Heck 2005), it is based on a study of 

online banking use and may not apply fully to users who are employees in an 

organisation, using the system to support their jobs. 

In organisation studies, dissatisfaction was shown to be one of the major factors 

to influence the employees' job performance (Hughes & Flowers 1987; Kevin 

2002; Robert 1998), Dissatisfaction was also reported to be the important factor 

which caused the employees to quit their job (Andertini i Betts & Hill 200?), 

Bhattacherjee (2001 a) emphasized satisfaction as the main reason causing the 

·individuals· ·intent.ion to continue ush1g the system, He did not consider the 

impact of dissatisfact1on on the individuals' behavior to continue using the 

systern. According to Bhattacherjee, the individual will be satisfied if their 

expectations are met. He assumed that user dissatisfaction is simply the opposite 

of user satisfaction. His study has implied that without the factors that influence 

user satisfaction, the individual will be dissatisfied and will discontinue using the 

system. However, this assumption may not be completely true in the context of 

employee use of the system to support their job. Past study on employee 

satisfaction and employee dissatisfaction about the job has shown that improving 

employee satisfaction does not eliminate employee dissatisfaction (Herzberg, 

Mausner & Snyderman 1959). Therefore, it is essentfa[ to inducfe user 

dissatisfaction in studying the continuous use of an Information System. 
2 



Bhattacherjee did not investigate the influence of user dissatisfaction in a 

continuous use of an Information System. His study cannot explain why the 

satisfied users limited/discontinued their use of the Information System 

(Cenfetelli & Benbasat 2003). 

Bhattacherjee (2001 a) proposed that perceived usefulness is the modified 

expectation variable which influences user satisfaction. However, in the studies 

of IS success, there are more factors that are reported to impact on user 

satisfaction of the use of the system in an organisation. These factors are 

perceived system quality (Centefelli & Benbasat 2003; lvari 2005; Shin 2003; 

Shaw 2002; Wixom & Todd 2005), perceived information quality (Centefelli & 

Benbasat 2003; lvari 2005; Shin 2003; Wixom & Todd 2005) and perceived service 

quality (Shin 2003). In addition, past study on the continuous use of the online 

airline service has shown that the level of website quality impacts the level of 

user satisfaction and pl.a.ys an ·important role in making custorner return to use 

the service (Koppius~ Speelman, Stulp: Verhoef & Heck 2005). 

The study by Bhattacherjee (2001 a) and his extended studies (e.g. Bhattacherjee 

2001 b; Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004) have reported that confirmation of 

expectation and perceived usefulness are the factors to influence satisfaction. 

Past IS use studies have also reported perceived usefulness as the major factor to 

influence the use of system (e.g. Chen, Gillenson & Sherrell 2004; Venkatesh, 

Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003; Venkatesh & Morris 2000; Wixom & Todd 2005). 

Bhattacherjee conducted his studies with online banking system with customers 

(Bhattacherjee 2001 a) and Computer Based Training System and Rapid 

Application Development with students (Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004). The 

purposes of using the system by customers/students can differ from those of 
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employees in supporting their job. Therefore, the influence of system usefulness 

on satisfaction for customers/students can differ from that for employees. In 

addition, if user dissatisfaction is not an opposite of user satisfaction in the use 

of the system to support the job, user dissatisfaction can also be influenced by 

how useful the system is toward one's job. 

Within our study context of employee use of the system in the job, we propose 

to investigate the role of system quality and system usefulness on satisfaction, 

dissatisfaction and directly on the continuous use of an Information System. In 

addition, building upon the work of employee satisfaction and employee 

dissatisfaction in the job (Herzberg 1966), we propose that there could also be 

other factors that influence satisfaction and dissatisfaction in employee use of an 

Information System in an organisation . 

.A Post-Acceptance Model. of IS Continuance by Bhattacherjee (2001 a) and his 

ext.ended studies (Bhattacherjee 2001 b; Bhattacherjee &. Premk.urnar 2004) have 

also shown tha.t satisfaction about the system was affected by user confinnatlon 

of expectat10ns. In IS implementation studies, one of the major failures for an IS 

project in an organisation is its inability to meet user expectations (Szajza & 

Scam ell 1993). Past IS studies have also shown that the provision from an 

organisation in supporting the use of the system (e.g. the level of IT support, 

training, technical assistance) was not being matched with the user expectations 

(Druy & Farhoomand 1999). In consumer behaviour studies, different levels of 

expectations were also shown to affect different post-purchase affective states 

by consumers (delight, satisfaction, acceptance and dissatisfaction) (Santos & 

Boote 2003). Past studies have reported that the increase of user expectations 

with experience in the use of the system over time causes factors that increase 
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user satisfaction to be the factors that only can avoid user dissatisfaction (Ma & 

Qi 2005; Zhang & Dran 2000). As a result of this, the users who are satisfied with 

the system at the beginning of their use of the system may not be the ones who 

continue using the system. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the roles of 

user expectations, user satisfaction and user dissatisfactfon on the use of an 

Information System over time. 

1 . 2 Objectives of the research 

The aim of our study is to investigate the roles of expectations, satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction on the individual's behavior in their continuous use of an 

Information System to support their job in an organization. 

In partku!ar, we aim to: 

1 0 identify factors that influence satisfaction and an explanation of 

their importance on satisfaction 
2. identify factors that influence dissatisf actfon and an explanation of 

their importance on dissatisfaction 

3. explain for the importance of satisfaction on the continuous use 

of an Information System 

4. explain for the importance of dissatisfaction on the continuous 

use of an Information System 

5. identify the influence of system quality and system usefulness on 

satisfaction, and dissatisfaction 

6. identify the direct influence of system quality and system usefulness on a 

continuous use of the system 
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The purpose of our study is to create better understanding for the importance of 

expectations, satisfaction and dissatisfaction on the individual long-term use of 

an Information System. This is for an overall aim of increasing a continuous use 

of the Information System to support the job of the individuals in an 

organisation. 

In chapter 2, we will review past studies with respect to continuous use of an 

Information System by individuals. This is for an aim of proposing our study of 

continuous use of an Information System. These past studies include the 

individual use of Information System, employee satisfaction and employee 

dissatisfaction toward one job in an organization and individual satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction with respect to evaluating a confirmation of expectations. 

In chapter 3, we will propose an investigation for the roles of expectation, 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction on an ·individual continuous use of an Information 

System. Our studies inc!ude both an ·interview study and a survey study. An 

interview study was conducted with the employees in a single organization. A 

survey '.;tudy was conducted w·ith the employees in several. organisations. The 

employees in both studies were (we thought) using the system voluntarily. The 

study context of the interviews and the survey will be described and justified. 

The analysis technique of the data obtained from the interviews and the survey 

will be proposed and justified. 

In chapter 4, we will explain our interview study. This includes the context of 

interview study, the demographics of interviewees, the interview questions and 

techniques used during the interviews. An analysis of the interview data wm be 

discussed. 
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In chapter 5, we will explain our survey study. This includes the context of a 

survey study, the development of the survey questionnaire, survey testing, 

survey distribution and responses, the demographic of the respondents and data 

analysis. The findings from the survey study will also be discussed. 

In chapter 6, the findings from the interview study and the survey study will be 

discussed. We will also explain the implications of the findings from an interview 

study and a survey study to both IS practice and to IS research. The limitations 

from our study will also be discussed. The direction for future research will also 

be recommended. 
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Chapter 2 
Previous Work on Adoption and Continuing Use of· 

Information Systems 

Past IS literature has been mainly focused on studying an individual's adoption of 

an Information System (e.g. Burton-Jones & Hubona 2005; Chen, Gillenson, & 

Sherrell 2004; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003; Wixom· & Todd 2005). 

Information System adoption is just the first step toward overall success. An 

Information System implementation can truly be considered as a "success" when 

a s·ignificant number of users have moved beyond an ·initial adopt1on and use the 

system on a continued basis (Bhattacherjee 2001a; Davis & Venkatesh 2004; cited 

by Cheung & L.imayern 2005 1 p, 47'1 ). 

To study an individual's continuing use of an Information System in an 

organization, we reviewed literature on adoption, initial use and continuing use. 

Past literature was built upon theories/models. The theories/models were 

related to the characteristics of the Information System, the context of 

individual use of an Information System in general and I or the context of 

individual use of an Information System in arr organ'tzaUon. 
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The studies of an IS adoption and use by individuals in an organization were built 

upon an Innovation Diffusion Theory (Rogers 1995). Past literature on IS adoption 

and IS initial use were built upon a Technology Acceptance Model (Davis 1986 ). 

Past studies on an individual continuing use of the Information System were built 

upon a Post-Acceptance Model of IS Continuance (Bhattacherjee 2001 a), 

Technology Acceptance Model (Davis 1986) and Expectation Confirmation Theory 

(Oliver 1980). 

Although Bhattacherjee was the first researcher to investigate the factors that 

influence continuing use of an Information System, an assumption in his studies 

(e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee 2001 b, Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 

2004) is that satisfaction is an opposite of dissatisfaction and without 

satisfaction, the users will be dissatisfied and discontinue with the system. This 

assumption limits his investigation of the influence of dissatisfaction on a 

continuous use of an Information System, The assumption that employee 

satisfaction ·is the opposite of dissatisfaction was first questioned in the 

motivation~hygiene theory of Herzberg (1966 )" 

The studies by Bhattacherjee are also limited in their investigation of the 

potential factors that influence satisfaction. Perceived usefulness and 

confirmation of expectations were the only two factors proposed to influence 

satisfaction. There is a possibility that the factors that make employees satisfied 

in the job proposed in a motivation-hygiene theory can also make employees 

satisfied in their continu1ng use of the system to support the job. 
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The discontinuance of an innovation is an indication that the innovation may not 

have been fully institutionalised and routinised into the ongoing practice (Rogers 

1995). Some past studies (e.g. Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee 1998) on the 

discontinuance of system use were built upon a Cognitive Dissonance Theory 

(Festinger 1957). 

We begin this chapter by firstly identifying why it is worth studying the 

employees) continuous use of an Information System in an organization. Then, 

the Innovation Diffusion Theory (Rogers 1995) is reviewed, followed by the 

Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989), the Post-

Acceptance Model of IS Continuance (Bhattacherjee 2001 a), the Expectation 

Confirmation Theory (Oliver 1980), the Cognitive Dissonance Theory, an 

individual discontinued use with an Information System and the Motivation-

Hygiene Theory (Herzberg 1966}. Then, past studies on mandatory usage and 

vol.untary u:~a.ge of an Information System are revievved. 

2& 1 Why is it worth studying "continuous use of an Information 

System" in an organisation? 

Information System research has long been interested in understanding why the 

system is adopted and initially used by employees in an organisation (e.g. 

Agarwal & Prasad 1999; Gefen & Riding 2003; Moore & Benbasat 1991; Sutan & 

Chan 2000; Venkatesh & Morris 2000; Wixom & Todd 2005). Although initial use is 

an important indicator of IS success, it does not necessarily lead to managerial 

outcome unless the IS use continues (Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Venkatesh, Morris, 

Davis, & Davis 2003, cited by Kim & Malhotra 2005). Long-term viability of an IS 

and its eventual success depend on its continued use rather than first time use 
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(Bhattacherjee, Perols & Sanford 2008). Employees' continuing use of 

Information System is known to be a driving force of organisational long-term 

productivity (Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003, cited 

by Kim & Malhotra 2005). 

Past studies have identified the discontinuance of Information Systems by 

employees. The examples are the discontinued use of Sales Force Automation by 

salespersons (Jones, Sundaram & Chin 2002) and the discontinued use of 

Customer Relationship Management by employees (Kim & Pan 2006). The 

discontinued use of an Information System has shown to be a major cause for the 

failure of Information System projects in organisations (Kim & Pan 2006; 

Furneaux & Wade 2010). Systems which fail to perform as expected by the end 

users during preliminary use have resulted in the users discontinued use, which 

later ended with the abandonment of the IS project (Ewusi-Mensah & Przasnyski 

199'1; Pan 2005}. The discontinuance of an Information System has an irnpa.ct on 

both overall organisational performance and on measures of system success such 

as return on investment (Furneaux & Wade 2010; Sichel ·1997). 

The continuing use of an Information System in an organisation can be achieved 

by retaining existing users in addition to acquiring new users while retain1ng 

existing users is significantly less expensive than acquiring new ones 

(Bhattacherjee, Perols & Sanford 2008). A continuing use of the Information 

System and avoidance of its discontinued use in an organisation can be aided by 

modification of the system during its use. 

The importance of modification of an innovation in an organization was shown in 

the Innovation Diffusion Theory proposed by Rogers (1995). According to Rogers 
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(1995), an innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by 

an individual or other unit of adoption. 

The modification of an innovation during its use is referred to "re-tnvention ". A 

higher degree of re-invention leads to a higher degree of sustainability of an 

innovation. Sustainability was defined as the degree to which an innovation 

continues to be used over time after a diffusion program ends (Rogers 1995). 

Diffusion is the process in which an innovation is communicated through certain 

channels over time among the members of a social system (Rogers 1995). Rogers 

stated that many innovations are important only if they continue to be used. 

However, most di ff us ion studies ended with the decisions to adopt or with 

implementation of the new idea (Rogers 1995). 

!t is quoted by Rogers that 

H the choices available to a potential adopter ore not just adoption or 

rejection. Modiffrnf:ion of the innovation or selective rejection of .some 

cornponents of the innovation may also be option" 

"As a result of re-;nvention, an ;nnovation may be more appropdate in matching 

an adopter's pre-existing problems and more responsive to new problems that 

arise during the innovation-decision process" 

If the innovation is effectively re-invented, it will encourage the continuing use 

of an innovation. The continuing use of the- ">nnovatlon wm result l-n- the 

recognition for the benefits of the innovation, the integration of the innovation 
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into one's ongoing routine and the promotion of the innovation to others (Rogers 

1995). 

Past study has shown that the discontinued use of an innovatton in an 

organization is an indication that an innovation has not been fully routinized into 

the ongoing operations during its use. Such sustainability is less likely (and 

discontinuance more frequent) when the innovation is less compatible with the 

individual's beliefs and past experiences (Rogers 1995). 

2.2 Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) (Rogers 1995) 

Studies of individual behavior to continue using the system in an organization are 

mostly built upon an Innovation Diffusion Theory (e.g. Chaiason & Lovato 2001; 

Chen, Gillenson & Sherrell 7.004; Cheung & Limayem 2005; Venkatesh 1 Morris) 

Davis, ft Davis 2003) .. 

innovation Diffusion Theory stated that adoption is achieved through users~ 

acceptance and use of new ideas or things (Zalman, Duncan & Holbek 1973). The 

theory explains, among other things, the innovation decision process, to help 

predict the likelihood and the rate of an innovation being adopted. 

According to Rogers ( 1995), the innovation decision process consists of five 

stages: knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation and confirmation. 

Knowledge occurs when an individual is influenced to an innovation's existence 

and gains understanding of how it functions. Persuasion occurs when an 
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individual forms a favourable or unfavourable attitude toward the innovation. 

Decision occurs when an individual participates in activities that lead to a choice 

to adopt or reject the innovation. Implementation occurs when an individual puts 

an innovation into use. Confirmation occurs when an individual seeks 

reinforcement of an innovation-decision already made but thfs previous decision 

may be reversed if the individual is exposed to conflicting messages about the 

innovation (Rogers 1995). 

Rogers work has provided important constructs influencing adoption and diffusion 

research. The constructs that influence diffusion are called "perceived 

characteristics of an innovation'' (PC ls). These constructs include relative 

advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability. According 

to Rogers (1995), relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is 

perceived as being better than the idea it supersedes. Compatibility is the 

degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with the existing values, 

past exper·iences, and the needs of potential adopters. Complexity is the degree 

to whkh an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use. 

Trailability is the degree to which an ·innovation may be experimented with on a 

limited basis. Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation 

are visible to others. A model of stages in the innovation decision process is 

shown in figure 2.1. 
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Prior condition 

1. Perceive practice 

2. Felt needs/problems 

3. Innovativeness 

4. Norm of the social systems 

Communication Channel 

i i 
I. Knowledge ---. II. Persuasion ___. Ill. Decision IV. Implementation~ V. Confirmation 

t ~ r 1. Adoption -• Continued Adoption 

I 

I .. .,- Later A.doption 

i 

I Discontimiance 

! 
I L._, ___ ..,. 

Characteristics Perceived characteristics of the innovation 

of the Decision 1. Relative advantage 

Making Unit 2. Compatibility 

1. Socio-economic characteristics 3. Complexity 

2. Personality variables 4. Trialability 

3. Communication behavior 5. Observability 

Figure 2.1: A Model of stages in the tnnovation-Decisi'on Process 

(Rogers 1995, p. 170) 
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a. Knowledge stage 

Knowledge occurs when an individual is made aware of an innovation's existence 

and gains understanding of how it functions (Rogers 1995). This knowledge might 

come with questions such as "What is the innovation?" "How does it work?" and 

"Why does it work?" which are the main concerns of an individual once 

awareness of that innovation exists. This awareness knowledge motivates an 

individual to seek two types of knowledge: "how to" knowledge and "principle" 

knowledge. "How to" knowledge refers to information necessary to use an 

innovation properly. If an individual obtains inadequate level of how-to 

knowledge prior to the adoption_, rejection or discontinuance is likely to occur. 

Principle knowledge refers to the functioning principles underlying how the 

innovation works. Rogers (1995) stated that it is possible to adopt an innovation 

without principle knowledge but misusing the tnnovation is more likely, and thts 

can result in discontinuance. It is noted that the individual tends to expose 

themselves to ideas that are in accordance vvith their needs, interests and 

exist1r.g attitudes and avoid rnessages that are in conflict with their 

predisposition. Th·is tendency is called "selective ex.posure''. Such selective 

exposure rneans that diffus"ion efforts wilt have little effect unless the innovation 

is perceived as retevant to the individual 1 s needs and as consistent vvith the 

individual's attitude and beliefs (Hassinger 1959). 

b. Persuasion stage 

Persuasion occurs when an individual forms a favourable or unfavourable attitude 

toward the innovation. The difference between the knowledge stage and the 

persuasion stage is that at the knowledge stage, the mental activity is mainly 

cognitive (or knowing), while at the persuasion stage, the main type of thinking 

is affective (or feeling). Rogers (1995) states that the important questions at the 
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knowledge stage are where the individual seeks information, what messages an 

individual receives, and how an individual interprets the information that is 

received. At the persuasion stage, the individual tends to be receptive to idea 

that is in accordance with their interests or needs. The main outcome of the 

persuasion stage in the decision stage is either a favorabte or unfavorable 

attitude toward an innovation. 

c. Decision stage 

Decision occurs when an individual participates in activities that lead to a choice 

to adopt or reject the innovation. Rogers (1995) defines "adoption" as a decision 

to make full use of an innovation as the best course of action while "rejection" is 
a decision not to adopt an innovation. At the- decision stage, ·an individual is 

motivated to seek "innovation-evaluation information", which refers to the 

re~duction in uncertainty about an innovation's expected consequences. 

d. Implementation stage 

Implementation occurs when an individual puts an innovation into use. Rogers 

states that there is still some uncertainty about the expected consequences of 

the innovation implementation although the adoption decision has been made 

previously. Examples of questions that an individual might have at this stage are 

"Where do I obtain the innovation?", "How do I use it?", "How does it work?" and 

"What operational problems am I likely to encounter, and how can I solve 

them?". Rogers notes that there is a need to provide technical assistance to the 

client as he or she begins to use the innovation. Moreover, there is also the 

possibility of re-invention occurring at this stage. Re-invention is deflned as the 

degree to which an innovation is changed or modified by a user in the process of 
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its adoption and implementation. Rogers claimed that adoption should be 

measured at the implementation stage rather than at the decision stage. In an 

organisation, a certain degree of re-invention often occurs once the innovation is 

used. Previous research in innovation in organizations has assumed that once an 

innovation is adopted (with little innovation adaptation) and implemented as 

part of the organisation's ongoing operations, adoption of an innovation by 

individual A or organisation A will look much like adoption of this same 

innovation by individual B or organisation B. Rogers argues against this 

assumption by giving several examples to point out that some degree of re-

invention occurs at the implementation stage for many innovations and for many 

adopters: the adopted innovation has been partly used (implemented) only in its 

selected aspect (Emrick et al. 1977); re-invention occurs more often than 

unchanged adoption (Larsen & Agarwala-Rogers, 1977, p. 37), for example the 

re-invention after adoption of a computing-based planning tool for local 

government agencies (Eveland et aL 1977). Thus, innovation which has been 

adopted (initial use) might later nt:>ed re-invention once it continues to be used 

by users. Rogers noted that re-invention is 1rnportant but it does not receive 

;,::•nough attention from researchers and development agencies. This might be 

because these people consider re-invention a d1stortion of their original 

technology. The reason that diffusion agencies may be unfavorable toward re-

invention are: they might feel that they know best about the innovation that 

users should adopt; they flnd difficulties in measuring innovation performance if 

an innovation they are promoting is changed over time by different users. On the 

other hand, Rogers stressed that re-invention is a desirable quality for adopters 

(users). The choices for potential adopters are not just adoption or rejection; 

modification of the innovation or selective rejection of some features of 

innovation can also be an option. Re-invention can benefit the adopters in 

matching an adopter's pre-existing problems and being more responsive to new 

problems that may arise during usage. The re-invention of innovation has been 
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shown to be important in making users more likely to continue using a system 

rather than to discontinue (Berman & Milbrey 1975). Rogers states several 

reasons to re-invent innovation: to simplify innovation due to its difficulties; lack 

of knowledge of adopters; when an innovation is implemented in order to solve a 

wide range of users' problems; sense of ownership and a desire of individuals in a 

local system to make the innovation more acceptable. It is noted that the 

perception of the problem that originally motivated an individual to search for an 

innovation determines how the innovation will be used. Rogers claims that the 

importance of re-invention causes a different view of adoption behavior and 

innovation adoption is a process of social construction. That is, instead of simply 

accepting or rejecting an innovation as a fixed idea, potential adopters are also 

active participants in the adoption and diffusion process, in order to give their 

own meaning to the innovation as it is applied in their local context. 

e, Confirmation stage 

Confirmation occurs when an individual. seeks reinforcement of the mnovation-

decision already made or reverses a previous decision (adopt or reject t.he 

innovation) if exposed to conflicting messages about an innovation (Rogers 1995). 

Rogers applied cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger 1957) to explain how, at 

this stage, the individual seeks to avoid a state of dissonance or to reduce it if it 

occurs. According to Cognitive Dissonance Theory, change of human behavior is 

motivated by a state of internal inconsistencies or dissonance, which is an 

uncomfortable state of mind that an individual seeks to· reduce or eliminate. 

Dissonance can be reduced by changing knowledge .. attitudes, or actions. Rogers 

proposed the circumstances in which the reduction of dissonance for fndivfduar 

innovative behavior may occur. This dissonance may occur when: there is a need 

of innovation which motivates an indtvtduat to seek tnformation about an 

innovation to meet his/her need (at the knowledge stage); a person has a 
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favorable attitude toward innovation that has not yet been adopted, and is 

motivated to adopt the innovation by having dissonance between a belief and an 

action (at the decision and implementation stage); the individual seeks 

information that persuades him I her that he I she should not have adopted the 

innovation after deciding to implement the innovation. Thfs dissonance might be 

reduced by discontinuing the innovation (during the confirmation stage). Rogers 

points out that although these three types of dissonance reduction can be done 

by changing behavior in order to be in line with attitude, it is difficult to change 

an individual prior decision to adopt or reject as the activities have been set in 

sequence in order to stabilize the original decision. Usually, the individual tries 

to avoid dissonance by seeking information that they expect will confirm the 

decision they already made. It is noted by Rogers that most change agents often 

assume that once adoption is made, it will be secured and the individual will 

continue to use an innovation. Rogers claimed that there is no guarantee that 

individuals will continue to use an innovation because negative messages about 

an innovation can circulate via ·interpersonal. networks. Thus, during the 

confirmation stage~ the individual needs supportive messages that will prevent 

dissonance from occurring. 

Rogers also further explains the discontinuance of innovation. He defined 

"discontinuance" as a decision to reject an innovation after adopting it (Rogers 

1995). He proposed two types of discontinuance: replacement and 

disenchantment. A replacement discontinuance is "a decision to reject an idea in 

order to adopt a better idea that supersedes it" while a disenchantment 

discontinuance is "a decision to reject an idea as a result of dissatisfaction with 

its performance". Rogers assumes the cause of dissatisfaction might be because 

the innovation is inappropriate for the individual and does not result in an 

adequate level of perceived relative advantage over alternative practice. Rogers 
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states that disenchantment is more common among later adopters than among 

earlier adopters. This is because earlier adopters have more formal education 

and know how to generalize the innovation to its full-scale use while later 

adopters might have fewer resources, which may prevent adoption or cause 

discontinuance. This statement is supported by studies of post-adoption behavior 

in the context of online service by Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee (1998). They 

distinguish discontinuers from continuing adopters and explore reasons behind 

their discontinuance. Their result shows that later adopters discontinue to use 

the system because of dissatisfaction (disenchantment) with the system while 

initial adopters discontinue to use the system because the availability of better 

service (replacement). These later adopters are those who are more influenced 

by interpersonal sources and utilize the services less during their adoption period 

than replacement discontinuers. According to Rogers, discontinuers are 

individuals with less formal education, lower socioeconomic status and less 

change agent contact. Rogers referred to these discontinuers as "laggards". 

Rogers stressed that the discontinuance of an innovation is an ·ind'ication that the 

innovation may not have been fully institutionalized and routinized into the 

ongoing practice. Rogers pcrints out that this routinization ·js less likely and 

discontinuance more likely when the innovatton rs tess compatible with individual 

beliefs and past experiences. 

2. 2. 1 Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) in IS continuing usage 

Examples of the use of extended IDT in IS continuing usage studies are Cheung & 

Limayem (2005), Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis (2003), Chaiasson & Lovato 

(2001 ), Gallivan (2001 ); Karahanna, Straub 5: Chervany (1999) and Parthasarathy 

& Bhattacherjee (1998). There are several contributions of these studies. First, 

these studies have been integrated with other ts usage theortes to better predtct 
IS usage of an individual in an organisation. Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 
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(2003), for example, integrated perceived characteristics of innovation from IDT 

with Technology Acceptance Model constructs with the aim of better 

understanding the usage behavior of an individual. Their study reported that 

compatibility needs to be integrated into Technology Acceptance Model as it 

shows significant impact on the behavioral intention to use a system. 

Second, extended IDT studies have made significant contributions to explaining 

the context of an individual's use of an Information System in an organization. 

The study by Chaisson & Lovato (2001), which was conducted in a voluntary 

usage environment, and the study by Gallivan (2001) and the study by Venkatesh, 

Morris~ Davis, & Davis (2003), which were conducted in mandatory usage 

environment, have both examined the factors that influence the IS usage of an 

individual in an organization. These studies have shown that, while system 

quality is an important factor for the use of the system in an organization, 

outcome expectancy (i.e. pay raise) promotion opportunity l job recognition; is 

the most significant factor in motivating employees to continue using the system. 

2. 2. 2 Limitations of the extended Innovation Diffusion Theory in 

explaining the continuing use of an Information System 

Although there were significant contributions of IDT in studies of continuing 

usage, there were still some limitations. First, there is an issue of external 

validity. These studies, except the study by Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 

(2003), were mainly conducted with a single organization and with a single 

system; thus, the findings of these studies might not be generalizable to other 

organizations and other systems. 
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Second, the measurement of system usage in these studies is limited. These 

studies mainly use usage volume (Cheung & Limayem 2005; Venkatesh, Morris, 

Davis, & Davis (2003) and usage frequency (Chen, Gillenson & Sherrell 2004; 

Cheung & Limayem 2005; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003) to measure 

actual usage. The measurement of usage vo[ume and usage frequency has been 

criticized by researchers as to whether it is a val id measurement for an actual 

usage (e.g. Burton-Jones & Hubona 2005; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003; 

Venkatesh & Morris 2000). It was also pointed out by Rogers (1995) that the 

discontinuance of an innovation is an indication that the innovation may not have 

been fully routinized (full scale of use) into the ongoing practice. Therefore, 

frequency of use and volume of use might not accurately measure a system's 

continuing usage. 

2.3 Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis,. Bagozzi & 

Warshaw 1989) 

The Technology Acceptance A~odel (TAN\) (Davis, Bagozzi ft Warsha.1iv 1989) is a 

widely used model in explaining acceptance and use of techno!ogy, The basis of 

TAM is that an individual's behavioral intention to use a system is determined by 

two sets of belief: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. TAM theorizes 

that the effect of external variables on an intention to use (i.e. system 

characteristics, development process and training), are mediated by perceived 

usefulness and perceived ease of use. TAM is shown in figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, Bagozzt & Warshaw 1989) 

2. 3~ 1 Extensions of the Technology Acceptance Model 

Many attempts have been made to extend the works of Dav·is~ Bagozzi & Warshaw· 

('1989). Past studies have employed TAM in predicting both intention to use and 

actual use of technology through beliefs and attitudes users hold about the use of 
technology (Wixom & Todd 2005) There are major strengths in using TAM to 

predict the use of technology. First, extended TAM studies have focused on IS 

use, its social psychological base, the validity and reliabiUty of its instruments, 

and have compared TAM favourably with other theories (Davis, Bagozzi & 

Warshaw 1989; Mathieson 1991; Mathieson, Peacock & Chin 2001 a; Mathieson 

1991; Mathieson, Peacock & Chin 2001 B; Taylor & Todd 1995). The strength of 

validity and reliability of TAM instruments is shown 1n the study by Venkatesh, 

Morris, Davis, & Davis (2003), who have proposed a unified theoretical model~ 

which integrates the constructs from several theories. Examples of these 

constructs are perceived characteristics of innovation integrated from Innovation 
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Diffusion Theory (Rogers 1995), outcome expectation from performance 

expectations and personal expectation mentioned in expectation theory. 

Second, extended TAM studies were conducted across different study 

environments and different types of technology. This results in increasing the 

generalizability of findings for the IS usage behavior of users. TAM has been 

extended to the studies in mandatory usage environments (Rawstone, Jayasuriya, 

& Caputi 2000; Venkatesh & Davis 2000), voluntary usage environments (Chen, 

Gillenson & Sherrell 2004; Cheung & Limayem 2005;; Wixom & Todd 2005), and in 

both mandatory and voluntary usage environments (Venkatesh & Davis 2000; 

Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis (2003)0 There is also the strength of 

generalizability through studying types of technology. These technologies include 

Black Board Learning System (Cheung & Limayem 2005), Data Warehouse (Wixom 

& Todd 2005), Virtual Store (Chen, GHlenson & Sherrell 2004), Video 

Conferencing (Venkatesh, Morris 1 Davis~ & Davis 200.3). Database Management 

Systems (Venkatesh, ~.!\orris, Davis & Davis 2003L Sates Force Automation Systems 

(Jones~ Sundaram ft Chin 2002L CUent Server Systems (GalUvan 2001 L Online 

Banking Systems (Bhattacherjee 2001 a}, tnformation Retrieval Systems 

(Venkatesh & Morris 2000), GU ls (Agarwal & Prasad 1999) and Microsoft Windows 

(Karahanna, Straub~ & Chervany 1999). 

Third, new variables have been included into TAM, which results in better 

prediction and explanation of IS usage behavior. It has been found that belief is 

the most cited factor to affect an intention to use, actual usage and continuance 

usage intention (Agarwal & Prasad 1999; Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee & 

Premkumar 2004; Chen, Gillenson & Sherrell 2004; Jones, Sundaram & Chin 2002; 

Karahanna , Straub & Chervany 1999; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis 2003; 
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Venkatesh 2000; Venkatesh & Davis 2000; Wixom & Todd 2005). The common sets 

of beliefs were perceived usefulness (Chen, Gillenson & Sherrell 2004; Wixom & 

Todd 2005), perceived system quality (Jones, Sundaram & Chin 2002; Wixom & 

Todd 2005), perceived information quality (lvari 2005; Wixom & Todd 2005) and 

perceived service quality (Chen, Gillenson 8: Sherrell Z004; Venkatesh, Morris, 

Davis & Davis 2003). 

2.3.2 Limitations of extended Technology Acceptance Model studies 

Although there are major contributions of TAM to studying the continuing use of 

an Information System, the extended TAM studies are still incomplete in 

explaining an IS continuing usage. First, the user's beliefs and intentions can be 

changed over time during use (Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004). The factors 

reported in extended TAM studies may not be able to explain a long-term use of 

the system. Bhattacherjee (2001 a) suggested that the ideal empirical design for 

testing continuing usage should be a !.ongitudinal comparison of users' pre-

acceptance and post acceptance beliefs, in order to f aithfuliy capture the 

complex, dyna.m'ic friterrelationships betv-,ieen acceptance and continuance 

decisions. 

Second, extended TAM studies have assumed that poor perceptions of usability 

and other variables proposed in TAM will result in non-use. This assumption is 

weak as there has been no study which attempted to distinguish the factors that 

lead to a continuing usage and the factors that lead to discontinuance. While 

satisfaction was reported to influence user intention to continue using the 

system in extended TAM studies (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee 2001 b; 

Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004), and dissatisfaction was found to cause the 

users to discontinue the system (Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee 1998). These 
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studies assumed that lack of dissatisfaction will result in a continuing use. 

However, past study has reported that the factors that lead to user satisfaction 

are not the same as the factors that eliminate user dissatisfaction (e.g. Zhang & 

Dran 2000). It is therefore criticized whether the lack of user satisfaction, as 

proposed by Bhattacherjee (2001 a), will resu[t fn non-use. Zhang & Dran (2000) 

have investigated website design factors and their impacts on user satisfaction. 

The results showed that the factors that make user satisfied are not the same as 

the factors that only can eliminate user dissatisfaction. Following 

Herzberg(1966), Zhang & Dran (2000) refer to the factors that add value to the 

Website by contributing to user satisfaction as "motivators", while the factors 

whose presence make a system functional and serviceable, and whose absence 

cause the users dissatisfied are referred to as "hygiene factors" .. Zhang & Oran 

(2000) have also shown that motivators can change to hygiene factors as time 

passes because the users have increased expectations and experience with the 

website over time (Zhang & Dran 2000). 

Third, TAM does not consider whether the fact.ors that contribute to an initial use 

of the system will be robust over time in the continuing use of the system. Some 

factors that influence an intention to use the system reported ·in TAM only seem 

to influence the in-itial adoption, but not continuing use. Perceived usefulness is 

the only variable shown to consistently influence user intention at both an initial 

adoption and at a post-adoption stage (Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee 

2001 b; Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004; Venkatesh & Morris 2000). This 

criticism is also supported by the study by Cheung & Limayem (2005), who 

reported that the moderating effect of habit on the relationship between 

intention and usage increases over time, while the direct impact of an intention 

on a system continuance usage weakens over time. 
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Fourth, the extended TAM studies are incomplete in predicting continuing usage 

among different groups of users. The studies by Bhattacherjee (2001 a, 2001 b) 

and the study by Bhattacherjee & Premkumar (2004) defines a continuer to be 

merely one who intends to continue using the system rather than to discontinue 

and/ or than to use other alternatives. Th'ere should be different types of 

continuers with regards different continuing behaviors. Past study has reported 

that different types of adopters have impacted the discontinuance with the 

ser1ice differently. The study of post-adoption behavior by Parthasarathy & 

Bhattacherjee ( 1998) distinguishes discontinuers from continuing adopters and 

explores the reasons behind their discontinuance. Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee 

(1998) have shown that initial adopters discontinue the system because of their 

dissatisfaction with the system while later adopters discontinue the system 

because of the availability of a better service (replacement). Parthasarathy & 

Bhattacherjee ( 1998) concluded that late adoption was a better predictor of 

discontinuance than ease of use. This is because those who discontinue the 

online-serv1ce are usually the later adopters, and are more reliant upon 

interpersonal communication channets as opposed to external sources of 

inform a ti on in supporting their decisicn. 

Fifth, the factors that influence an initial acceptance in TAM might not be the 

same as the factors that will affect a continuing use of the system. Past study 

has reported that user initial acceptance and continuing usage are two 

temporally and conceptually distinct and incongruent phases of IS use (e.g. 

Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee 2001 b; Bhattacherjee & Premkurnar 2004). 

Moreover, TAM cannot provide a reasonable explanation of acceptance 

discontinuance based on a common set of pre-acceptance variables (usefulness, 

ease of use and attitude). Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw (1989) and Taylor & Todd 

(1995) found that perceived usefulness was a stronger predictor of an intention 
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to accept the Information Technology in TAM than attitude while Bhattacherjee 

(2001 a) reported that satisfaction is a stronger predictor of continuance 

intention than perceived usefulness. Bhattacherjee (2001 a) proposed that 

perceived usefulness is a cognitive belief, however, both attitude and 

satisfaction reflect pre- and post- acceptance respectively. Bhattacherjee 

(2001 a) has reported that perceived usefulness has affected the users' intention 

both at an initial acceptance and at a continuing usage but the size of this 

perceived usefulness effect has decreased over time. Bhattacherjee (2001 a) 

explained the reasons for the discontinuance behavior of users were because this 

pre-acceptance attitude may be inaccurate, unrealistic, and uncertain. In 

contrast, post-acceptance satisfaction is based on users' first hand experience 

with IS. It is therefore more realistic, unbiased, and less susceptible to change 

which made attitudes based on direct experience predict behavior better than 

attitudes formed based on indirect experience (Fazio & Zanna 1981 ). 

Sixth, the determinants in TA.¥ cannot apply to aH stages of adoptions. The two 

major stages of adoption are pre-adopt.ion (having knowledge but have not yet 

adopted) and post-adoption (an initial usage and a continuing usage). Prevtous 

research has shown that the determinants of IT adoption can be changed over 

time after the users use the system (Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee 2001 b; 

Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004). The determinants of IT adoption can also 

differ from those determinants of IT usage. Karahanna, Straub, & Chervany 

( 1999), in their examination of beliefs and attitudes at pre-adoption and post-

adoption (continuance usage), have reported that potential adopters and users of 

IT are different with respect to their determinants of attitude, behavioral 

intention and subjective norm. That is, an intention of a potential adopter to 

adopt an IT is determined by normative pressures whereas user intention is 

determined by attitude. Potential adopters base their attitude on a richer set of 
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innovation characteristics than users. Pre-adoption attitude is based on 

perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, result demonstrability, visibility, 

and trialability while post adoption attitude is only based on instrumentality 

beliefs of usefulness and perceptions of image enhancement. This criticism is 

also supported by the study by Bhattacherjee (Z001a, 200ib) and the study by 

Koppius, Speelman, Stulp, Verhoef & Heck (2005). Bhattacherjee (2001a, 2001b) 

has examined IS continuance behavior and reported that perceived usefulness 

and satisfaction are the determinants to affect IS continuance intention. 

Koppius, Speelman, Stulp, Verhoef & Heck (2005) reported that users are coming 

back to purchase online tickets primarily because of the satisfaction with the 

service and a positive attitude toward using the service. According to a cognitive 

dissonance theory (Festinger 1957) and a consumer behavior research (e.g. 

Howard & Sheth 1969), the use of a product may change one's perceptions, 

attitudes, and needs with respect to the use of the product. The decision to use 

an Information System is similar to consumers' repurchase decision because both 

decisions follow an initial (acceptance or purchase) decision, influenced by the 

initial use experience and can potentially lead to ex-post reversal of the ·initial 

dec1skm (Bhatt.acherjee 2001 a). Therefore, the set of beliefs that have led to an 

initial adoption may not be the same as the set of beliefs at a later use of the 

system. 

Seventh, by using only perceived usefulness and attitude, TAM cannot explain the 

discontinuance of use of the system by the users after their initial acceptance. 

Past study has claimed that the discontinued use can only be explained if either 

or both antecedents in TAM have changed from positive to negative from the 

stage of pre-acceptance to post-acceptance (Bhattacherjee 2001 a). 

Bhattacherjee (2001 a) assumed that the users discontinue to use the IS due to 

their dissatisfaction. Bhattacherjee assumed that user dissatisfaction is simply 
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the opposite of user satisfaction. The influence of confirmation of expectation on 

user satisfaction reported from the studies by Bhattacherjee (2001 a, 2001 b) and 

Bhattacherjee & Premkumar (2004) implies that users will be satisfied if their 

expectations are met and users will be dissatisfied if their expectations are not 

met. However, this assumption may not be comp[etely true in the context of 

employee use of the system in supporting their job. Past study has shown that 

eliminating employee dissatisfaction does not improve employee satisfaction 

(Herzberg 1966). The IS literature suggests that satisfaction and dissatisfaction 

have different, not necessarily opposite, consequences on continuing behavior. It 

is therefore essential to investigate and compare the influence of user 

satisfaction and user dissatisfaction on continuing use of the Information System. 

In summary, though TAM is a widely cited model to explain an individual 

acceptance of technology, the ability of TAM to explain an individual continued 

use of technologv is stHl limited. Partkularly: the limitation is on using TAM to 

explain a continued use of the system to support the employees' work,, Extended 

TAM has shown that perceived usefulness ·is the factor to influence the long term 

use of the system by individuals (e.g. Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis 2003). 

However, the constructs to measure perceived usefulness has not expanded to 

in-corporate the context of the individuals' self-realization need while self-

realization need has shown to maximize employee satisfaction. It is also 

questionable whether system usability factor (perceived ease of use) shown to 

influence an individual intention to use the system will be robust over the long-

term use. In addition, the conceptualisation of an intention to use is limited to 

an intention to use or not to use. It is proposed that continuing behaviours shall 

be categorised in order to differentiate different types of continuers. 
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2.4 A Post-Acceptance Model of IS Continuance (Bhattacherjee 

2001a) 
Bhattacherjee (2001 a) is the first researcher who seeks to explain users' 

intention for continuing IS usage. He extends the Expectation Confirmation 

Theory (ECT) proposed by Oliver (1980), a theory used to demonstrate a process 

of consumer behavior, to account for an individual's intention to continue using 

the system. According to Bhattacherjee, IS usage continuance intention is 

determined by satisfaction and percetved usefulness. Satlsfactton is also 
predicted by perceived usefulness and confirmation. The model relates 

satisfaction and perceived usefulness to the degree in which the user's 

expectation of IS are confirmed. The better the expectation is met, the more the 

system is perceived as useful and the more satisfied the users are. The post-

Acceptance Model of IS Continuance is shown }n Hgure 2.3. 

Confirmation 

Figure 2. 3: A Post-Acceptance Model of IS Continuance 

(Bhattacherjee 2001 a) 
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Bhattacherjee's (2001 a) model points out that an IS continuance intention is 

determined by satisfaction and perceived usefulness. IS continuance intention is 

assessed by the degree to which the users intend to continue using the system 

rather than discontinue; intend to continue using the system than use any other 

alternative means and intend to discontinue the system. Satisfaction is defined 

as "users' affect with or feeling about prior system use" and measured by 

evaluating users' feelings after using the system. These feelings are 

dissatisfied I satisfied, displeased I pleased, frustrated/ contented and 

terrible/ delighted. Perceived usefulness is defined as "users' perception of the 

expected benefits of the system use". It is measured by the degree of user 

perception that using the system will improve his/her performance, improve 

productivity and effectiveness in managing the jobs. Confirmation is defined as 

users' perception of the congruence between expectation of system use and its 

actual performance. This confirmation is assessed by whether expectations from 

using the system were confirmed and whether system use experience and service 

provided by the system is better· than expected. 

The studies of individual continuing use of an Information System by 

Bhattacherjee were conducted in 2001 and 2004. His first study was a cross-

sectional study conducted with subscribers of an online banking system 

(Bhattacherjee 2001 a), followed by a cross sectional study with users of an 

online-brokerage system (Bhattacherjee 2001 b) and a longitudinal study of 

students using Computer Based Training (CBT) and Rapid Application 

Development (RAD) (Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004). 

In his first study, Bhattacherjee (2001 a) found that IS continuance intention is 

determined by satisfaction and perceived usefulness. The study of online 
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brokerage users included a loyalty incentive into the original model as an 

additional antecedent (Bhattacherjee 2001 b). He found that a consumer 

intention to continue using the service was determined by their belief of its 

usefulness, the interaction between perceived usefulness and loyalty incentives 

for the use of service and their satisfaction wftn an inftfa[ use wfth trie service. 

Satisfaction and belief of usefulness are both predicted by consumers' 

confirmation of expectations from their initial use of service (Bhattacherjee 

2001 b). Bhattacherjee & Premkumar (2004) further conducted another 

longitudinal study to examine the change of beliefs and attitudes of system usage 

over time. The third study was conducted with users (students) across two 

technologies, Computer Based Training (CBT) and Rapid Application Development 

(RAD). Their findings have shown that disconfirmation and satisfaction are 

critical to understand change in user's beliefs and attitudes over system usage. 

He reported that the changes of usefulness beliefs and attitudes tend to be more 

prevalent during the initial phases of system usage than 1n the later phase. 

2.4.1 Extended studies of a Post-Acceptance M.odel of IS Continuance in IS 

continuing usage 

The main contribution of Bhattacherjee ts studies in studying a continuing use of 

the system is that they proposed the factors that influence a continuing use the 

Information System. These factors are perceived usefulness, confirmation of 

expectations and satisfaction. 

The study by Bhattacherjee was later extended by other studies to investigate 

additional factors that can influence users to continue using the system. Cheung 

& Limayem (2005) proposed habit as a mediating factor on an affect of a 
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continuing usage intention on a continuing usage of an Information System. While 

Bhattacherjee has stopped his investigation at an intention to continue using the 

system, Cheung & Limayem have investigated a relationship between a 

continuance usage intention and an actual continuance usage. They reported 

that the moderating effect of habit on the relationship between intention and 

usage increase over time, while the direct impact of an intention on a 

continuance usage weakens over time. They also found that prior behavior has a 

significant effect on a continued usage. 

2.4.2 Limitations of the studies by Bhattacherjee and the extended studies 

by Bhattacherjee 

Al though there were contributions from the studies by Bhattacherjee and by his 

extended studies, there were also some limitations in explaining an individual 

continuing use of the Information System. 

F1rst. there is an issue of validity from Bhattacherjee's studies and his other 

extended studies. Validity refers to the abihty to generalize findings out.side a 

study (Neuman 2003). The study by Bhattacherjee was conducted with customers 

of online banking (Bhattacherjee 2001 a) and users of online-brokerage system 

(Bhattacherjee 2001 b). The study by Bhattacherjee & Premkumar (2004) and the 

study by Cheung & Limayem (2005) were conducted with students. The findtngs 

reported from online customers and students might not be generalized to other 

types of users such as employees who use the system to support their job. 

Second, the studies by Bhattacherjee and his other extended studies (e.g. 

Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004) are incomplete in explaining different types 
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of continuing behaviors. Bhattacherjee (2001 a, 2001 b) referred a continuing 

usage intention to merely an intention to continue using the system 

(Bhattacherjee 2001a, p. 370). There is a validity problem for the constructs of 

an intention to use. Bhattacherjee (2001a) measured IS continuance usage 

intention by asking respondents to rate if they intend to continue using a system 

and if they intend to continue using a system rather than discontinue. The 

construct of "continuance usage intention" is too general and does not specify 

which purpose a user intends to continue using. Although Bhattacherjee & 

Premkumar (2004) has also incorporated an item of a continuing usage intention 

on an intention to learn new technologies/skills. Limited numbers of items and 

content in measuring a continuing usage intention caused limited findings on 

different types of continuing usage behaviors. 

2 .. 5 Expectation Confirmation Theory (Oliver 1980) 

Bhattac:herJee's study was extended from Expectation-Confirmation Theory tECT) 

(Oliver 1980}, a widety used theory in consumer satisfaction and post-purchase 

behaviour (e.g. repurchase-' ccm1pla·ining). ECT is used to explain a process in 

which consumers reach their intention to re-purchase a product/service. The 

process begins with a consumer forming an initial pre-usage expectation (belief} 

about a product, then gaining experience by using a product over time, and 

finally forming post-usage perceptions of a product. The difference between 

consumer's original expectations and observed performance is the 

disconfirmation in ECT. Disconfirmation may be positive or negative depending 

upon whether the observed performance is above or below initial expectations. 

Disconfirmation and initial expectation determine consumer satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction with a product; consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction then 

determines continuance or non-continuance of usage of the product. ~n this 
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model, confirmation of expectation (belief) and satisfaction (an affect) are the 

main determinants to predict consumer repurchase behavior. 

2. 5.1 Expectation Confirmation Theory (ECT) in rs Continuing Usage 

ECT was first to applied to IS continuing usage studies in 2001 ~ the Information 

System considered in these studies are online banking system (Bhattacherjee 

2001a), online-brokerage system (Bhattacherjee 2001 b), online air[ine system 

(Koppius, Speelman., Stulp, Verhoef & Heck 2005), computer-based training 

system (Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004), rapid application development tool 

(Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004) and the Blackboard learning system (Cheung 

& Limayem 2005). 

Several contributions of extended ECT on IS continuing usage studies were 

reported. First_, these extended ECT studies proved that the factors which lead to 

IS adoption and IS initial usage were not the same as the factors that lead to 

continuing usage. The factors that clistinguish IS continuance usage frorn IS 

adoption and IS initial usage are satisfaction and confirmation of expectation 

(Bhattacherjee 2001 aj Bhattacherjee 2001 b; & Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 

2004) and habit (Cheung & Limayem 2005). 

Bhattacherjee & Premkumar (2004) reported that only belief and attitude 

influence intention both for initial adoption and for continuing usage. However 1 

the level of importance of these factors on an intention at an tntttat usage 

differed from the level of importance on an intention for continuing usage. The 

change of belief and attitude to IS usage were examined ?n their study. They 

found that belief of usefulness and attitude tend to fluctuate with time and such 
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changes tend to be more prevalent during the initial phase of IT usage than in 

the later phases. 

Second, the extended ECT studies found additfonar factors that affect an IS 

continuing usage (in addition to confirmation of expectation and satisfaction 

reported in Bhattacherjee's studies). The factors that affect IS continuance 

usage intention reported in these extended ECT studies were attitude 

(Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004; Koppius, Speelman, Stulp, Verhoef & Heck 

2005) and dissatisfaction (Centefelli & Benbasat 2003). It is also reported from 

these studies that individual experience (i.e. educational and professional 

experience) and experience gained from using a system play a major role in 

mediating the impact of these factors. 

2. 5. 2 Limitations of the extended studies of Expectation Confirmation Theory 

These contributions of the extended ECT studies on the study of IS continuing 

usage have some Urnitation,, There ls only one belief studied in IS continuance 

usage intention .. Trris is belief of usefulness. Using only belief of usefulness is 

incomplete in explaining !S continuing usage intention. Studies in IS user 

satisfaction have shown that there can be more factors influencing user 

satisfaction. If satisfaction is also a result of confirmation of expectation as 

proposed in an Expectation Confirmation Theory, there should be more factors to 

affect user satisfaction with regards expectattons. Past IS studies have ·reported 

the importance of user expectations in the use of the system. These studies are 

on IS satisfaction (Doll & Torkzadesh 1988), rs implementatfon (Szajza 8: ScameU 

1993) and IS usage (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis 2003). The expectations 

reported are system quality expectation (Datt & Torkzadesh t988}, tnformatton 

quality expectation (Doll & Torkzadesh 1988; Ginzberg 1981 ), service quality 
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expectation (Ginzberg 1981) and performance outcome expectation (Ginzberg 

1981; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis 2003). Past study has reported that lack 

of realism of user expectation could provide early warning indicators for the 

outcome of IS implementation (Ginzberg 1981). 

2.6 Discontinuing use of an Information System 

There have been few IS studies that investigated the factors that influence an 

individual's discontinued use of an Information System. The discontinued use of 

an Information System was reported to be affected by user dissatisfaction with 
the system (e.g. Cenfetelli & Benbasat 2003; Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee 

1998). 

Cenfetelli & Benbasat (2003) examined the usability factors of an e-commerce 

v-1ebsite that caused user dissatir;f action, leadfng the users to discontinue using 

the webs·ite. These users were voluntary users. Poor information quality and 

poor system qual.ity were reported to be the major factors to cause users~ 

dissatisfaction and later make them discontinue/stop using the \.vebsite. 

Dissatisfaction in their study was measured by negative emotions. Among the 

negative emotions reported, frustration was the most commonly cited emotion. 

The reasons for the discontinued use of the system ctasstfied by each type of 

adopters were examined by Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee (1998). The types of 

adopters in their study were early adopter and later adopter. Their study has 

shown that the discontinued use of an online service by later adopters is caused 

by their dissatisfaction with the service. These [ater adopters are more 

influenced by interpersonal sources and utilize the service less during their 
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adoption period. Interpersonal sources were defined as word-of-mouth influence 

from friends, relatives, and others (Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee 1998). 

However, the study has not identified the factors that cause user dissatisfaction. 

However, there is an issue of generalizability in these studies. This is because the 

system studied in Cenfetelli & Benbasat's study and Parthasarathy & 

Bhattacherjee's study were non-job-related system. The system conducted in 

the study by Cenfetelli & Benbasat is an e-commerce while the system conducted 

in the study by Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee is an online service. In addition, 

the users conducted in Cenfetelli & Benbasat's study were the students (who 

were the online customers). The users conducted in Parthasarathy & 

Bhattacherjee's study were the online subscribers. The findings from students 

and customers may not be generalized to the setting of employees' use of the 

system in their job. 

2.6.1 An influence of "dissatisfaction" on a contimring use of an 

Information System 

There are few IS studies that specifically investigate the importance of user 

dissatisfaction for the continuing use of Information Systems. This is because past 

IS continuing usage studies have assumed that user dissatisfaction is the opposite 

of user satisfaction (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 

2004). These studies have assumed that without user satisfaction, the users will 

be dissatisfied and will discontinue using the system. 
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The proposal that dissatisfaction has its own influence on the continuing usage 

behavior can be supported by using a Cognitive Dissonance Theory (CDT) 

(Festinger 1957). Cognitive Dissonance Theory is a widely used theory to predict 

a cognitive behavior of a person. According to a Cognitive Dissonance Theory, an 

existence of dissonance (or inconsistency between one's cognition and reality) 

will motivate a person to try to reduce the dissonance by avoiding the situation 

which would likely increase the dissonance (Festinger 1957). The rationale 

behind this theory is that though the individual may strive toward consistency 

within himself, there are certainty some exceptions, internally inconsistencies 

are somewhat found to exist in a person. According to Festinger ( 1957), cognition 

is defined as the things a person knows about himself, about his behavior, and 

about his surroundings. These things can be any knowledge about oneself or 

about one's behavior (Festinger 1957, pp. 3). The knowledge a person knows 

about himself are his feelings and desires. Reality refers to what a person does. 

In a cont·inuing use of an Information System by an ·individual, an inconsistency 

can occur between dissatisfaction with the system and the use of the system .. 

Dissatisfaction is what a person feels when using the system (a cognition). Using 

the system is what a person does (a reality). The state of inconsistency occurs 

when a person continues to use the Information System though he/she knows 

that using the system causes him/her dissatisfaction. The existence of this 

inconsistency will motivate the person to try to reduce it. Therefore, an 

individual who is dissatisfied with the Information System in his/her continuing 

use of the Information System will attempt to avoid the situation which would be 

likely to increase his/her dissatisfaction. One of the attempts to avoid the 

situation which would likely to increase his I her dissatisfaction is by 

limiting/ discontinuing the use with the system. 
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2. 7 Motivation-Hygiene Theory (Herzberg 1966) 

The concept that satisfaction and dissatisfaction are separate dimensions comes 

from Herzberg (1966), in his motivation-hygiene theory. The main idea of this 

theory is that man has two sets of needs: his. needs as an animal to avoid pain 

and his need as a human to grow psychologically. To prove his concept, Herzberg 

conducted studies with workers regarding the feeling toward their ·}ob; The 

workers were asked if the feelings of satisfaction and dissatisfaction in regard to 

their work had affected their performance, their personal relationships and their 

well-being. Herzberg defines the factors that lead to job satisfaction as 

"motivators", and the factors that lead to an elimination of job dissatisfaction as 

"hygiene factors". The result of his study suggests that the hygiene or preventive 

events led to an elimination of job dissatisfaction because of a need to avoid 

unpleasantness. For example, salary is one of the hygiene factors. One way to 

avoid the employee unpleasantness (or pain) is by providing them good salary. ln 

contrast) the motivator events led to job satisfaction because of a need for 

gruwth or self-actuahzation {Herzberg ·19661 pp. 75). He explains that th1s two-
dimensional need structure is reflected by the two dimensions of job attitudes at 

the psychological level. Herzberg explams the concepts of hygiene and motivator 

by using an analogy drawn from an example of psychological growth in children. 

In the process of the child's learning to master a bicycle, the parents can 

safeguard him from injury by: providing the safest and most hygienic area in 

which to practice; providing the most expert instruction; offering all kinds of 

incentives and rewards. However, the child will never learn how to ride a bicycle 

unless he is given a bicycle. That is, the hygiene factors are not a valid 

contributor to psychological growth but the substance of a task is needed to 

achieve personal growth. Therefore, the psychological growth of a child in order 

to learn to ride a bicycle is by increasing and expanding the skills of his behavior 

to become a highly competent bicycle rider. 
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Herzberg verified his concept of motivators and hygiene factors by conducting a 

study with 17 occupations with a wide range of employee skills, employee job 

levels and types of organizations. He found the factors that led to satisfaction 

are achievement, recognition for achievement, work itself, responsibility and 

advancement. These factors are mainly unipolar~ that ~ they c.antri.bute very 

little to job dissatisfaction. In contrast, the factors that lead to job 

dissatisfaction are company policy and administration, supervisfon, interpersona[ 

relations, working conditions, status, effect on personal life and salary. These 

factors contribute very little to job satisfaction. The results from Herzberg 

studies show that the factors involved in producing job satisfaction were 

separate and distinct from the factors that lead to job dissatisfaction. Herzberg 

reported that the workers were made unhappy (dissatisfaction) mostly because 

they felt they were being treated unfairly at work, that they found the situation 

unpleasant or painful. In contrast, the reasons for job satisfaction or having 

positive job attitudes are the variations on the theme of feelings of psychotogtcat 

growth or the fulfillment of se!f -actua!iZ'ing needs. Herzberg condudes that a 

need to avoid unpleasant job environments led to an elimination of job 

dissatisfaction and the need for self.·reatizat1on led to job satisfaction when the 

opportunity for self-realization was afforded. 

In a recent longitudinal study for the examination of life satisfaction and life 

dissatisfaction, Davern & Cummins (2006) show that life satisfaction is separate 
from life dissatisfaction. Satisfactions (positive feelings) are excited, proud, and 

on top of the world. Dissatisfactions (negative feelings) are depressed, bored, 

lonely and restless. 
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2. 7. 1 Motivation-Hygiene theory in IS continuing usage 

Zhang & Dran (2000) applied Herzberg's theory to investigate the website factors 

that make users satisfied and the factors that make users dissatisfied. Their 

study aims were to keep user interest in the website and to motivate them to 

return to the website. This study examined two types of website design factors, 

hygiene factors and motivators. Hygiene factors make a website ~ef ul and 

serviceable, and their absence cause user dissatisfaction. An example of a 

hygiene factor is "live/broken links", because a live link is taken for granted, but 

if the link is broken, users are frustrated and dissatisfied. Motivating factors, on 

the other hand, are those that contribute to user satisfaction. An example of a 

motivating factor is "a level of learned knowledge I skills by surfing website", 

because this feature supports growth in user skills. This study also shows that 

individual difference and technology type have an impact on the way users judge 

hygiene or motivating factors. In addition, the users in their study commented 

that motivators can be changed to hygiene factors as time passed due to the 

change of user expectations and experiences with a website. This finding can be 

explained by Allport (1961), who claims that motivation includes a dimension of 

time; whatever motivates us nwst motivate us in the present. The reasons ·which 

make an individual behave presently in a certain way are not the same reasons 

that originally caused that behavior. Consequently, one can assume that what 

individuals judge to be motivators today may not have motivated them a month 

ago or will not necessarily be motivating in the future. 

In an examination of website usability factors, Cenfetelli & Benbasat (2003) 

investigated factors that lead to user dissatisfaction and thefr fmpact on a 

continuing usage. They report that system factors (i.e. information inefficiency, 

information uncertainty, system unresponstveness, system faiture) cause user 

dissatisfaction and cause them to discontinue/stop using a website. 
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These studies do have some limitations. Zhang and Dran study does not further 

examine the impact of motivators and hygiene factors on a continuing usage. In 

addition. Cenfetelli & Benbasat (2003) examined the factors that lead to user 

dissatisfaction but he did not further examine the importance of these factors on 

a continued use. There is also a generalization problem as bath s.tudies are 

conducted with online users of website; website users may not be generalized to 

other users, who are employees in an organizational context. 

2.8 Mandatory and voluntary use of an Information System 

Mandatory usage refers to the use of a system under some requirements {e.g. 

Venkatesh & Davis 2000; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis 2003). Examples of 

these requirements were requirements from supervisor and from rules. 

Voluntary usage refers to the degree to whfch use i's perceived as befng 

voluntary~. or of free will (Moore & Benbasat 1991 1 p. 195). Past IS use studies. 

providing voluntary usage environment were conducted with different types of 

users. These users are employees, students and customers. Exarnple of past 

studies that conducted with employees in an organization were the studies by 

Burton-Jones & Bubona (2005), Wixom & Todd(2005), Venkatesh, Morris, Davis Et 
Davis (2003), Jones, Sundaram & Chin (2002), Chiasson & Lovato (2001), 

Venkatesh & Davis (2000), Sutan & Chan (2000), Venkatesh & Morris(2000), 

Agarwal & Prasad ( 1999). Examples of past studies conducted with students were 

the study by Cheung & Limayem (2005), Bhattacherjee & Premkumar (2004), 

Cenfetelli & Benbasat (2003), Shaw, Delone & Niedeman (2002), Cooper & 

Bhattacherjee (2001 ). Examples of past studies that conducted with customers 

are Koppius, Speelman, Stulp, Verhoef & Heck (2005), Chen, GiUenson 8: Sherre[[ 

(2004), Bhattacherjee (2001a) and Bhattacherjee (2001b). 
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2.8.1 Mandatory usage in past IS use studies 

In mandatory usage settings, social influences affected intention to use the 

system (Venkatesh & Davis 2000). In mandatory settings, social influence appears 

to be important only in the early stages of individual experience with the 

technology, with its role eroding over time and eventually becoming 

nonsignificant with sustained usage. Social influence ~an i.mpac.t. an individual 

behavior through three mechanisms: compliance, internalization, and 

identification (see Venkatesh & Davis 2000). The compliance mechanism causes 

an individual to simply alter his or her intention in response to the social 

pressure while the latter two relate to altering an individual's belief structure 

and/or causing an individual to respond to potential social status gains. Prior 

research suggests that individuals are more likely to comply with others' 

expectations when those referent others have the abittty to reward the desired 

behavior or punish nonbehavior (e.g. French & Raven 1959; Warshaw & Davis 

1985). This view of compliance is consistent with results ·in the technologv 

acceptance literature indicating that reliance on other5',. opinion is significant 

only in mandatory settings {Hartwick. & Barki 1994), particular!.y in the early 

stage of experience, ·when an 1ndividuat's opinions are relatively m ·informed 

(Agarwal & Prasad 1997; Harwick & Barki 1994; Karahanna, Straub & Chervany 

1999; Venkatesh & Davis 2000). This normattve pressure will attenuate over time 

as increasing experience provides a more instrumental (rather than social) basis 

for individual intention to use the system. 

2.8.2 Voluntary usage in past IS use studies 

"A voluntary usage" was measured in past studies by Burton-Jones & Hubona 

(2005); Karahanna, Straub & Chervany (1999); Venkatesh & Davis (2000); 

Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis (2003). The items used to construct uvoluntary 
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usage" were "to use or not to use the system", "to use other systems" (Burton-

Jones & Hu bona 2005), "my supervisor does not require me to use the system" 

(Karahanna, Straub & Chervany 1999; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis 2003), 

"although it might be useful, using the system is certainly not compulsory in my 

job" (Venkatesh & Davis 2000; Venkatesh, Morris, Davfs & Davis 2003). In a 

voluntary usage environment, Venkatesh & Davis (2000) conducted studies to 

investigate the effects of social influence on employees' usage intention. They 

showed that subjective norm did not directly affect usage intentions for 

voluntary systems. Social influence in voluntary contexts operates by influencing 

perceptions about the technology - the mechanisms at play here are 

internationalization and identification. Internalization refers to an individual 

incorporation of social influences into his/her own usefulness perceptions. 

Identification refers to the use of the system to gain status and influence within 

the work group and thereby improve an individual job performance. Subjective 

norm has a direct effect on intentions for mandatory, but not voluntary, usage 

context. This is because as ·individuals gained direct experience v-.rit.h a system 

over time, they rel1ed less on social information in forrning a perception about 
the system usefulness and an intention to use the system but continued to judge 

a usef utness of the system on the basis of potenttat status beneftts resulting from 
use (Venkatesh & Davis 2000). 

2. 8. 3 Limitations of past studies of IS continuing usage with regards 

voluntary usage 

There were past studies of IS continuing usage that were conducted with 

voluntary usage environment (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee 2001 b; 

Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004; Cheung & Limayem 2005). However, these 

studies have lacked an attempt in explaining an influence of voluntary usage on a 

continuing use of an Information System. This is particularly in a context of 
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employee use of the system in supporting the job. Most past IS continuing usage 

studies were conducted with customers (Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee 

2001 b) and students (e.g. Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004; Cheung and 

Limayem 2005). 

Karahanna, Straub & Chervany (1999) have investigated an influence of perceived 

voluntariness of using IT on a behavioral intention about using the IT by the 

employees in an organization. The system conducted in their study is Microsoft 

Windows. They reported that continued usage intention is determined by the 

extent to which the usage is mandated. They reported that the users view a 

continuing use of the system as mandated. This finding can be because the 

organization had made the decision to adopt Windows and though individuals and 

departments had judgement as to when they would adopt. It is described that 

individuals and departments were encouraged to adopt Windows, but there was 

no pressure to adopt within a r.:ertain timefrarne. Th1s context seems to be a 

mandatory adoption and mandatory usage. The items to measure "a behavioral 

intentionn in the study by Kan1hanna, Straub & Chervany (1999) was also referred 

to only "an intention to use the system in the next stxth months" and uduring· the 

next six months, I plan to experiment with or regularly use Windows in my workH. 

2. 9 Chapter Conclusion 

The major limitations from the extended studies from the theories/models were 

summarised. The limitations have led us to propose the investigations. The 

limitations and the proposed investigations are as follows 

1. Past studies of IS continuous usage (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001 a; 

Bhattacherjee 2001 b; Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004) have assumed that 
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without satisfaction, the users will be dissatisfied and discontinue with the 

system. Past study on employee satisfaction and employee dissatisfaction 

about the job has shown that improving employee satisfaction does not 

eliminating employee dissatisfaction (Herzberg, Mausner, Snyderman 1959). 

We therefore propose to investigate whether user satisfaction is an opposite 

of user dissatisfaction. This is by investigating the factors that influence user 

satisfaction and the factors that influence user dissatisfaction in the 

individuals continuing use of the system. 

2. While past studies (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001a; Bhattacherjee 2001b; 

Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004; Koppius, Speelman, Stulp, Verhoef & 

Heck 2005) have proposed satisfaction as a major factor to influence the 

users continuous use intention, dissatisfaction has not been considered. 

However, dissatisfaction was shown to cause the users to discontinue with 

the system (e.g. Cenfetelli & Benbasat 2003; Parthasarat.hy &. Bhattacherjee 

·1998}. To compare the importance between satisfaction and dissatisfaction 

on a continuous use of the sy~;tem, we propos.e to investigate an influence of 

satisfaction on the intention to continue to use of the Information System 

and an influence of dissatisfaction on the intention to continue to use the 

Information System. 

3. While system ease of use was reported to affect an initial use of the system 

(e.g. Agarwal & Prasad 1999; Venkatesh & Morris 2000; Wixom & Todd 2005), 

more factors of system usability have not been considered, we therefore 

propose to investigate more factors of system usability and their influence on 

satisfaction, dissatisfaction and directly on a continuing use of the 

Information System. 
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4. While system usefulness was reported to affect user satisfaction (e.g. 

Bhattacherjee 2001 a, Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004) and the users' use 

intention in the long-term use of the system (e.g. Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & 

Davis 2003; Venkatesh & Davis 2000), there is a limitation for the contents of 

its construct, which may not be completely explain what make the 

employees continuing use of the system in supporting their jobs. Building 

upon what make employees satisfied in their job (Herzberg, Mausner & 

Snyderman 1959), we propose to expand the content of system usefulness by 

incorporating self-realization needs and investigated its influence on 

satisfaction, dissatisfaction and directly on an intention to continuing use of 

the Information System. 

5. While some IS researchers (e.g. K.arahannaJ Straub Et Chervany ·1999) 

reported that the continued use of U1e systi::vm 1n a.n organisation is percetved 

by the users as mandated, few studies were conducted in a voluntary usage 

envirnnrnent with employees in an organisation. While voluntary usage 1s 

defined as the degree to which use 1s perceived as being voluntary, or of free 

wilt (Moore & Benbasat 1991, p. 195 ). Voluntary usage, with its context on 

the users' perception of whether or not they do have choice to use the 

system, with its effect on the long-term use of the system has not been 

examined. Past study has shown that availability of better onllne service 

(alternative choices) causes the users to discontinue with the onhne servke 

(Parthasarathy & Bhattacherjee 1998). We therefore propose to investigate 

an influence of user perception of having chofce and not havfng choke to use 

the system on an intention to continue using the system. 
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Chapter 3 
A proposed study of a Continuous Use of 

an Information System 

Based on our literature studies in chapter 2 which assists us to know what has 

been done and what was missing in past studies, we decided to study aspects of 

continuing use of an Information System to support the individual job that have 

not been well covered so far. These aspects are the factors, that influence 

satisfaction and dissatisfaction, the influence of satisfaction and dissatisfaction 

on continuing use) the comparison between the importance of satisfaction and 

d1ssatisfaction on continuing use and any }nfluence of confirmatlon of 

expectations on sat.isf action, dissatisfaction and continuing use. Thus our 

tentative research questions were: 

1. What factors influence satisfaction with use of an Information System? 

2. What factors influence dissatisfaction with use of an Information System? 

3. What is the influence of satisfaction on an intention to continue using an 

information System? 

4. What is the influence of dissatisfaction on an intention to continue using an 

Information System? 
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5. Which one has a stronger influence on an intention to continue using an 

Information System, satisfaction or dissatisfaction? 

6. Are there any factors that influence an intention to continue using the 

Information System directly regardless of satisfaction or dissatisfaction? 

To answer these questions, we conducted both an interview based case study and 

a survey study. Mixed method research is the study that combines quaHtative and 

quantitative approaches into the research methodology of a single study or 

multiphased study (Tashakkori & Teddlie 1998). The interview study was firstly 

conducted to answer research question number 1, 2 and 6. The survey study was 

then conduct to answer all research question. The factors found from the 

interview study was confirmed and further investigated tn a survey study. 

~;ince most of the !itera.ture (e.g. TAM) corT$i'ders adoption there is an emphasis 

on intention to use, and consequently intention to continue using. In this study 

we: onl.y dealt with those who were actually using a system already. We rna1nly 

ask about intention to continue/ discontinue (and some intended to discontinue in 

the near future), but in the interviews, users also mentioned reasons they had 

continued so far. These reasons were indications of attitudes which might also 

influence intention to continue. 

To answer these questions, we conducted both an interview based case study and 

a survey study. Mixed method research is the study that combines quatttative and 

quantitative approaches into the research methodology of a single study or 

multiphased study (Tashakkori & Teddtte t998f. Mtxed method research is 

proposed in our study to overcome the limitations of conducting a survey study or 
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a case study alone by combining the strengths of both studies. The limitations of 

survey study are it provides little information on the underlying meaning of the 

data (Gable 1994). The researcher might also miss out on phenomena occurring 

because of the focus on hypothesis testing and the knowledge produced might be 

too general to specific context (Tashakkorf a Tedd lie 1998). With a case study, 

the knowledge produced might be unique to the relatively few people included in 

the research study and may not be generalizable (Gable 1994; Tashakkori & 

Teddlie 1998). In addition, the results from a case study are also more easily 

influenced by the researcher's personal bias (Tashakkori & Teddlie 1998). With a 

mixed method study, we can answer a broader and more complete range of 

research questions because we are not confined to a single method. Mixed 

method can also add insights and understanding that might be missed when only 

a single method is used. It can also be used to increase the generalizability of the 

results (Tashakkori & Teddlie 1998). 

The inten1iew study is firstly conducted fotlovved by a survey study. This is to use 

the findings from an interview study to develop the survey ftenis used in a survey 

study. This is called "developmentn which ts the option for determining the 

purpose of mixed method (Tashakkori & Teddlie 1998). This option is 

implemented sequentially, thereby allowing results of one method (e.g. 

qualitative) to inform development of the other method (e.g. quantitative). 

We also introduce another option for conducting mixed method research called 

"complementarity", which refers to the utilization of different methods to assess 

various dimensions of the phenomena (Tashakkori & Teddlie 1998). That is,, we 

use interview study and survey study to investigate different dimensions for the 

employees continuing use of the system. 
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With respect to our tentative research questions, the role of expectations, the 

factors that influence satisfaction, the factors that influence dissatisfaction were 

investigated using an interview study. This is mainly because an interview study 

is an appropriate process to understand people's feelings and perceptions in 

which these questions can be explored through this process... An interview study 

can assist us to get closer to the employee's perspective through detailed 

interview (Denzin & Lincoln 2008) and may reveal addftional issues or factors 

that we have not foreseen from our literature study. 

The survey items developed from the findings of an interview study and the 

literature studies were then used in a survey study. The related items were then 

grouped for a purpose of measuring the tentative variables. Once the surveys 

were completed, these variables were refined using factor analysis. The 

relationship betvveen these variables was then analyzed using regression. The 

anatysis result from a survey study was then used to answer some tentative 
research questions. These are the influence of the factors on satisfaction, the 
influence of the factors on dissatisfaction, the influence of satisfaction on a 

continuing use, the influence of dissatisfaction on a continuing use and whether 

satisfaction or dissatisfaction has a stronger influence on a continuing use. The 

findings from both studies were then be used to answer and explain our 

investigation. 

3.1 The respondents and system usage environment 

The target respondents for both studies were employees who continue using an 

Information System to support their job for a certain period of time. Employees 
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were chosen who had choice to use or not to use the system. The type of 

targeted employees was knowledge workers as they are more likely to have 

choice in the way they perform their job. Knowledge workers, defined as those 

workers whose contribution to their organisations is primarily intellectual 

(Mcleod 1995), can expect to interact with the technoCogy on a daHy, if not 

hourly basis, and to use a system to support their work (Barker & Wright 1997). 

The interview study was conducted with employees using the same system in one 

organisation. Study within a single organisation enables us to investigate a 

phenomenon in depth and get close to the phenomenon (Yin 2002). The survey 

study was conducted with employees from various organisations who were 

working at different levels of organisation and with different types of 

Information Systems. Studying with different Information Systems in various 

organisations is more likely to obtain more factors that make users 

satisfied/ dissatisfied. The survey study in several organisations can also test the 

general'isabHity of the case study findings. 

3~2 The interview study 

An interview based case study is a useful way of understanding 'experiences' 

(Silverman 2005). We used an interview study to investigate feelings and 

perceptions toward the use of an Information System and the stated reasons for 

these feelings and perceptions. An interview asststs the researcher to reach areas-
of reality that would otherwise remain inaccessible such as people's subjective 

experiences and attitudes. It allows the intervfewees to df scuss influences on 

their use of the system including changing feelings and perceptions without being 

constrained by limited structured questions. This does rely on memory. Memory 

is determined by what the person experienced, perceived and felt (Thompson & 
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Madigan, 2005). The interviewees who have difficulties to remember were 

assisted by recognition. Recognition is one of the major measurements of how 

much a person remembers. This is by providing the information to the 

interviewees and what they have to do is be able to identify it as something they 

learned (Higbee 2001 ). During some of the interviews, the users went through 

each system feature presented on the computer screen, and we asked them if 

each f ea tu re was what they have been using, how they feel about using it and 

why. 

Our interview study is interpretive research. The focus of interpretive study is to 

understand phenomena through the meanings that people assign to them and 

interpretive methods of Information System research are "aimed at producing an 

understanding of the Information System context, and the process whereby the 

information system influences and is influenced by the context" (Walsh am 1993, 

pp. 4-5 1 cited by Myers & Avison Z002), 

We chose to interview academics using a course management. system because 

these are knowledge workers who appear to have a choice whether or not to use 

the system to support their work. 

We conducted face-to-face interviews with 20 employees from this organisation. 

The snowball sampling technique was used (Miles 1994, p. 28). We started by 

contacting a few key persons who we believed are trustworthy, supportive and 

effective for our study. The study context was explained to these persons. These 

persons then contact the next persons who fit our study context and would be 

willing to participate in our study. The names of these potential respondents 
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were listed. These potential respondents were then contacted either via 

telephone or e-mail and invited for voluntary participation. Once the person was 

interviewed, the lists of more potential names were obtained from an 

interviewee and so on and on. 

Face to face semi-structured interviews were used in our interview study. In a 

structured interview the interviewer asks respondents the same series of pre-

established questions but there is very little flexibility in the way in which 

questions are asked or answered in the structured interview setting (Denzin & 

Lincoln 2008). An unstructured interview provides greater breadth than do the 

other types given its qualitative nature. The goal of an unstructured interview is 

understanding; the interviewer attempts to see the situation from the 

interviewees' viewpoint (Denzin & Lincoln 2008). However, in an unstructured 

interview setting, there is a possibility that not all pre-established interview 

questions will be answered. 

Our study required the respondents to answer aH pre-established questions and 

also to gain an understanding of interviewees' experiences. Therefore, we used 

semi-structured interviews. A semi-structured interview allows flexibility. Semi-

structured interviews allow new questions to be brought up during the interview 

as a result of what the interviewee says. This assists us in a closer investtgatton 

and results in richer interpretation of the conversation obtained. The opened-

ended starting questions were based on our tentative research questions. 

Additional questions were asked depending on the flow of conversation. 
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The pre-established questions were the interviewees' demographic, previous 

experiences with the system, amount/length of system usage and feelings of 

voluntary use, the questions about expectations, satisfaction (feeling good and 

bad), voluntary use and intention to continue using. 

Each interview was audio taped and/or note-taken dependfng on the 

interviewees. Each interview lasted from half an hour to one hour. The data 

obtained from the interview study was transcribed for analysis. Content analysis 

was used to develop a way of coding and classifying the answers (the content) in 

the interview (Nardi 2003 ). We looked for statements about satisfaction (fee[fng 

good) and dissatisfaction (feeling bad). The words that appear to relate to these 

feelings were grouped together into themes. That is, words with similar 

meanings were group together to help organize our observations (Boyatzis 1998). 

We particularly looked for themes that related to items discussed in the 

literature or to our research questions. We then used these themes to analyze 

the answers to other questions about expectations and intent10n to continuing 

use.· !.ooking for the occurrence of the previ'ous{y identified themes and any new 

themes. An example of this coding and analys1s is gh-~en in appendix B. 

3. 3 The survey study 

The survey study was conducted to measure variables derived from the literature 

studies and the interview study and to analyze the re~ationsh}p between the 

variables. 

The survey questionnaire was developed from Hterature studtes and from the 

findings of the interview study. Some questionnaire items were chosen from 
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literature studies while some items were newly developed to address possible 

factors not previously investigated. These newly developed items were derived 

from an analysis of the interview. Most survey questions were closed-ended 

questions as it suits our investigation in measuring proposed variables and 

analysing a relationship between variables. Using closed-ended questions also 

gives respondents standardized answers to select from. It is easier and quicker 

for the respondents to complete. It is also efficient for coding responses for 

further data analysis (Nardi 2003). 

A 7 point-Likert scales was used in the questionnaire survey. That is, the 

respondents were asked to indicate whether they agree or disagree from 

experiencing their use with the system. Like rt scales suit our survey study as its 

response categories (for example, a score 1 to 7 "completely disagree" to 

"completely agree") will have been used for several items. That is., items that 

are highly correlated will. then be used to provide the best indicators of the 

variable) and only those items wilt be included in vahable for further analysis. in 

a social research, it is usually better to use four to eight categories in Ukert 

scales (Neuman 2003). 

An Internet survey was conducted. Potential respondents firstly received an e-

mail for an invitation for participation in the survey study. The purpose of the 

study was explained in the e-mail with a particular web site address (URL) 

provided to access to the Internet survey. The Internet survey is proposed mainly 

because it suits the context of our study. That is, we targeted the respondents 

who are employees using the system in organisations in Australia. The targeted 

employees are knowledge workers who are computer literate. Other reasons of 

proposing an Internet survey is Internet is widely used in the work places and/ or 
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homes in Australia. It is also because an Internet survey is well supported and 

maintained by the university center where the researcher is studying. In 

addition, an Internet survey is much faster and cheaper than the alternative 

survey techniques (Neuman 2003). Internet survey allows us to require the 

respondents to answer important questions. rt fs also real-time which enable us 

to know to-date responses so that we can plan for reaching sufficient numbers of 

responses. The data obtained from an Internet survey can automatically 

imported to a spreadsheet for further data analysis. This is more convenient and 

can reduce errors compared to having a data entry person to enter responses into 

a computer. 

A questionnaire pilot-test was conducted with a small set of respondents similar 

to those in a final survey. These respondents were asked to complete the survey. 

This is to ensure that the questionnaire flows, the instructions are adequate, the 

wording of the items and format are clear and understandable and the survey 

takes a reasonable time to complete. It is also to ensure that the interface 

presented on each screen of an internet survey are easy to understand and 

comfortable for the respondents to provide the answers. Once the questionnatres 
are returned, we did the discussion individually with these respondents. This is to 

obtain what they found confusing, how they reacted to the format and questions 

and what they felt what missing. However, these respondents are not part of the 

final sample because they have already seen the questionnaire and having them 

complete the survey the second time could bias the results (Nardi 2003). The 

feedbacks provided by these respondents were then be used to develop a final 

survey. (Please also see the comments of a pilot test in an appendix D) 
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The target respondents of the survey study were employees at different levels of 

several organizations in Australia. These employees have been using an 

Information System for a certain period of time in supporting their job. We 

aimed to use a few agents to distribute the survey to target respondents. We 

targeted to survey 120-150 employees. These are to represent the population of 

interest and to ensure that the sample size is adequate to perform statistical 

analysis. 

A reminder e-mail was also sent to the potential respondents one week after 

distribution of the survey for those that had not responded. However, because 

our study is voluntary, there was not any more following-up after sending a 

reminder e-mail. 

The answers the respondents gave to each question m a survey were then used 

tor data analys1s using some statistical analysis techniques. These techniques are 

factor analysis and regression anal.ys·is. Factor analysis 1s used as a rnethod of 

data reduction (Kim & Mueller 1978) by summarizing the interrelationships 

among the variables (refers to the questionnaire items) in a concise but accurate 

manner as an aid in conceptualization (Gorsuch 1974). This is by including the 

maximum amount of information from the questionnaire items in as few derived 

variables, or factors, as possible (Gorsuch 1974). By conducting factor analysis, 

the original set of questionnaire items is reduced to a much smaller set of items, 

called "factors" which accounts for most of the reliable variance of the initial 

pool of items. Factor analysis is also used in our study to identify hidden 

dimensions or constructs. Confirmatory factor analysis was used. This is by using 

questionnaire items which are selected on the basis of literature studies and 

interview findings to factor analyzed and see if these items will load into the 
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factor as predicted and on the expected numbers of factors. The degree of 

generalization between each questionnaire item and the factor was measured by 

calculating "factor loading" (Gorsuch 197 4). Factor loadings reflect quantitative 

relationships. The farther the factor loading is from zero, the more one can 

generalize from the factor to the items (Gorsuch 1974). The items [oaded in each 

factor can then be used as operational representatives of the constructs 

underlying the factor and to define the content or meanings of factors. Although 

factor analysis was chosen, the factors derived from factor analysis depend on 

the questions asked and the interpretation for the meanings of factors can be 

subjective. 

The factors (or variables) derived from a factor analysis were then used to 

examine a prediction of one factor on other factors(s). This is by using a simple 

regression and a multiple regression. A simple regression analysis is used to 

measure the amount of influence one variable had on a second vahable. /1. 

multiple regression is used to examine simultaneous influences of two or more 

variables on a designed dependent variable (.George & 1\1\a!.lery 2007). 

The data analyzed from both survey study and interview based case study were 

then used to answer and explain our investigations. 

3. 4 Ethics of the study 

This study was required to conform to the research ethics guidelines of the 

University of Technology, Sydney. A research proposal was submitted to the UTS 

Human Research Ethics Committee in February 2007 and approved number HREC 
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2007-31 A was granted in April 2007. (Please see Appendix E: A Letter of an 

Ethics Approval) 

It is of utmost importance that the participants can trust the researcher and have 

confidence in the researcher's integrity. The procedure for protecting the 

participants' data was informed to the participants. 

The participants were asked to agree to the use of digitized recording for 

interviews; participants could require using note-taking instead of tape-

recording. The participants can also use a place where they will be comfortable 

for having an interview. However, if the risk should happen accidentally, for 

example in an interview, a participant may forget that the tape is running and 

might say some inappropriate things (e.g. negative comments about his/her 

supervisor or colleagues), that data will be destroyed wtthout being played back 

or saved in anyway. With regards to privacy and confidentially, the only people 

vvho will be allowed to vie\N digitised tape~recorder wHl be the !ndividuat 

participant ·in that record, the researcher and the research supervisor. No other 

third parties will be allowed to access to tape records or note takings of 

participants. Participants will not be identified in the research findings and their 

data will not be passed on to any third parties. Digitised tape-records and note-

taking records will be carefully managed and kept. 

To minimise any risks to participants 1 the data obtained from an interview and a 

survey study will not be discussed or disclosed in any way that will identify an 

individual, team or organisation. The only other person that will have access into 

the analysis of this data will be the research supervisor. The identity of the 

participants will be protected at all time by the researcher· and the research 

supervisor. 
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To protect the confidentiality/privacy of the participants, personal identity was 

coded and a list of the coded identities stored separately from the data. All 

transcripts of tapes were checked with participants as part of the analysis 

process and kept only with their agreement. Originals were then be copied and 

locked away. Transcripts and copies are used for analy~~ only. Edited version 

may be used for publication under agreements from participants. 

To ensure the security of data, the data electronically stored on a PC are 

password protected. Documents and files, transcripts of tapes, handwritten 

notes and other non-digital data are stored in locked filling cabinets at the 

researcher's office and at home. 

No personal information about the research partkipants wiU. be published m 
reports or in other types of publications, 

For the disposal of data, transcripts of tape recording, note-takings and coded 

data from surveys will be archived for a minimum of 5 years. After that, original, 

untransformed data will be destroyed unless there is some good reason to keep it 

and all participants are happy to have it kept. 
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Chapter 4 
An Interview Study of User Satisfaction and 

User Dissatisfaction in a Continuous Use of 

an Information System 

An interview study suits an investigation of the research questions as it is a 

research method of understanding 'experiences' (Silverman 2005). These 

experiences are the individual user experiences in their use of the system. An 

interview approach is descriptive, allowing focus on the processes, the meamngs 
and the understandings gained through in·-depth discussions with the 

intervievvees (CresweU 1994; Yin 2002} .. 

4. 1 The study context 

The context of this interview study is "an organization which provides an 

Information System to be used by employees to support their core job". The 

study was conducted at a leading Australian University in late 2006 with the 

Information System called "Blackboard". "Blackboard'' is a course management 

system which supports teaching for the academic employees. It also supports the 

students' learning and assessments. It is promoted and supported by the 

university. The academic employees appear to have a choice whether or not to 

use the system to support their work. The reason that the academic employees 

were targeted for an interview is that the researcher was able to better 

communicate with them than other types of employees from different types of 
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organizations. This is because the researcher has 9 years of working experiences 

as an academic employee in university by the time of conducting an interview. It 

is also because the academic employees do have freedom in the way they do 

their works which suits the study context in regards voluntary environment. 

4.2 The demographic of interviewees 

To start an interview study, a snow ball (or chain) technique is used (Miles 1994, 

p. 28). Three key persons were contacted. The first person is the researcher's 

teaching supervisor. The second person is an associate dean in research. The 

reason for contacting an associate dean in research is he plays a role in assisting 

research students throughout their candidature. Both of them are working in the 

same faculty as the researcher. The third person is the researcher"s co[(eague 

who works in different faculty. The study context was explained to each person 

in order for them to provide the researcher 1s assistance for the appropriate 

persons to be contacted for an interview. 

The llsts of persons suggested by these key persons were then given to the 

researcher. In addition, some colleagues of the researcher who possibly suited 

the study context were also listed. These listed persons were then contacted via 

an e-mail I telephone and were asked if they continue using the system and/ or 

discontinued the system and were willing to participate. During an interview, 

some interviewees were also recommended to the researcher by their coHeagues 

who suit the study context for more interviews. Twenty persons who suited the 

study context were interviewed. These interviewees are from the Facu[ty of 

Information Technology, the Faculty of Engineering, the Faculty of Business, the 

Faculty of Education. Eleven interviewees were male with nine interviewees 

female. All of them play a role as a subject coordinator. Half of the interviewees 
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had experience of using similar systems. The interviewees' experience with using 

the current system ranged from six months to eight years and seventy five 

percent of the interviewees had been using the system for at least three years. 

Although most of the interviewees were voluntarily using the system, four 

interviewees reported that the use of the system is mandatory. Their reasons are 

that there are no other choices and I or that the use of the system is required by 

school policies. 

4.3 Interview Questions 

The interview questions were designed to guide our semi-structured intentiews 

and were intended to explore various influences on system adoption and 

continuing use as outlined in chapter 2. 

The interview questions are shown ·in an appendix A, intervieVv' Questions. They 

were about the interviewee ts job role (Q1), prior experiences with similar 

systems (Q.2_. ((. 3 and Q.8):, amount 1 tength and functional"ities of systern usage 

(Q.4, Q.5 and Q.6L the feelings of voluntary use (Q7L expectations in using the 

system (Q. 9, Q. 10 and Q. 12), whether there is the change of the expectations 

over time (Q.11), what caused good feelings (Q.13. 1 and Q. 14:1) and bad 

feelings (Q.13.2 and Q. 14.2) about the system, how the feelings have changed 

over time (Q.15), an intention to continue using the system (Q.16) and their 

understanding of "a continued usage" (Q. 17) and reasons for continuing to use 

(Q.18). 

As per our tentative research question i the interview study included investigation 

of the factors that influence satisfaction, the factors that influence 
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dissatisfaction and a role of expectations. To better understand "a continuous 

use", the user perceptions toward their continuing use and their intention 

behaviours to continuing use were also investigated. 

4. 3.1 The factors that influence satisfaction, the factors that influence 
Dissatisfaction 

Building upon the work of Herzberg (1966) which proposes that satisfaction is a 

separate dimension from dissatisfaction. According to Herzberg ( 1966), 

satisfaction is referred to "good feelings" while dissatisfaction is referred to 

"bad feelings". The users were therefore asked about their feelings in the use of 

the system, what made them to feel good/bad in their initial use (in the first 

semester), what made them feel good/bad in their continuing use (from the 

second semester until the current semester of using the system) and whether 

there are any change of the feeUngs in their use of the system over time and the 

reasons to cause the change off eetings. 

4.3.2 A role of expectations 

To investigate how important the expectations are over ttme in the continuing 

use of the sys tern, the users were asked about their expectations before using 

the system, the reasons of having the expectations and whether these 

expectations were confirmed. The users were then asked for whether these 

expectations were changed over time, whether there are any new expectations 

and if these new expectations were confirmed. 
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4.3.3 The perceptions toward "a continuous use" 

To explore the knowledge of "a continuous use" beyond what were presented in 

the literature studies, we also investigated the user perceptions toward 

"continue to use". This is by asking the users how is "continue to use" mean to 

them. 

4. 3.4 The users' continuing intention behaviours 

To investigate the users' continuing intention behaviours, the users were asked 

whether they intend to continue using the system and how likely their intention 

be. 

4.4 Results: Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction 

Data analysis was begun by coding interviewees' responses into the different sets 

of reasons that make them feel good in their use of the system. Then, coding 

different. sets of reasons that make them feel bad in their use of the system, We 

looked for .,words)) and '!sirnHar words)', ''phrases'! and i.simitar phrases" in the 

response to categorize them into the same reason .. 

4.4.1 The reasons that make the interviewees feel good in the first semester 

of using the system 

For the reasons that make the interviewees feel good in the first semester of 

using the system, two reasons seem to predominate, "make job more 

efficient" and ''easy to use". 
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Examples of reason 1: Make job more efficient 

"The way that it allows you to manage content without too much 
knowledge/coding rather than coding by hand (compare to HTML which have 

to update the page manually with HTML)" (Interviewee 1) 

" If you want to get a message, you can get it to the students via e-mails, 
announcement (if something comes up), to remind students if anything come 

up, it is not about posting things online" 

(Interviewee 2) 

"After my first semester of using the system, the expectations were confirmed 

as the students easy to access to information" 

(interviewee 2} 

a vVhen putting documents for project, can prepare here and place onhne, can 

get feedbacks through discussion board. Can get feedbacks immediately, very 

efficient, students have time to think (have them take a look before) so that 

they have time to think before going to class" 

(Interviewee 3) 

"The system made information available to the students" 

(Interviewee 4) 
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Examples of reason 2: Easy to use 

" What made me to feel good in my first semester of using the system is it is 

easy to use" 

" What made me to feel good about using the system in my ffrst semester is the 
system usability is enough to manage class" (Interviewee 5) 

4.4. 2 The reasons that cause the interviewees feel bad in the first semester 

of using the system 

For the reasons that cause the interviewees feel bad in the first semester of 

using the system, three reasons seem to predominate, "time consuming,,, 

"hard to use" and "not user friendly". 

Examples of reason 1 : Time consuming 

s• Usability-. numbers of mouse dick that need to do thing; upl.oad pdf fil.e need to 

go to many steps, can be quite long (as by spend 6-8 hrs to set up, deal. with 

user interface), trade off with coding, I did remember even back to the first 

semester" 

(Interviewee 1) 

" What made me to feel bad about using the system in my first semester was the 
system is slow" {lnten1iewee 6) 
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" What made me feel bad about using the system is the students cannot form 
their own group and it is workload for me to do this for 400 students" 

(Interviewee 7) 

Examples of reason 2: Hard to use 

" Learning how to use the system can be frustrated. I has to take course on 

how to use the system for 3-4 times" 

(Interviewee 8) 

" When I started to use the system, there is an error that come out from a 
system and I do not understand what it means" 

(Interviewee 9) 

" i felt anxious about how to do things for technical aspects, i started to use a 
course document function to place learning materials into the sys tern in t.he 

flrst semester and found that a system is not easy to use, not user friendly 

and hard to learn'' 

(Interviewee 10) 

" What made me to feel bad in my first semester of using the system was it is 
hard to get students enrolled" (tntervtewee 6) 
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Example of reason 3: Not user friendly 

" I started to use a course document function in the first semester and found 

that a system is hard to use, not user friendly and hard to Learn" 

(Interviewee 10) 

It is noted that what differentiates "not easy to use" from "not user friendly" is 

"not easy to use" is about the difficulties in using the system while not "user 

friendly" is about the poor quality of system user interface 

4.4. 3 The reasons that mak.e the interviewees feel good from the second 

semester untH the current use of the S.)'s.tem 

For the reasons that make the interviewees feel good in their use of the system 

from the second semester untit the current us.e of the system, nine reasons seem 

to predominate) "make job more efficient", "useful for job'~, "save time"; Hean 

build the work upon previous works", "easy to use", "learn new things"_, 

"organizational support", "influence on and/ or from other important persons" 

and "reliable,,. 

Examples of reason 1: Make job more efficient 

"It is efficient way of disseminate information, efficient than photocopy, it is 
a tool for efficiency, I like to do thing in an efficient manner, that's while I like 

it". (Interviewee 11) 
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"The system has helped minimize the workload of myself and staffs" 

(Interviewee 9) 

"get quick message to the students", "reading was online> so students can refer 

to 

it" , "internship opportunities online", it is service to the students, advantage 

the students, students can have quick access, the information can be 
announced to the students" 

(Interviewee 8) 

" What made me feel good about using the system is it have all record of 
change in the system and have everything in one place, t can look into the 

system monitoring and know who doing what, for example_, an update of gradeH 

(Interviewee 9) 

Examples of reason 2: Useful for job 

" Discussion board has been used very much for postgraduate students. It is 
useful because when there is a presentation for assignment, one group 
would communicate with others i.e., for choosing a topic" 

(Interviewee 12) 
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" What made me to feel good about using the system is I can post query and I can 

communicate with students to see questions from students that can help them 

learn" (Interviewee 13) 

"Internship opportunities online", it is service to the students, advantage the 
students" (fnterviewee 8) · 

" I have found grade book by asking the supervisor of teaching, as there is a 
criteria to keep students' privacy as per uni regulation, so I am wonder 

how to keep student's privacy, grade book can assist in keeping secret" 
(Interviewee 3) 

u What made me to feel good about using the system is there were richness of 
students~ discussion, students can discuss an idea,, they think through the 
issue, using the system help to reduce gaps among student. 

understandings, help students to address issue quicker) not going off 1 argue 

their case and learn more deep idea, I am happy with the system as I can 
see the student aspect of life'' 

(Interviewee 7) 

Examples of reason 3: Save time 

"The ability to re-use the same structure, can build upon last semester (not like 

starting from scratch), re-use from last semester, like a template, the amount 
of time becomes smaller, each semester get easier, building and building, NOT 

going back" 

(Interviewee 1) 
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" What made me to feel good about using the system is an ability of the system 

to answer a question and everyone can see and read without answering each 

separately, save time" (Interviewee 13) 

Examples of reason 4: Can build the work upon previous works 

" The ability to re-use same structure, can build upon last semester (not like 

start from scratch), re-use from last semester, like a template, the amount 

of time become smaller, each semester get easier, building and building, not 

gone back" 

(Interviewee 1} 

Exampl.es of reason 5: Easy to use 

t~ What made me feel good about using the system fs it is easy to use, I can put 

up materials, it is easy to put things up" 

(Interviewee 6) 

"The system is easy to use, files are available and able to correct it" 

(Interviewee 4) 
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Examples of reason 6: Learn new things 

" What made me to feel good about using the system is I have learnt smart 

ways to use a system, this happens after someone comes and shows me how 

to use discussion board, technically how to set up a forum, for example, I 

love the way that I can post a question and pretend that I am a student, I post 

questions and answer by my own to help students learn" 

(Interviewee 10) 

" What made me feel good about using the system is I have learnt how to 

change the menu, down the side., 

(tnterviewee b) 

" What made me feet good obout using the system from second semester ts the 

system has extended my knowledgen (Interviewee 4) 

Examples of reason 7: Organizational Support 

" The system was maintained. It was looked after by people" 

(Interviewee 14) 

" What made me to feel good about using the system is the system }s supported 
by university, I know when would be the down time, as there is an 

announcement for down time" (lnterviewee, 15). 
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The interviewees have stated that being informed for what the system is up to 

make the users to feel good about using the system 

"The features increased, they introduced new features. As I explored new 

features, I use them. I have not found new features by accident, I have got 

notified by UTS online, UTS online admin staffs sent an e-mail for what the 

update are. If I have time to investigate, I use more featur~,, L g.atnotified of 

what things are available from UTS online" 

(Interviewee 1) 

"The system keep me informed when it will be downtime, there is an 

announcement for downtime ,, (Interviewee 9) 

Examples of reason 8: Influence on and/or from other important persons 

H What made rne feel good about using the system 1s it makes my staffs and 

students happy H (!ntt"?rviewee 9) 

"What made me feel good about using the system is because the students have 

looked at it" 

(Interviewee 6) 

" I like to use it, students demand to use" (Interviewee 3) 
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Example of reason 9: Reliable 

"The system is secured and reliable" (Interviewee 15) 

4.4.4 The reasons that cause the interviewees feel bad from the second 

semester until the current use of the system 

For the reasons that make the interviewees feeling bad in their use of the system 

from the second semester until the current use of the system, six reasons seem 

to predominate, "pressure to use/hard to use advanced features", "time 

consuming", "lack of organizational support", "not meeting needs", "not user 

friendly" and "influence on and/or from other important persons". 

Examples of reason 1: Pressure to use/ hard to use advanced features 

"Pressure to use the advanced features because the students ask for using it 

and colleagues use it (such as grade book, discussionr· 

(Interviewee 8) 

"I felt anxious about how to do things for technical aspects, it was not easy 

to make things work until someone show it, especially for a grade book 

function>' 

(Interviewee 10) 
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"From a second semester until now, I still worry about how to enter grade in 

a grade book effectively because it took long time to upload student's grade 

individually which is very time-consuming and there is still no one who can help 

me in my department. I feel that if I ask technical supports, I will push them. 

So, I wait until the technical support sent me an e-mail to offer assistance, then, 

I ask for assistance and wrote the way to solve problems. Then, I had distributed 

it to everyone in my department" 

(rntervfewee 10) 

"What made me to feel bad about using the system is it is hard for 

administrative change, like hard to use colour picker, set up research" 

(tnterviewee 6) 

1
' f do not" expand to use new functions as. l used to try but facing difficulties., 
getting confuse after read mg rnanuai, manual is not dear, so, I st.op using it''. 

(Interviewee 5) 

Examples of reason 2: Time consuming 

"I wilt not use UTS online for assessment, this is because there is no provision 

give on time spent on marking, usually we should spend 1 hr per student, I spent 

10 times of my own times to mark, unless given a proper time allocation to do it 2 

I have spent time on the weekend, there is only 20% assessment, I cannot afford 

to do it~ there is 18 hrs spent per semester only for marking,. which is. about half 

day a week only to spend on UTS ontine, it was too time- consuming" 

(lnterviewee 16) 
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"the factor that make me feel bad about using the system was time-consuming, 
take a lots of time to set up, need to check many things, i.e., discussion board" 

(Interviewee 16) 

"I am happy to use the system but it is too time-consuming in term of 
maintaining. More time-consuming than using e-mail" 

(Interviewee 16) 

"I will use the system if it make my job easier, at the moment, it does not make 
my job easier, I spend more time which is not easier, which I can also use an 

e-mail" (Interviewee 16) 

"'From my experiences, it was double-work, more work to do, a lot more time 
consuming than without using it (need to put online of notes, assessments 

through gradebooi~H 

(Interviewee 2} 

"What made me to feel bad in my use of the system was the difficulty to do 

simple tasks (numbers of mouse click), it is still there and still frustrated, it 

hasn't changed over the life of UTS online" 

(Interviewee 1) 

"What made me feel bad about using the system rs because it is slow when 

upload file" 

(Interviewee 13) 
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" What made me to feel bad about using the system is the students cannot 

form their own group and it is workload for me to do this for 400 students" 

(Interviewee 7) 

"What made me to feel bad about using the system is the difficulties to post 
files, it was very slow and time consuming" 

(Interviewee 5) 

Examples of reason 3: lack of organizational support 

"What made me to feel bad in continue using the system is when I need help, no 

one can help,, No one know how to do ·it. I felt that: if I ring institute for 

lnteractwe Media and Learning, I will. be imposing on them, so. ! wait untH the 

technical support sent me an e-mail to offer assistance, then, i ask for assistance 

and wrote the way to sol.ve the problems. Then, l has distributed to everyone in 

my departrnent•' 

(Interviewee 10) 

"I posted an announcement on line in the first 2 weeks but student still unable to 
access. Administration of system is still waiting until there are all confirm with 

subjects. This has not been informed to a subject co-ordinator, I did not 

know what is going on. Also, not good support from technical, I called a 

number but did not get an answer". 

(Interviewee 12) 
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Examples of reason 4: Not meeting needs 

"I did not want to use UTS online because when linking website, website jump 

and not in UTS online" 

(Interviewee 6) 

"/cannot hide discussion board from last semester and reuse it again, in 

every new semester, I have to create new discussion board, I also cannot hide 

an announcement" 

(Interviewee 7) 

~·what made me feel bad in my use of the system was when I download student' 

assignment', it does not name properly'' (Interviewee 6) 

Examples of reason 5: Not user friendly 

"What make me to feel bad about using the system is it is poorly designed, poor 

thread management and poor navigationn. (Interviewee 13) 

"What made me to feel bad about using the system is administrative things, like 

poor user Interface" 

(Interviewee 6) 
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"What made me feel bad about using the system is there is silly error message 
when upload files" 

(Interviewee 7) 

Examples of reason 6: Influence on and/or from other important persons 

"I did not want to use UTS online because when linking website, website jump 

and not in UTS online, so, I developed my own website for a course to link 

between sites, but students don't use it, so, I also stop using it. I thought 
students will use it, but students don't. So, I discontinued the use" 

(Interviewee 6) 

"I have used virtual chat but majority of students in my class have found 
that it is confusing, I then .stop using this functionH 

(lnterv1ewee '7) 
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4.4. 5 Summary of the reasons that make the interviewees feel good and 

the reasons that make the interviewees feel bad for the first 

semester and the subsequence semesters of using the system 

I 
Feel good Feel bad 

t 

Easy to use Hard to use 

Save time Time consuming 

r 
Organisational support Lack of organizational support 

Influence on and/or from other Influence on and/or from other 
I important persons I important persons 

~ Not meeting needs 
I 

j 

~ 
I 

[ 
Not user friendly 
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Table 4. 1 Summary of the reasons that make the interviewees feel good and 

the reasons that make the interviewees feel bad for the first 

semester and the subsequence semesters of using the system 
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4. 5 Results: Confirmation of expectations 

We further analysed the remaining interview questions, where possible relating 

responses to the reasons that we identified in 4.4. 5, and noting any new reasons 

which arose. 

4. 5. 1 The reasons that cause each pattern of expectations 

The patterns of expectations responded from the interviewees after using the 

system were reported. These patterns of expectations were in regards to 

confirmation of expectations and the change of expectations. The reported 

patterns of expectations in regards to confirmation of expectations were "unmet 

expectations", "confirmation of expectations" and "beyond expectations". 
The reported patterns of expectations in regards to the change of expectations 

were "decreasing of expectations" and "increasing of expectations". The 

reasons that cause each pattern of expectations were reported. 

a. The reasons that cause unmet expectations 
The reasons that cause unmet expectations were "not meeting needs 1

' and "lack 
of flexibility". 

Example of expectation 1: not meeting needs 

"The expectation is about the ability to create a quiz" 

(Interviewee 1) 

"The expectations were not met in an eady day as the system was installed 3-

versions and upgraded over time. It did not fully meet my expectations, but it 
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allowed more freedom to use the features over time. The expectation is also 

about the ability to create quiz. Now, not suit my needs for getting students to 

submit assignments, require a lots of work for submit assignments". 

(Interviewee 1) 

"My expectation is the system should accumulate all data that I need to 

manage. For example, teaching materials, connections between students. All 

information should be in one bundle, my expectations were not confirmed 

after using the system, the system does not work the way I expected, I has 

no hope for that". 

(Interviewee 12) 

Example of expectation 2: lack of flexibility 

"The system performance .is lower than expected''. The system lacks of 
flexibility} have to f'ollow steps by steps of the process .. every time have to 

click and click another one for submission"~ Hl stiU hope for a system to be more 
flexible". 

(Interviewee 5) 

Ex amp le of expectation 3: hard to use 

"I have high expectation about the process should not be too complicated, 

the system performance is lower than expected" 

(lnterviewee 5) 
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b. Confirmation of expectations 

The reason which cause a confirmation of expectations was "make job more 

efficient", "useful for job" and "performed as previous system and/or better 

than previous system/traditional method", "provide more choices" and "easy to 

use" 

Example of expectation 1: Make job more efficient 

"My expectation was the students can easier access to certain information 
in regards of lecture notes, so that the lecturer can have more interaction with 

the students if they ask questions, the students do not have to write and I can 

cover more contents" 

(Interviewee 8) 

"My expectations were confirmed as the ~~tudents have easy to access to 

information?} (Interviewee 8) 

"I expected that the system wUI allow students to access resources easier, 
my expectations before use were confirmed" 
(Interviewee 10) 

HI expected to communicate with the students, I have heard from colleagues 

that there is the software which help to teach but not clear about it, my 

expectation was confirmed after using the system" 

(Interviewee 3) 
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Example of expectation 2: Useful for job 

"My expectation is to enhance teaching, learning experience more effective 
and efficient for students" 

"My expectations were confirmed, I have same expectations since started but 

satisfaction is increasing" (Interviewee 11) 

"My expectation is to have students discuss thing" 

"My expectation was confirmed after using the system, that is, students can 
discuss things with each others, that was I was expected, but no other 

advantage, no other expectations after using the system" 

(Interviewee 16) 

Example of expectation 3: Performed as previous system and/or better than 

previous system/traditional method 

"! expected that the system will be an efficient software compare to 
traditional method, my expectation were confirmed after using the system" 

(Interviewee 3) 

"My expectation is UTS online need to be able to cover everything that I can 
do in a previous system, Top Class. and better than Top Class for other 
usability, my expectations were confirmed after using the system" 

(Interviewee 7) 
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Example of expectation 4: Provide more choices 

"My expectation before using the system is to have different forms of 
teaching, my expectations were confirmed" 

(lnterviewee 11 ) 

Example of expectation 5: Easy to use 

"My expectation before using the system was the system should be easy to use, 
easy as possible, my expectations were confirmed after using the system" 

(Interviewee 9) 

c. Beyond expectat1ons 

The reason which cause the beyond expectations Y'lere Huseful for job' 1 

Example of reason: Useful for job 

"My expectations before use were confirmed. I also found that the system 
goes beyond expectations, that are the system provides a wonderful way of 
communication and it is an effective channel of communication, it keeps 
students on track, I am happy to continue using the system" 

(Interviewee 10) 

"It is more than what I expected, after using the systemr it is very 

consistent, I have found grade book after using the system which only the 
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students can see their grade, there were also an announcement, a discussion 

board" 

(Interviewee 3) 

d. Decreasing of expectations 

The reason which cause a decrease of expectations was "not user friendly" and 

"limited functionalities" 

Example of expectation 1: not user friendly 

,.I have low expectations after using the system because UTS online is badly 

design and has very limited functionalities" 

(Interviewee 13) 

Example of expectation 2: limited functionalities 

HI have low expectations after using the system because UTS on!.ine is bad~,y 

design and has very limited functionalities'' 

(Interviewee 13) 

e. Increasing of expectations 

The reason which cause an increasing of expectations were "a continuous 

improvement of the system" and "organizational support" 

Example of reason 1: Continuous improvement of the system 

"I kept expecting after using the system, this is because the system keeps 

improving and keeps updating after providing feedbacks" (Interviewee 9) 
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"My expectation about the system has increased as the system has added 
new functions, has opportunities for an improvement" 

(Interviewee 1 ) 
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Example of reason 2: Organizational support 

"My expectations about the system keep increasing after I experience new 
system functions and get training in the second semester of using the system, 

my expectations were increased because of having new understanding of 
what have been after, what to expect, after attend a training session. The 

training sessions are about how to use a discuss.ion board,. huw ta use grade, book, 

how to use turn-it-in". (Interviewee 10) 

4. 5. 2 Summary of the reasons to cause confirmed/beyond/increased 

expectations and unmet/decreased expectations for the first semester 

and the subsequence semesters of using the system 
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1
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Tab le 4. 2 Summary of the reasons to cause confirmed/beyond/increased 

expectations and unmeUdecreased expectations for the first 

semester and the subsequence semesters of using the system 
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4.6 Results: Continuing Use 

Building upon the reasons that make the interviewees feel good, further reasons 

that encourage the interviewees to continue using the system were reported. 

The reasons that encourage a continued use were compared with the reasons 

that make the interviewees feel good. 

4.6.1 The reasons that encourage the interviewees to continue and/or intend 

to continue using the system 

In addition to the reported reasons that make the interviewees feel good, the 

reasons that encourage their continuing/intention to continue using the system 

were found. 

Sixteen reasons seem to predominate. Eight reasons were the same as the ones 

t.hat make the interviewees feel. good, "organizational support"~ "make job more 

.::lfficienf' 1 ''useful for job'~_. ;'learn new things'11 "save tin1e'1, "easy to usen and 

"influence on and I or from other important personsn and "rei iable". fight 

reasons were different from the ones that make the interviewees feel good, "up 

to date with technology", "make advance feelings ( curiousity, fun)", "accustom 

to the current system"., "benefit of the system is more than its cost", "allow 

more freedom to use system features", "increasing of expectations", "user 

friendly" and "found new system functions". 
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a. The reasons that same as ones that make the interviewees feel good 

Examples of reason 1: Organisational support 

"What motivates me to continue using UTS online is because it was supported 

by high management level which is important rather than using unsupported 

system" 

"I never switch to other systems mainly because it is not supported by 

administrators, if a person has problem with his own design, he has to fix 

himself, but UTS online was supported by the uni (24 hrs), if students have 

problems logging-in, that will be supported, relieved from doing extra-work 

which was not supported by uni. I have heard about other system and known that 

one of the staff have used it. However, the system was not supported by uni, so 
if the server broke down, he has to fix it himself" 

(Interviewee 1) 

"What made me continue to use the system is because the administrator takes 
care of the system'' 

(Interviewee 13) 

"What motivated me to continue using the system is the system 1s supported by 

university" (Interviewee 20) 
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Examples of reason 2: Make job more efficient 

"What made me to continue using the system is it is a simple way to get course 
document, it makes subject information available and it makes student life 
easier" (Interviewee 4) 

"UTS online tunes to education, teaching is one-to-one, does not have to 

supervise with large group, better to use Blackboard, it has security aspect, you 

cannot log-in if you are not enrolled, you can also look at statistics of what 
other people do" 

"We can use both systems but we stick to UTS online for teaching, I do not 

intend to change from UTS online to Moodle for teaching" 

(Interviewee 17, Interviewee 18) 

;'What motivates me to use the systern are I become efficient at my job_, rrwre 

effective and efficient at teaching. my teaching is enhanced, ! am more effictent 

and effective at my teaching'' (Interviewee 11) 

"/will be motivated to use the system if it makes my job easier, at the 

moment, it does not make my job easier, I spend more time which is not easier, 
which I also can use an e-mail" 

(Interviewee 16) 
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Examples of reason 3: Useful for job 

"What motivate me to continue using the system is because of system 

functionalities such as announcement need to be used for every subjects, useful 
for students for discussion board, I have tried to encourage students to use or 

force them to use as the students can get benefit from each others" 

'Lnterviewee 5) 

"What made me to continue using the system is because it is an effective 
communication with the students, it is convenience for the students, it makes 

students' life easier, to me, it is a convenient way of communication, it 
improves teaching" 

(Interviewee 10) 

•iwhat motivate rne to continue using the system 1s because it is usefuf' 
(Interviewee 6) 

"I has used gradebook from last semester and this function has been added and I 

found it was useful for my job because I can upload file at once rather than 

individually" (Interviewee 6} 

"What motivates me to continue using the system is it add value to students' 
learning" (Interviewee 8) 
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Example of reason 4: Learn new things 

"I continue to use the system because I have learnt new skills from using it" 

(Interviewee 10) 

Example of reason 5: Save time 

"For discussion board, it is save time compare to sending an e-mail 

individually, every students can read the same answer" 

(Interviewee 6) 

Examples of reason 6: Easy to use 

"What motivate me to continue using the system is the system is easy to use" 

(Interviewee 19) 

Example of reason 7': Influence on and/or fra.m other important persons 

"What made me to continue using the system is because it 1s an effective 

communication with the students, I have .gained recognition from students" 

(Interviewee 8) 

0 I use the system because of strong demand from the students" 

'lnterviewee &) 
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"If I use it, the students will appreciate it but they also demanding, to have 

me keeping up with the technology" 

(Interviewee 8) 

"I continue to use the system to keep students expectations and to provide 

them something beyond their expectations" 

(Interviewee 8) 

HI continue to use the system because the students love to use it" 

(Interviewee 6) 

'"! used UTS online in the first seme~;t.er, then stopped using it because it was 

difficult to use, and then i switched to use learn IT page. Then I come back and 

use UTS online again because I realise that the students want to use it and 

more people use if' 

(Interviewee 6) 

"The way I use the system is I ask my students for who want to go "online" 

and give a chance to distance learning students who want to go "online" ta 
have opportunity to see what has been going on in class" 

(Interviewee 7) 
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"I continue to use the system because it is demanded by students" 
(Interviewee 12) 

"The faculty push very hard and encourage faculties to use it by 

communicate that they invest a lots and a system has a user support" 

(Interviewee 13) 

"What made me to continue using the system is because it was a school policies 
to use the system" (Interviewee 10) 

"I have used UTS online to mark an assignment because this subject was given 
to me by head of the department and I need to follow the way he did" 

(f nterviewee '16) 

"Because of peer-pressurej that is 1 others use ~t, for example, other lectures 

have got grade online, so, why can't I do it?" 

(Interviewee 8) 

"I wm continue to use the system if the students want to use the system? 
unless the students did not want it" 

(Interviewee 16) 
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"My intention to continue using the system depending upon the use of the 
system by the students" 

(Interviewee 19) 

Example of reason 8: Reliable 

"I will continue to use for next semester, I will still use it to help my teaching, it 
is a well program, it has a good function, nice interface, easy to learn, image 

is consistent with software, very reliable" 

(Interviewee 3) 

Example of reason 9: Meet the needs 

11 ! int.end to continue using a. system at the same level., same functions but if 

there is any feature suit my interest and my needs, I will use iC 
Hnterviewee .5 7 

"I intend to continue using the system for at least at the same functions and 

same levels and if I find new features that will serve my needs, I will use that 
features" 

(lnterviewee 20) 
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b. The reasons that differed from the ones to make the interviewees feel 

good 

Example of reason 1: Up-to-date with technology 

"Because we live in an information age, it is sensible to use the system to 

support the job if it is available" 

(Interviewee 10) 

"I am intend to use the system to keep up with technology" (Interviewee 8) 

Examples of reason 2: Make advance feelings 

urhe main motivator is to explore system potential, because of my curiousity, 
is this will be a future? 

(Interviewee 7) 

"What motivate me to continue using the system is I can try new functions for 
fun" 

(Interviewee 6) 

"I intend to continue using the system to perform the job and to exptore new 

functions because of curiosity" (Interviewee 7) 

"I intend to increase my use with the system, r interest in knowing of how to do 

things with a system" (Interviewee 10) 
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Example of reason 3: Accustom to the current system 

"Although the system is terrible, but too much work to change to new system, 
too much work to learn a new system" 

(rnterviewee 13) 

Example of reason 4: Benefit of the system is more than its cost 

"What made me to continue using the system is I see the benefits of the system 
for teaching and learning more than costs of dissatisfaction" 

(Interviewee 13) 

Example of reason 5: Allow more freedom to use system features 

hThe system allowed more freedom to use the features over time" 

(interviewee 1) 

Example of reason 6: Increasing of expectations 

"I intend to increase my use with the system, I has more expectations about the 

systems, my expectations keep increasing if there is more training about the 

system" (Interviewee 10) 

Example of reason 7: User friendly 

"/ wW continue to use the system for next semester, it has nice interface, an 
image is consistent with software" (Interviewee 3) 
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Example of reason 8: Found new system functions 

"I intend to use new system functions" (Interviewee 6) 

"I intend to explore new functions because of curiosity" (Interviewee 7) 

"/intend to try new features every year. I will try turn-it-;n next ~ester, t 

have added new features every year to keep good quality" 

(rntervf ewee 8) 

"I may try new functions next semester" (Interviewee 3) 

Buildir.g upon the reasons found to make the intennewee:. feel !)ad in using the 

system, the reasons that cause the interviewees- to !.imit and/or discontinue therr 

use of the system were reported (in section 4.6"2 below). These reasons were 

compared with the reasons that cause the interviewees feel bad. 
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4.6.2 The reasons that cause the interviewees limited and/or discontinue to 

use the system 

For the reasons that cause the interviewees limited and/or discontinue to use 

the system, five reasons seem to predominate. Four reasons were the same as 

the reasons found to cause bad feelings. These reasons were "time 

consuming", "lack of organizational support" and "influence an and/or from 
other important persons" and "hard to use". One reason was differed from the 

reasons found to cause bad feelings. This reason was "not useful"'. 

a. The reasons that same as the ones that cause the interviewees feel bad 

Example of reason 1: Time consuming 

" I am NOT CONVINCED to use UTS online, students become a bit lazy, students 

should discover it themselves, time-consuming is a BIG PROBLEM, have to think 

how can I answer the students' questions though not to answer immediately nor 

to give an answer, need to think about how to reply, I expect the students to 

work through the solutions themselves (sometimes she did not answer until next 

tutorials). UTS online should have features that will add values to· learning 
experiences. The main concern is extra-time to add values to learning 
experiences. UTS online gets a very good feature to provide good learning 

experiences to students BUT it requires more time and effort to use it (for 

example, learning how to use, put documents and assessments online). Before 

having UTS online, just have subject guides and give them to students, now have 

to also put assessment onl ine" (Interviewee 8) 
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"Although I see that the system has been updated with new functionalities, but I 

do not use it because it is time-consuming to learn new features" 
(Interviewee 13) 

"It is time-consuming for using some features. Technology should helps users 

to pay-off amount of time to be spent compare with not having used technology. 

It was time-consuming to re-entering mark for the use of grade book" 
(Interviewee 20) 

Example of reason 2: Lack of organizational support 

"Moodle is easier to use, but no support, not re-Hable, tt was easier to use than 

UTS on line but do not have much support. This is because it belongs to a faculty, 

NOT to a university" 

(Interviewee 14) 

"I STOP using UTS online for several years and switch to use Moodle, but due to 

maintainability problem, I have returned to use UTS online" (Interviewee 14) 

"I never switch to other systems mainly because it is not supported by 
adminstrators, if he has problem with his own design} he has to fix himself, but 

UTS online was supported by the uni (24 hrs), if students have problems logging-

in, that will be supported, relieved from doing extra-work which was not 

supported by uni. I have heard about other system and known that one of the 
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staff have using it. However, the system has not supported by uni so if the server 

broke down, he has to fix it himself". 

(Interviewee 1) 

Further is an interviewee's comment on training provided by an organization 

"I have experimented with new features by myself, I used to attend a training 
but I could not follow, it went too fast" 

(Interviewee 12) 

Examples of reason 3: "Influence on and/or from other important persons 

"A system is generally good but how much the students use it" 
(Interviewee 12) 

HSome students use discussion board among th,eir ,qroup and taid me that it 
w·as much better than UTS online. The students called UTS onUne ~;a s1Uy 

system" 

(Interviewee 12) 

Example of reason 4: Hard to use 

"I used UTS online in the first semester, then I stopped using it because it is 
difficult to use and I switch to learn IT page" 

(Interviewee 6) 
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b. The reasons that differed from the ones that cause the interviewees feel 

bad 

Examples of reason 1: Not useful 

"I want to see if any benefit of UTS online, I gave a chance using UTS online but I 

am not really getting benefits from UTS.. anline" 

(Interviewee 16) 
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4.6.3 Summary of the reasons that encourage the interviewees to continue 

and/or intend to continue using the system and the reasons to cause 

the interviewees limit and/or discontinue to use the system for the first 

semester and the subsequence semesters of using the system 

Cause limit/discontinued use 

~ I 

Encourage a continuous use/a continuous 

L intention 

I Save time I Time consuming 

I ti I Organisational support -------~ack of organizational support 

r Influence on and/or from other important I Influence on and/or from other 
j I 
I persons I important persons 
L______ . 

-f 
I 
I 

I 

~------iJ::;:l ~o~::b--------------+-------H:~: U~e~~~ -------
~----- -- --·------·--------------·-·-·! I Make job more efficient 
~ ----- ----- ---·------ ---- ------------·-----· -- --- -· -- ----- -· -- ----- ------------ ·------------~---- ·------ ·------ ------ -- --·--- -- ----- -- - -- - -- ------ ···--------- -----·---------~ 
i Learn new things ( 
i I ·--------------·------------------------------ReTTaEI€:-····---·· ---· --·--- --···---···--- ···--·---··r··--· ····-····-··-··--·----··········---·····--····--····----···-----·------------------1 

: } 
:-- -- -- -- -- ---- ---·- --------------·----------·---------------·---------------------------·-·-----·--+---------· ------·------·----- -----· -·--- ----- ---· - .. -··--------·---······---------· ---1 
: Meet the needs ! , 
i 1 ~ 
L--------------------------------------------------------------·-----------·-·----------------------------~-----------------------------·---···---·-----------------_] 
j Up to date with technology f I 
!------------ -------,---------------------- . 
I Make advanced feeUngs j J 

r------A.ccustom to the current system l-------------------------1 
I I j 
,----Bei;1efit of the system is more than its cost I I 

L---------- i--------------------------~ J Allow more freedom to use system f ea tu res 
1 1------- Increasing of expectations -------------------------1 

L_ -J 

l

l User friendly ==] 
Found new system functions 

L_ ___________________________ --------
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Table 4. 3 Summary of the reasons to encourage the interviewees to continue 

and/or intend to continue using the system and the reasons to 

cause the interviewees limited and/or discontinue to use the 

system for the first semester and the subsequence semesters of 

using the system 
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4.6.4 Summary of reasons to encourage the interviewees to feel good, to 

continue using the system and to cause them 

confirmation/beyond/increasing of expectations for the first semester 

and the subsequence semesters of using the system 

Reasons Feel good Continue to use Confirmation of 

I 
expectatio.n~ 

I Easy to use 
--

1 * * * 

1=1---~*-_ -.-·-- i 

~seful for job * ! 

I 
I 

-·------j 

Organisational support * * * I 
,_M_a_k_e_j--ob_m_o_re_e_f_f1-. c-ie_n_t ----.--t-·--·.----1-------·----t 

, I 

Save time * * 
----- ~-·--------~---

Learn new th·ing * j * 1 

lrlnUerlCe ___ ()fi--3nd I orf--.--t---·--;;---------11----·------1 
l from other important I : 1 ! l I ! i . 
1 ~- . ,.. ,.. ! I i : iJersun::i : : : , 
I. i : ! I 1--1feTfaSTe --- ------ --·--- -·· -----··--··-·------------:------··---··--,;;·-----------1------- -------~----- -·--- -·-------r- -·------------------------·1 

i i ! l ! ,- ---- -------·-------------·-·-··-·-·---------·-·----· ---+----- ---------------!--------- ------------------+-·---------·-·----·-------·- ···---.. -· -1 
I Can build the work upon I * I I i 
I I i I I 

~::e~~~~~;;e;;~---+-----~·------·--·--·------l-·--·--------~ -----------------------rl J__ ______________ J ______________________ _ 
Up to date with I * l ! 

technology · I 
~~~--~~~~~-+-~~--------

Accustom to the currentr--- ·-·---;-

system I 

Benefi~ of the system~----~---
1
, ~~~-*~~~~~~~~~~ 

are more than its cost 
-----~---------_L__·~---~~~~~~--~~-~~~~~~~~ 
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Reasons Feel good Continue to use Confirmation of 

expectations 

Allow more freedom to * 

use system f ea tu res 

Increasing of * ~ 
expectations 

I 

-----
User friendly * 

---·-- -- --·-
Found new s stem * 

I y~=t=I +I 
functions t r I 
Performed as previous -, * - -

system and I or better ! ! 

than previous systems Ii j 1 

I /traditional method . ! , I 
' I : I I ! ·----------·:---··----·····-··-··-··-·---··-·-··-··-·:--·-······-·-··----·-·---·-t·····--- ··-··- -·- -- -·--·----···~ --···---· - --·------------·-··--·--·--·--·--+--·--·-----·--····-·-··--··------------: 
1 Prov1de more ch01ces i ! l * ~ 
I ' • I : 
~--·-------··--··--·-·---·-·--·-··--·-···---·-···---·····--···-l···-----· ·····-· ··--· ·----·-----.:__··-··-·--··---------------·-···--------·;_ ________ . ------·----·----·-·-·--···--J I Continuous improvement I i i i, l 
j i I ! I 
1 of the ryctpm 1 1 I : i . . .) .. ) -~-- I : I i 
L-·-----------·--·-------------__L _________ _j ________________ _L_ _________________ j 
Table 4.4 Summary of reasons to encourage the interviewees to fee! good, 

to continue using the system and to cause them 

confirmation/beyond/increasing of expectations for the first 

semester and the subsequence semesters of using the system 
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4.6.5 Summary of reasons to cause the interviewees to feel bad, to 
discontinue to use the system and to cause them unmet/decreasing 
expectations for the first semester and the subsequence semesters of 
using the system 

Reasons Feel bad Discontinue to use Unmet 

expectations 
I 

Hard to use * * 1. • 
Lack of organizational * * 
support J_ I I 

~Not meeting needs +-.-
1 

----·----------·-,--------·--; r 

~Ot uSer-fri€ildly-------+--*-T-------~1 
l--···-·---···---·----------;----·-----·----------------· ·-·------·----- -J _ _____________ ,, ___ t ______ _,_ .. ___________ ~---------------·-+--·----·--·-------··----·---.--1 
1 Nnt u~P1' 1Jl i 1 " 1 1 ; J - .,J ·- I ; I I i 
~--- -·-· --- ---- ---- - --------- ---·- --.. -- ------- ___ .... ----· __ J_ ----· ·----· ··---· ··--- ... 1 ...... ---·--·· ----------· ....... ___________ .. _. ___ .. _______ +---.--·--- ·-·---·-·-·-·-·---.--- ___ J 
i Lack of fiexibiUty ! i i * I 
' ! l I I L ----·- ---·- ---·- --- --·--------- --·----·-----------------.. -.. L----·----·-·---·--------· -------~--··-- ----------------------l-............ -----··· --- ---- ·------·-J i Urnited functionaUties i ! i * j 

1
1 ~ i ! I 
---· ----- ----· ---~--- -- --------- ---- -·-·------ ---··- ------ - .-J--- -- --- --·-- -·-- .• -·-- -----.------··--·-------- _,L___.. ____________________ _.. 

Table 4. 5 Summary of reasons to cause the interviewees to feel bad, to 

discontinue to use the system and to cause them 

unmet/decreasing of expectations for the first semester and the 

subsequence semesters of using the system 

Some reasons from table 4.4 were further taken to develop the questionnaire 

items used in the survey study. This is to invesUgate the factors that contribute 

to satisfaction and the factors that contribute to dissatisfaction. The reasons 

"easy to use", "useful for job" and "organisational support" were taken. These, 
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reasons were chosen because they show the importance in making the 

interviewees feel good, continue to use and also to confirm their expectations. 

By considering the contents of these reasons, "easy to use" and "organisational 

support" were about the quality of system while "useful for job" was about an 

ability of the system to support an individual job. Therefore, "easy to use" and 

"organisational support" were classified under "~y~tern quality11 wnile "useful for 

job" was classified under "system ability to support an individual job''. 

As there are also other reasons that shown to both make the interviewees feel 

good and to continue using the system, these reasons are "make job more 

efficient", "save time", "learn new thing", "influence on and I or from other 

important persons" and "reliable". We therefore also took these reasons to 

develop the questionnaire items used in a survey study. By constdering their 

contents, "make job more efficient", "save time", "influence on and/ or from 

other important persons" were about the ability of the system to support an 

individual job. They were then classified under- "system abHity to support an 

·individual job''. The contents of "reliabten is a.bout the quality of the system, it 

'Nas then dassified under "system qualit:{'. 

We also interest in the reasons that support the growth of an individual (these 
reasons were supported by the findings of Herzberg on what make employees 

satisfied). These reasons found from our interview study are ulearn new thing" 

and "can build the work upon the previous works". We therefore took these 

reasons and classified them under "a system ability to support an indivtduat job 

(with respect to an individual growth)". 

We also took other reasons about system quality to further develop the 

questionnaire items used in the survey study. This is under an assumption that 

these reasons can also make the employees satisfied. These reasons are "allow 
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more freedom to use system features", "found new system functions", 

"performed as previous system and/ or better than previous systems/traditional 

method", "provide more choices" and "continuous improvement of the system". 

These reasons are about how flexible the system is. Therefore, it classifies under 

"system flexibility". 

4.6.6 The understandings of "a continued usage" 

The interviewees' perceptions toward "a continuous usage" in re[ation to their 

use of the system and their intention to continue using the system were 

1. The interviewees who limit the use of the system features and use the 

system at the same level. These interviewees intend to use the system 

just to support their jobs. The reported perceptions of "a system 

continuous usage" were "continually, come back to use it'', "keep using 

it". 

io1 have tried to experiment every funct·iorrattttes at the begtrming, but not happy 

v.nth them:r so I limit the usage to discussion board and announcement just to 

communicate \Vith students to help them learn) I think other systems can also 

do the same job as UTS online} although ! see that the system has been 

updated with new functionalities_, but t did not use it because it is time 

consuming to learn new features" 

"I intend to continue to use the system to perform my job at the same level and 

same functions" 

"What I think it means by "continue to use" is continually, continuously, can 

switch to use other similar systems and come back to use it". 

(Interviewee 13) 
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"I really don't have time to go to other features, no time, it is about time 

commitment, I intend to use the same hour for other subject but I will not do the 

same subject (the huge marking one)" 

"What I think it means by "continue to use" is keep using it" (Interviewee 16) 

"/ have used discussion board, multiple-choice quizzes since the first 
semester, my usage level stW the same from the first semester'" 

"I stopped using UTS online for several years and switch to use Moodle, but due 

to maintainability problem, I have returned to use UTS online, but try not to 
expect anything, try not to do much. I am not planning to do things with the 
system" 

"What I think it means by "continue to use" is the fact that the browser (URL) 
go to UTS online when I opened t.he browser, that is~ "continue to use" 

(interviewee 14) 

2. The interviev.;ees who intend to continue using the same system f ea tu res 

and the same levels of the system. The reported perceptions of Ha system 

cont1nuous usage,, was "repeat the task that has been doing, expand the tasks 

by trying different ways". 

"I intend to continue to use the system to perform my job for the same 
functions and about the same levels" 

"What I think it means by "continue to use" is repeat the task that has been 

doing, expand the tasks by trying different ways" 

(Interviewee 4) 
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3. The interviewees who intend to expand their use to other features of the 

system. The reported perceptions of "a system continuous usage" for these 

interviewees were "use for the same purpose, repeat the same process", 

"not stop, settle down at steady stage" and "engage and explore", "being use 

it, being built on it, customize the system features'', "get better at using it, 

use it more cleverly, learn new things", "still using it, continue to use for 

next time", "do at least the same things as previously, decide that I will use 

it again, if some feature does not work very well, so, not continue to use". 

"I have used the same functions and use the system at the same levels since 

semester started but I have used grade book from last semester, which I think 
I like it. I did not expand much to new features as I used to try but facing 

difficulties, getting confuse after reading manual, manual is not clear, so, I stop 

using them" 

HI intend to use the system at the same lever arrd same system functions) but 
if there is any features suit my interests and needs, I will use it " 

"What ! think 1t. means by 11 continue to use" is use for the same purpose in 

everyday work, register before semester start, repeat the same process in each 

semester" 

(Interviewee 5) 

"I intend to continue using the system to perform my job and to using new 
functions but not to increase the usage" 

"What I think it means by "continue to use" is not stop, settle down at steady 
stage" (Interviewee 6) 
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"I used discussion board, assignment submission, e-mail facilities, group 
discussion, I also used virtual chat but majority of people in my class found 

that it is confusing, so I stop using this function" 

"The way that I use the system is I ask my students for who want to go "online" 

and give chance to student who want to go "online" like distance learning for 

students to have opportunity to see what has been going an in ~" 

"I intend to continue using the system to perform my job and to explore new 
functions because of curiosity" 

"What I think it means by "continue to use" is engage and explore (what do I 

want and what possibilities of a system, what it looks like, how do students 

engage, how can I do with this tool?)" 

(Interviewee 7) 

uvvhen I started t'o use UTS online in the first semester, I used level 1, put. 

subject guides, lecture notes, group e .. mails, then from second semester I 

used grade book, professional internship to put placement opportunitjes for 

placement of students, I also used an announcement" 

"I intend to continue using the system to perform my job and try every year to 
use more features, I still use the same features and also added at least one 
system feature every semester. I will try "turn-it-in for next semester" 

"What I think it means by "continue to use" is being using it, built on it, this is 

by building more f ea tu res of the system and use more features, customize 

feature (like an internship opportunities)" 

t tnterv?ewee 8 r 
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"At the beginning of first semester, I used course document functions, later, 
I still use course document functions, discussion board, grade book to submit 
grade online, assignment submission, turn-it-in assignments, locate 
assignment for marking" 

"/intend to increase my use with the system, I am interested in knowing how 

to do things with a system, I has more expectations. about the s.ys.tem to help my 

jobs" 

" What I think it means by "continue to use" is to get better at using it, use it 
more cleverly plus learn new things" 

(Interviewee 10) 

"My usage has increased, every subjects, I use UTS online. The features 
increased, they introduced nevi features. As J explored new .features~ I use 

themn. 

"~~ext semester i will use sarne features:, tf' there a.re new features, i may use 

more, 1 ' 

"What I think it means by "continue to use" is to use it each following 
semester, doing at least the same thing as in the previous semester, mean at 

the end of the semester .. decide I will use it again at least at the same level (may 

be more, may be the same). If I tried something and it did not work very well, I 

will not use it. As I get bad response from the students,. if the features. t used 

were not interested by students/not valued by students, I will not wasting time 

which was not valued from students" 

(Interviewee 1) 
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"I first start just to put power-point presentations through UTS online, use to 

distribute power-point presentation, then I start do some other things after a 
while" 

"I use announcement to communicate with students, I use e-mail, I use 

discussion board, I use grade book, I use to put information on the subject 

outline, case study, subject outline, lecture nates.~ tell them about m~self, put 

all of this "lecture notes", "structure", all sort of other information, I don't use 

that, I use services, I use discussion board on several topics so that the students 

can do research on that and I judge on discussion board" 

"I will not use the system next semester because I will go for a sabbatical leave 

but I will use the system after coming back" 

(tntervi"ewee 11) 

"! have used an announcement, document, gracte book, dtscusston board, .staff 

info, e-mail) user management'.! I have found grade book after usin.g the 

s:ystem which only the students can see their graden 

"Yes, I will continue to use the system for the same level, same function, may 

find something new, use as same hrs" 

"What I think it means by "continue to usen is I wilt continue to use for next 

semester, I will still use it to help his teaching, it is a well program, it has a 

good function, nice interface, easy to learn, image is consistent with software, 

very reliable" (Interviewee 3) 
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4. 7 Results: Voluntary Usage vs. Mandatory Usage 

We further analysed the interview questions on the users' perception of 

voluntary use. While most users considered the use of the system is voluntary, 

there were a few users who feel that the ~e of the sy~tem is mandatory_. The 

reasons that form these perceptions were reported. 

a. Voluntary Usage 

For the reasons that the interviewees perceived the use of the system to be 

"voluntary usage", four reasons seem to predominate. These reasons were 

"do not have to use", "have other available choices", "no one force to use" 

and "like to use". 

Example of reason 1 : Do not have to use 

"I considered the use to be voluntary because I do not' have to use it" 
(rnterviewee 9) 

"I considered the use to be voluntary because one of the subjects, I do not 

have to use it 11 

(Interviewee 16) 

"I considered the use to be voluntary because I do not have to use but it is a 

good learning tool, so_, I use it" 

(Interviewee 11) 
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Example of reason 2: Have other available choices 

"I considered the use to be voluntary becau~se there is also other software or 
other ways for helping to perform a job" 

(fnterviewee 1 3) 

"I considered the use to be voluntary beca1use one of the subjects, I do not 
have to use it, just use the subject webpa 1ge, it was similar, there are tutor 
contacts, subject documents" 

(Interviewee 16) 

Example of reason 3: No one force to use 

.u I considered the use to be vol.untary be·cause no one force me to use" 
(Interviewee 6) 

0 I considered the use to be voluntary because ! do not have to use, you are an 

academic, no one tell you what to do, you can do what you like" 
(Interviewee 11) 

Example of reason 4: Like to use 

"I considered the use to be voluntary becaus~e J like to use it,. students. demand 
to use" 

(Interviewee 3) 
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"I considered the use to be voluntary because I am happy to use it, students 

familiar with it" (Interviewee 16) 

There were the interviewees who perceived the use af the system to be 

voluntary but providing further comments on the;r use of the system. These 

comments were "have to use some functions", "forced by a supervisor to use 

some function", "the system is recommended" and "do not have other 

choices" 

Example of comment 1: Have to use some functions 

"I considered the use to be vol.untary but at least I have to use course 

document function" 

(lnter11ewee 4) 

Example of comment 2: Forced by a supervisor to use some function 

"I considered the use to be voluntary but last year onward, the head of school 

force lecturer to use course documents" (Interviewee 8) 

Example of comment 3: The system is recommended 

u1 considered the use to be voluntary but it is recommended" (Interviewee 5) 
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Example of comment 4: Do not have other choices 

"I considered the use to be voluntary but do not have any alternatives (or any 

well supported system). There is no other system which supported by technical 
staff, there should be an alternatives, will compare if any other alternatives. 

Happy with the system" 

(Interviewee 1) 

b. Mandatory Usage 

For the reasons that the interviewees perceived the use of the system to be 

"mandatory", two reasons seem to predominate. These reasons were "no 

other choices" and "required to use by school policies". 

Example of reason 1: No other choices 

~'I considered the use to be mandatory because of no ot:her choices and it is 

demanded by studentsn (intenr!ewee 14'1 

"I considered the use to be mandatory because there is no other choice" 
(Interviewee 15) 

Example of reason 2: Required to use by school policies 

"I considered the use to be mandatory because it required to be used by school 
policies, at least for course document functions, but not for other functions" 

(Interviewee 10) 
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4.8 Chapter Conclusion 

The findings from our interview study have indicated the major reasons to 

motivate the users' continuing use of the system. These were as follows 

1. Easy to use, system usefulness and organisational support 

There were three reasons reported to be the most influential reasons to make 

the users continuing use of the system. These reasons were that the s.ys.tem is 

easy to use, using the system is useful for the job and there is support from the 

organisation over time during the use of the system. These reasons make the 

users feel good, confirm their expectations and make them contfnue to use the 

system. 

The users found the system is easy to use because they can easHy use the system 

features to assist them to perform their work.; The avaHabHity of system features 

and the ability to work with them easily make the users like to use the system. 

The users found the system is useful for their job because the system provides its 

features that suits the needs of users and the ones who are important to them (in 

our interview study, the students). Using the system benefits the users' job 

performance (in our interview study, improve teaching and learning). The ability 

of the system to allow users to build the works upon the previous. works w:as 

reported to be the benefit of system to the users' job. This usability of the 

system has not been anticipated in past studies. This s.ys.tem usability has 
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resulted in the amount of time spent in performing the job is decreasing from 

times to times. 

Among these major reasons, an organisationa[ support seems to be reason that 

hasn't been anticipated in past studies of a continuous use of an Information 

System. We have found that the users like to use the system if they have been 

looked after during their use of the system. These include there were available 

technical supports to assist them if they face any difficulties during the use, 

there were information given in advanced if the system will be down during a 

particular period, and there was information given if there are any new system 

features that can be useful for the job. On-going training by an organisation 

makes the users better understanding about what they can do with the system in 

supporting their job. Providing the on-going trainings on a regular basis can 

increase the user expectations about the system. 

2,. Time saving 

The importance of time was reported from our interview study. Time saving was 

reported to be a reason to make the users feel good and make them conUnue to 

use the system, while time consuming was found to cause the users to feel bad in 

their use of the system and be a reason to cause the users limited/ discontinued 

use. This finding has not been anticipated in past studies. The benefits of time 

saving come from the users being able to use new features while re-using what 

has been constructed previously. In addition, the users can do more teaching 

techniques with the system than not using it. rn opposite, time consuming with 

using the system was reported to be an obstacle to continuing use. The users 

have expressed that their manager and/or organtsattonat poltcies should allocate 

reasonable workload for them to spend on using the system. They should also be 
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provided with an assistant to do some administrative jobs with the system. Poor 

system interface was reported to cause the users spending more time with the 

system and cause them the feeling of frustration. The difficulties to work with 

some new system features were also the reason to cause the users spending more 

time with the system. The users expect to spend less time with the system 

comparing with working manually, especially, not having to do duplicate works 

both with the system and manually. 

3. Learning new things 

Learning new things from using the system was reported to make the users like to 

use the system and make them continue to use the system. The importance of 

learning new thing from using the system stToutct be emphasised. Thts ts because 

our finding has shown that the users continue using the system because they 

experienced that the system has provided beyond what. they expected while 

I.earning new things was not expected by the users wherr they started to use the 

system. The system features which aUow the users to learn smart ways to do 

their work and to extend their knowledge /skill were reported as the reasons to 

make the users feel good about using the system. 

4. An influence on and/or from other important persons 

We have found that the users continue to use the system because other persons 

want/expect/demand them to use. The person whom was directly affected by 

the system the most was found to influence the users to use the system the most 

(in our interview study, the students). Gaining recognition and providing beyond 

the students' expectations were reported to make the users continue to use the 

system. The person who influence the users the second most was the user's 
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direct supervisor. Other influences are from peer pressure and department 

policies. 

5. Continuous improvement of the system 

A continuous improvement of the system has reported to make the users 

increasing their expectations with the system over time. Updating wtttT tmproved 

system features and adding with new system features were the indications of a 

continuous improvement of the system. The usage environment of taking 

feedbacks from the users and improving the system features accordingly allows 

the confirmation of increasing user expectattons. This finding has not been 

anticipated in previous studies. An increasing of user expectations was reported 

to make the users increase and expand their use with the system. 

6. Make the users interested 

In addition to good feeling_, the feelings of curiosity 1 interest and fun were 

reported to make the users continue their use with the system, 

7. Relation to previous studies 

Past IS studies have reported the importance of system usefulness on the long 

term use of the system (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 

2004; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003) and reported that easy to use 

influence the long-term use but only for female users (e.g. Venkatesh & Morris 

2000). We found from our interview study that both system usefulness and easy 

to use are important for the employees long-term use of the system, both for 

males and females. 
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In our research, time saving came out as an important factor though this has not 

been widely reported in the previous literature. Learning new things from the 

system, as well as making use interesting and fun, were also the important 

motivators which have not been previously reported in past studies. 

In term of influence from others, our findings were consistent with past studies. 

Another new finding was that considering users' feedbacks to improve the system 

encourages continuing and expanding use. 

4. 9 Motivation for the survey study 

Although an interview study is used as a preliminary investigation for some 

research questions. These are what factors influence satisfaction with use of an 

information System, what factors influence dissatisfaction with use of an 

Information System and the roles of expectations. Conducting only an intervievv 

study is irt~ufficient. The findings from an interview study were yet to be 

conclusive. This is because the limited numbers of interviewees. Therefore, the 

reasons found from an interview study were used to investigate the factors that 

influence satisfaction, the factors that influence dissatisfaction, the factors that 

influence continuing use directly regardless of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. The 

findings from the interview study and the literature studies were used to develop 

the items to measure each variable (factors, satisfaction, dissatisfaction, an 

intention to continue using the system) in the questionnaire survey. The 

relationship between each variable was. then used to answer the remaining 

tentative research questions that cannot be answered using the interview study. 

These questions are what is the influence of satisfaction on continuing use of an 
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Information System, what is the influence of dissatisfaction on continuing use of 

an Information System. 

One of the major aims of our study is to investigate what factors influence 

satisfaction and what factors influence dissatisfaction and find out whether the 

opposite of factors that make the us.er~ s.ati~fied will ~e the . users 

dissatisfaction. Similarity, whether the opposite of the factors that cause the 

users dissatisfied will make the users satisfied. We therefore took the reasons 

that make the interviewees feel good and the reasons that cause the 

interviewees feel bad to develop the survey items. However, there is also a 

possibility that the reasons that make the interviewees continue using the system 

found from an interview study may also make the users satisfied and the reasons 

that make the interviewees discontinue using the system found from an intervtew 

study may also cause the users dissatisfied. We also included the reasons that 

make the interviewees continue l discontinue using the system found from the 

interv·iew study to develop the survey items used fn the survey study. 

in addition) we al.so need to find out ff there are any factors that influence 

continuing use directly regardless of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. We 

therefore took the above same reasons from an interview study (the reasons that 

make the interviewees feel good/ continue using the system and the reasons that 

make the interviewees feel bad I discontinue using the system) to further develop 

the survey items used in the survey study. 
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Chapter 5 

A Survey Study of what influence the individual 

continuous use of an tnformation System 

5.1 The survey study 

A survey study was conducted in order to investigate the factors that influence 

satisfaction, the factors that influence dissatisfaction, an influence of 

satisfaction on a continuing use of the Information System and an influence of 

dissatisfaction on a continuing use of the Information System. A survey study 

allows many people (called respondents) to be asked about their experiences, 

expectations, beliefs, pa.st and present behaviors. Surveys are appropriate for 

research questions about. self.·reported beliefa or behaviors. Surveys are strongest 

when the answers people g1ve to questions measure variables (Neuman 2003). 

As per this investigation was built upon our literature studies and the findings 

from an interview study, a model of an Individual Continuous Use of an 

Information System was initially proposed. We proposed that there are factors 

that influence satisfaction, there are factors that influence dissatisfaction, 

satisfaction has an influence on an individual intention to continue using the 

system and dissatisfaction has an influence on an individual intention to continue 

using the system. 
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Figure 5. 1 A proposed model of an Individual Continuous Use of an 

Information System 

We firstly developed the questionnaire items to measure each proposed variable. 

The questionnaire items were developed from literature studies and the findings 

of an interview study. To investigate an ·i nfluence of one variabi.e on another 

variable, the relationship between each variable was then analysed. 

5.2 The study context 

The context of our survey study is "employees who continue using an Information 

System to support their core job in organizations". In order to give a broader 

range of respondents (as the data from an interview study was collected from 

academics working in Australian university), a survey study was conducted with 

employees from various organizations in Australia. The target employees are also 

working at different levels of organizations. To study "a continuous use", we 

targeted to have the employees who voluntary using the system. Voluntary usage 
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refers to the environment in which the employees have their own choice to use 

or not to use the system. 

5. 2. 1 The development of questionnaire items. 

In order to investigate the relationship among the variables proposed in an above 

model, the constructs for each variable are developed. This section describes 

how and why these constructs were developed. 

The variable "factors" in figure 5.1 refers to "system evaluation". The items to 

measure system evaluation were constructed based on perceptions of usefulness 

and system quality. Questions were also asked about confirmation of 

expectations. The questionnaire can be found in Appendix C:. 

a. Expectations 

As per the findings from an interview study with respect to the contents for the 

reasons to make the interviewees feel good, to make them continue using the 

system and to confirm their expectations, the measurement constructs for 

system quality expectations are "system ease of use", "system flexibility", 

"system support" and "system reliability". 

Questionnaire items to measure "system ease of use" 

Definition : the degree to which an individual believes that continue 
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using the system would be free of effort (Davis 1986; Davis, 

Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989) 

1. it would be easy to get the system to do what I want it to do 

(adapted from Davis 1986 and Davis, Bagozzf 8: Warshaw 1989's scale of ease 

of use) 

2. it would be easy for me to become skillful at using the system (adapted from 

Davis 1986 and Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989's scale of ease of use) 

3. the system would be easy to use (adapted from Davis 1986 and Davis, Bagozzi 

& Warshaw 1989's scale of ease of use) 

Questionnaire items to measure "System Flexibility" 

(all items were adapted from lvari 2005 's scale of flexibility and developed from the 

findings of an interview study) 

Definition: the degree to which an indhrtdual. believes that contlnue using the 

system would depend on the level of system continuous ·improve.ment 

and adaptability 

4. the system would of ten upgrade with new features 

5. the system would often upgrade its features 

6, the system would be flexible {e.g. I can create my own system features to fit my 

tasks) 
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Questionnaire items to measure "System Support" 

Definition : the degree to which an individual believes that help in using the 

system would be available during the use 

7. I would be easily to get someone's help when I need it 

(adapted from Thompson, Higgins & Howell 1991 and Venkatesh, Morris, 

Davis, & Davis 2003's scale of facilitating conditions) 

8. Instruction concerning the use of the system would be available to me 

(adapted from Thompson, Higgins & Howe[[ 1991 and Venkatesh, Morris, 

Davis & Davis 2003's scale of facilitating conditions) 

9. I would continue to obtain adequate information for the system capabilities ·1n 

supporting my job (newly developed item) 

Questionnaire items to measure "'System ReliabHity 11 

Definition : the degree to which an indivtduat bette-ves that the system would be 

consistently performed without problem 

24. I would be able to count on the system to be "up" and available when I 

need it (adapted from Goodhue & Thompson 1995's scale of systems 

reliability) 

25. The system would not subject to frequent problems and crashes 

(adapted from Goodhue & Thompson 1995's scale of systems reliability) 

26. The system would not subject to unexpected or inconvenient down times 
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(adapted from Goodhue & Thompson 1995 's scale of systems reliability) 

27. The system would be able to recover from error (adapted from Goodhue & 

Thompson 1995's scale of systems reliability) 

28. The system would be able to safeguard data from misappropriation or 

unauthorized alteration or lost (adapted from Goodhue &. Tnampson 1995's 

scale of systems reliability) 

"System ease of use" is defined as the degree to which an individual believes 

that using the system would be free of effort (Davis 1989; Davis, Bagozzi & 

Warshaw 1989). According to our interview study, "easy to use" was found to 

make the employees feel good, to continue to use and cause them conftrmatiorr 

of expectation. "Hard to use" is found to cause the employees feel bad, to 

d·iscontinue to use the system and to cause them unmet expectations_ 

Thi .. ee questionnaire iterns to rneasure '1system ease of use'' (item 1 to 3) are 

proposed from the work of Davis (1986) and Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw (1989). 

This is because these three questionnaire items were widely used in IS use 

research and consistently shown by past IS research as the highest loading items 

of its construct (e.g. Venkatesh & Davis 2000; Venkatesh & Morris 2000; 

Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003). 

"System flexibility" is defined as individual's belief about the level of system 

continuous improvement and adaptability. Three questionnaire items (item 4-6) 

were developed from the findings of an interview study and adapted from lvari'~ 

(2005) scale of flexibility. The study of lvari has used flexibility to measure 
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perceived system quality for an overall aim of testing Delone-Mclean Model of IS 

Success (Delone & Mclean 1992). lvari has measured flexibility by asking the 

users to assess the flexibility of the system to change in response to new 

demands (lvari, 2005, p. 23). The finding from our interview study has shown 

that a flexibility of the system with regards to new system feature found was the 

reason to make the employees continue to use the system. In addition, a 

continuous improvement of the system has caused the employees confirmation of 

expectations. Examples of system flexibility reported from our interview study 

were "the continuous adding new system features" (refer to a questionnaire item 

4) and "the continuous upgrading system features" (refers to a questionnaire 

item 5) and "the system ability to allow a person to create own features to fit 

one tasks" (refer to a questionnaire item 6). The contents of these three 

questionnaire items have covered the measurement of flexibility proposed by 

lvari (2005). 

'
1Systern support'; is defined as the degree to which an individual believes that 

help in using the systern 1Nould be available durlng the use, According to the 

findings from our interview study) organizational support was shown to be the 

reason to make the employees feel good, continue to use and cause them 

confirmation of expectations. In opposite, lack of organizational support was 

shown to be the reason to cause the employees feel bad and to discontinue the 

use of the system. 

Two questionnaire items (item 7: I would be easily to get someone's help when I 

need it, and item 8: Instruction concerning the use of the system would be 

available to me) were adapted from the work of Thompson, Higgins & Howell 

(1991) and Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis (2003), in their construct of 
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"facilitating conditions". Facilitating Conditions refers to objective factors in the 

environment that the users agree to make an act easy to do, including the 

provision of system support (Thompson, Higgins & Howell 1991; Venkatesh, 

Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003). These two measurement items are proposed 

because the provision of support to the users can be an important type of 

facilitating condition, which can influence system utilization in the job context. 

These two items have also been consistently shown by previous research to be 

the high loading items of its construct (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003). 

In addition, one questionnaire item is newly developed (item 9: I wou[d continue 

to obtain adequate information for the system capabilities in supporting my job). 

This is because adequate information obtained during the use of system was one 

of the major reasons under organizational support reported from our interview 

study. This item refers to the degree to which an individual believes that he or 

she continue to obtain adequate information about the system capabilities ·in 

supporting t.hE? job, This ·item is proposed because the findings from our interview 

study have shown that ongoing training provided by an organization has 

encouraged the rising of user expectations. !t is therefore important to obta}n 

adequate information about the system capabilities so that the users know what 

to expect. in addition, past study has shown that the users who hold realistic 

expectations about the system before using the system are the ones who use the 

system more than the users who hold unrealistic expectations (e.g. Gtnzberg 

1981). Lack of providing adequate information about the system capabilities can 

cause the users unrealistic expectations. Continue providing information about 

the system capabilities in the use of the system should then encourage the users 

to maintaining realistic expectations over time ·in their use of the system. 
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"System reliability" is defined as the degree to which an individual believes that 

the system would be consistently performed without problem. The finding from 

our interview study has shown that system reliability was the reason to make the 

employees feel good and to continue using the system. 

Questionnaire items 24-28 were adapted from the questfonnafre items of 

Goodhue & Thompson (1995) in their system reliability construct (Goodhue & 

Thompson 1995, p. 235). The use of Goodhue & Thompson (1995)'s questionnaire 

items to measure system reliability in our survey study is because studying a 

continuous use of the system in the job context is supported by the purpose of 

Goodhue & Thompson's study. The purpose of Goodhue & Thompson's study is to 

show that the technology must be utilized by the individuals and must be a good 

fit with the tasks it support. 

Expectations on system abiHty to support individual job 

"Expectations on system ability to support individual job" is defined as "the 

degree to which an individual be!.ieves that continue using the system would help 

him /her maximizing job performance". This expectation is proposed because our 

interview study has shown that the usefulness of system on one job was reported 

to be a reason to make the employees feel good, continue to use and cause them 

confirmation of expectations. 

The definition of this construct is adapted from the defa'l}tlon of the construct 

"performance expectancy" proposed by Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis (2003). 

Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis (2003) referred "performance expectancy" to 
"the degree to which an individual believes that using the system will help him 
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or her to attain gains in the job performance" (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 

2003). Due to the facts that the fin dings from our interview study were relevant 

to some of the questionnaire items to measure "performance expectancy", we 

therefore adapt their questionnaire items to measure our expectations on system 

ability to support individual job. It is important to note that the questionnaire 

items to measure "performance expectancy" were originally from the root 

constructs of perceived usefulness, proposed by Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw (1989) 

and outcome expectations, proposed by Compeau & Higgins ( 1995). The 

questionnaire items to measure expectations on system ability to support 

individual job were shown below. 

Questionnaire items to measure expectations on system ability to support 
individual job 

·10. using the sys tern would improve rny job performance 

(adapted from Davisy Bagozzi & Warshaw 198~»s perceived usefulness seal(~) 

·11. using the system would increase the productivity of my job (e.g. using the 

system would make me accomplish my tasks more qlriddy} 

(adapted from Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989"'s perceived usefulness scale) 

12. using the system would enhance the effectiveness of my job (e.g. using the 

system would help me make better decision) 

(adapted from Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989's perceived usefulness scale) 

13. Overall, the system would be useful to my job 

(adapted from Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989'~ perceived usefulness scale) 

14. using the system would make it easier to do my job (adapted from Davis, 

Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989's perceived usef u[ness sca[e) 
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15. using the system would make my supervisor perceive me as competent 

(adapted from Karahanna, Straub & Chervany 1999's normative beliefs 

scale) 

16. using the system would make my co-workers perceive me as competent 

adapted from Compeau & Higgins 1995; Karahanna, Straub & Chervany 

1999's normative beliefs scale) 

Questionnaire items 10 to 14 (as listed below) are adapted from the scale of 

Davis Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989's perceived usefulness. These items have 

been consistently shown by past studies to be the highest loading items of its 

construct (e.g. Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989; Karahanna, Straub & Chervany 

1999; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003}. 

Questionnaire item 15 is adapted from the work at KarahannaJ Straub & 

Chervany ( 1999) while item 16 is adapted from the work of Compeau & Higgins 

("J 995) and Karahanna, Straub & Chervany ('1999). These items are proposed 

because the finding from our interview study has shown that the persons who 

are important to the employees in their job have an influence on the employee 

use of the system (a supervisor and peer as reported in our interview study). 

Past study by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) has shown that the individual's behavior 

can be influenced by the way in which he/she believes other important person 

will view them, as a result of perform?ng a particular behavior. Apply to our 

study, we proposed that the individuals' behavior can be influenced by the way 

in which they believe other important person wm vfew them as a result of using 

the system in supporting the job. Our survey study is therefore included the 

measurement for the degree to which an trtc:ttvtduat beheve that continue ustng 
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the system will make other important persons in the workplace perceive 

him/her as competent. 

The result from our interview study has shown that "the ability of the system to 

support the employee learning and to extend their knowledge" was the most 

reported reason to make the employees feel good and to continue using the 

system. This finding can be explained by using the concept of psychological 

growth proposed by Herzberg ( 1966). Psychological growth is defined in terms of 

the utilization of an individual's potential (Herzberg 1966). According to 

Herzberg, the indication of the growth for a person is whether he /she is 

psychologically more advanced now than he/she was previously. In other word, 

whether an individual is changed for the better from the experiences gained. 

Our study proposed that the determination of grm·vth can be assessed by whether 

the individual is changed for the better in performing the job frorr1 the 

experiences gained over time in their use of the sy~tem. The questionnaire it.ems 
of this construct are nevvly developed. These constructs are conceptuaHy 

developed from six characteristics of psychological growth proposed by Herzberg 

(1966). These six characteristics are knowing more, seeing relationships in what 

we know .. being creative, being effective in ambiguous situations~ maintaining 

individually in the face of pressure of the group and attaining real psychological 

growth. According to Herzberg, knowing more refers to an ability to add new 

knowledge and learn from it. Seeing relationship in what we know refers to an 

ability to relate new information to other existing information. Creativity refers 

to an ability to originate new understanding or principle from knowledge. 

Effectiveness in ambiguity refers to an ability to cope with challenges. 
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Individuation refers to an ability to be unique as not a protest to society. Real 

psychological growth refers to an ability for achievement by using own potential. 

Building upon the concept of psychological growth and its characteristics, seven 

items were newly developed to also measure expectations on system ability to 

support individual job in relation to individual growth. Six questionnaire items 

were developed in relation to six characteristics of psychological growth 

described by Herzberg (1966) (item 17 to 22) while the seventh item (item 23) is 

related to the overall growth of an individual from experiences gained from using 

the system. 

Questionnaire items to measure expectations on system ability to support 

individual job (with respect to individual growth) 

·17. l would continuP to !earn new knowledge from w:;fng the system 

18. I would continue to build new knowledge on the exfst1ng knowledge 

( e.g. using the system wiU. help me continue building the work on the 

previous work) 

19. I would continue to be more creative from using the system 

(e.g. I would originate better way to do my job by using the system) 

20. using the system would provide me new challenge in doing the job 

21. using the system would make me unique among my co-workers 

22. using the system would make me utilize my own potenUal in do1Flg my job 
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23. Overall, using the system would change me for the better in doing my job 

b. System Evaluation 

The questionnaire items to measure system evaluation have the same contents as 

the items used to measure expectations, but the contents have changed from the 

expectations when start using the system to what were found after use (please 

refer to Appendix C: A Questionnaire Survey). 

c. Satisfaction 

Definition 

The users' positive expectation were met or exceeded and there were feelings of 

pleasure in using the system. 

User· satisf act.ion is measured by evaluating the confirmation of expectations and 

evaluating the sets of feelings in the use of the system. The evaluation of the 

confirmation of expectations includes both evaluating a simple confirmation 
(whether the expectations were reached), evaluating the positive 

disconfirmation (whether the actual performance is better than what was 

expected). Our study proposed that user satisfaction can be caused by the 

confirmation of expectation, the positive disconfirmation (when the actual 

system performance is better than what was expected) and the feelings of 

pleasant in the continuous use of the system. 
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To measure user satisfaction in relation to the evaluation of the confirmation of 

expectations, the following questionnaire items were developed. 

1. Overall, my expectations about the system were confirmed 

2. The usability provided by the system was better than what I expected 

3. The system performance was better than what I expected 

4, My experiences with using the system was. better than what l ex.pec.ted 

The above questionnaire items were developed from the study by Santos & Boote 

(2003). Santos & Boote (2003) proposed a hierarchy of expectations through a 

review of 56 definitions of expectation. This hierarchy of expectations was found 

in the literature of service quality and consumer satisfaction. The contribution of 

Santos & Boote's study on the measurement of user satisfaction proposed in my 

study is the use of different levels of cognitions (expectat1ons). These different 

levels of expectations were resulted in different affective states (delight, 

satisfaction~ acceptance and dissatisfaction). 

To measure user satisfaction with respect to evaluating the users' feelings with 

the use of the system, the following questionnaire items were newly developed. 

5. Overall, I enjoy using the system 

6. I have pleasant experiences with using the system 

d. Dissatisfaction 

Definition 

The users' feelings of frustrate and upset in continue using the system. 
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User dissatisfaction is measured by evaluating the sets of feelings in the 

continuous use of the system. 

To measure user dissatisfaction with respect to an evatuation of the users' 

feelings with the use of the system, the following questionnaire items were 

newly developed. 

7. I have not been frustrated with using the system 

8. The system performance has not upset me 

Our study proposed to use "enjoy", and "pleasant", in expressing the positive 

feelings and "frustrate" and "upset" in expressing negative feelings. These 

words were built upon the work of Cenfetelli & Benbasat (2003). Cenfetelli & 

Benbasat (2003) have reported that the most reported words for positive 

emotfons (ranked from the most reported pos·itive emotion) were ('pleasant 

surprisen, 11 interest'' and "Joy" 1 while the most reported words for negative 

ii displeased'', 0 angry~' and "unpleasant surprise". 

e. Voluntary Usage 

The reason for focusing on voluntary usage is because the findings from our 

interview study has shown that the persons who influence the emp~oyees to start 

and continue using the system were the teaching supervisor (head of the school), 

the students and self-influence in the beneftts from ustng the system. Our 
interview study also reported that an employee perception that he/she has 

choice to use or not to use the system has tmpacted differently on the way one 

use the system. 
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Voluntary Usage Definition 

The degree to which use of the system is perceived as being voluntary, or 

willingly, or having choice to use or not to use 

Questionnaire Items 

8. My boss does not require me to use the system (adapted from Karahanna, 

Straub & Chervany 1999's scale of voluntariness) 

7. Although it might be helpful, using the system is certainly not compulsory in 

My job (adapted from Karahanna, Straub- Er Chervany 1999-'s sca~e of 

voluntariness) 

indiv·idual behaviour was proposed in the Theory of Planned Behav'iour to be 

influenced by how much control a person has over thefr ovvn behaviour (Ajzen 

1985). In additlonJ the finding~i from our 1nterv}ew study have shown that the 

ones who influence user perception in how much control over their own 

behaviour to use the system were a direct supervisor (boss). In addition~ self-

perception that using the system is compulsory (for example, using the system 

has resulted in increase job producttvity) was shown to impact the way 

employees' continuing use of the system. To investigate how much an individual 

use of the system is perceived as being voluntary influence a continuing use of 

the system, questionnaire item 8 and 9 to measure voluntary usage were 

therefore adapted from the work of Karahanna, Straub & Chervany 1999's scale 

of voluntariness. 
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f. System Continuous Usage Intention 

The reason for focusing on system continuous usage intention is past studies have 

reported that a behavioral intention is important in predfctfng an actual behavior 

of an individual (Chen, Gillenson & Sherrell 2004; Cheung & Limayem 2005; 

Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989; Fishbein & Ajzen 1975; Venkatesh & Morris 2000; 

Venkatesh & Davis 2000; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003). 

Past studies have shown that a behavioral intention to use the system is dfrectly 

affected an actual use of the system (Chen, Gillenson & Sherrell 2004; Venkatesh 

& Morris 2000; Venkatesh & Davis 2000; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003). 

System Continuous Usage Intention Definition 

An intention to continue using the system in supporting the job, for the purpose 

of exercise an individual's capabilities, to utilize 1 to explore and to team 

Questionnaire Items 

1. I intend to continue using the system to support my job rather than 

discontinue its use (adapted from an IS continuance intention scale by 

Bhattacherjee 2001 a) 

2. ! intend to continue using the system rather than using any other methods to 

support my job (adapted from an IS continuance intention scale by 

Bhattacherjee 2001 a) 
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3. I intend to discontinue using the system (adapted from an IS continuance 

intention scale by Bhattacherjee 2001 a) 

4. I intend to continue increase my use of the system to support my job 

(adapted from an intention scale by Wixom & Todd 2005) 

5. I intend to make regular use of the system to support my job (adapted from 

an intention scale by Wixom & Todd 2005 and Jones, Sundaram & Chin 

2002) 

6. I intend to continue using the system by integrate and incorporate at the 

highest levels (adapted from the scale of infusion of new system by Jones, 

Sundaram & Chin 2002) 

7. I intend to continue using the system to its fullest capabilities to support my 

job (adapted from the scale of infusion of new system by Jones, Sundaram & 

Chin 2002). 

8. i intend to continue using the system to team new krmwtedge (nev.; developed 

item.) 

9. ! intend to continue us·ing the system to utHtze my nwn potential in exploring 

the better way to do my job (new developed item) 

10. ! intend to continue using the system to add new challenge in doing my job 

(new developed item) 

Questionnaire items 1-3 were adapted from the scale of an IS continuance 

intention proposed by Bhattacherjee (2001 a, p. 370). This is to investigate the 

degree to which the users intend to continue I discontinue using the system to 

support their job. The difference between Bhattacherjee's questionnaire items 

and ours is Bhattacherjee's questionnaire items simply asked the respondents 
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about an intention to continue using the system in general while our 

questionnaire items have specifically asked the respondents about an intention 

to continue using the system in the job context. 

The questionnaire items to measure a system continuous usage intention with 

respect to the degree to which an individual intends to trrcrease the use of the 

system (item 4), is adapted from the scale of intention from the study by Wixom 

& Todd (2005). In addition, the questionnaire item of a system continuous usage 

intention in relation to the degree to which an individual intends to continue 

making a regular use of the system (item 5), is adapted from the scale of 

intention from the study by Wixom & Todd (2005) and the study by Jones, 

Sundaram & Chin (2002). These two questionnaire items (item 4 and 5) were 

proposed in order to find out whether the users intend to continue increasing and 

making regular use of the system. This is also to find out whether the system 

continuous usage intention is related to the votume and the frequency of system 

usage. These items were proposed mainly because the findings from our 

interview study have shown that the users who ·rntend to continue using the 

system have expressed thefr intention to increasing their use and I or making a 

regular use with the system. The volume and frequency of system usage have 

been consistently shown by the IS usage studies to determine an actual use of the 

system, particularly in the extended studies of Technology Acceptance Model 

(e.g. Burton--Jones & Hubona 2005; Cenfetelli & Benbasat 2003; lvari 2005; Shin 

2003; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis 2003). 

However, the volume and the frequency of system usage might be incomplete to 

measure continuous usage of an Information System. The findings from our 

interview study reported that "time consuming" was one of the reasons to cause 

employees to feel bad and to discontinue using the system. Heavily using the 
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system may not be the same as effectively using the system. Ineffective use of 

the system may not result in increasing job productivity. The continuous use of 

the system proposed in our study is therefore not only be measured by the 

volume and the frequency of system usage. 

The measurement items of a system continuous usage intention in relation to the 

degree to which an individual intends to continue using the system by integrating 

and incorporating at the highest levels (or the degree to which continuing using 

the system is perceived as utilizing the full potential of the system) were 

adapted from the scale of infusion of new system by Jones, Sundaram 8: Chin 

(2002) (item 6 and 7). The findings from our interview study show that most 
employees who intend to continue using the system will explore new system 

functions in order to see a possibility of the technology to increase their work 

productivities. The findings from our interview study can be explained by past 

hterature. Past literature has shovm that the discontinuance of an innovation ts 
an indication that the innovation may not have been fuUy institutionalized and 

routinized into the ongoing practice (Rogers 1995; Jones, Sundaram fa Chin 

2002). These questionnaire items use the concept of "'infusion" proposed by 

Jones, Sundaram & Chin (2002), which defined as "the extent to which a user 

uses the system to its fullest extent to enhance his/her productivity" (Jones, 

Sundaram & Chin 2002). 

The questionnaire items in measuring the degree to which continuing using the 

system is perceived as attaining an individual growth were newly developed 

(item 8, 9, 10). These items were developed from the concept of psychological 

growth proposed by Herzberg (1966) and the concept of intrinsic motivation 

proposed by Deci & Ryan (2002). It is noted that the concept of psychological 
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growth is equivalent to the concept of intrinsic motivation. While psychological 

growth can be determined by the change of at person for the better by continuous 

learning and utilizing his/her own capalbil ities (Herzberg 1966), intrinsic 

motivation is defined as "an inherent tendency to seek out novelty and 

challenges, to extend and exercise one's catpacities, to explore, and to learn" 

(Deci & Ryan 2002). In addition, these items 1were developed from the findings of 

our interview study. The result of our interv·iew study has shown that the users 

who intend to continue using the system in supporting their jobs have defined 

the term "a continuous use" differently from the definition of "use" mentioned 

in past IS studies. It is reported from our inte·rview study that a continuous use of 

the system is not simply about whethier or not the users intend to 

maintain/increase/regularly using the systenn. Instead, a continuous use of the 

system refers to a continuous activity of an irndividual in using the system to build 

and extend the tasks, to get better and smarter in using the system, to learn new 

knowledge, to engage and to explore the cap>abilities of the system over time. It 

is noted that one of the questionnaire Hern, HI intend to continue using the 

system to team new knowledge" was similar· to the questionnaire item of an IS 

continuance intent.ion scale proposed by Bhattacherjee ft Premkumar (2004) .. 

That is, the study by Bhattacherjee & Premkamar (2004} has proposed one of the 

questionnaire items of a continuous usage i1ntention to measure the degree to 

which the users intend to continue using the system to learn new skills. However, 

Bhattacherjee & Premkumar (2004) has condiucted the study with the university 

students, who using the system to support their learning whilst our study fs 

conducted with the employees, who using the system to support their jobs. 

There is a possibility that there can be the differences between the levels of 

intention to learn new knowledge I skill between the students who using the 

system to support their study and the employ<ees who using the system to support 

their job. Past study has shown that th1e student samples (or university 
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environment) are inappropriate to reflect the real working environment (Lee, 

Kozar & Larsen 2003). 

5.2.2 Survey Testing 

To ensure that the survey instruments measure the concepts being investigated 

and whether the respondents will find the wording in each question clear, 

concise and understandable, five persons were contacted to provide feedbacks 

on the survey questions. These persons were chosen as they were supportive to 

our study, have different working experiences and expertises and have various 

educational backgrounds. These differences have assisted us in obtaining 

different views to effectively improve the survey questions. 

The first person is an lnforrnation System PhD graduate who was experienced in 

the development of survey questions. The ftrrt person i~ chosen her:ause he has-

de-ve-loped survey questions for his PhD study and has obtained a PhD degree from 

the same university. The second person is a current third year PhD candidate and 

a fifth year university research assistant who has working experiences in 

marketing and advertisement industry. The second person was chosen because 

she has working experiences in developing survey questions and designing the 

layout of on line survey. The third person is a second year current PhD candidate, 

a university tutor who has working experiences in software development and a 

native English-speaker. The third person was chosen because he is able to 

effectively communicate in IT term and able to communicate English effectively. 

The fourth person is a postgraduate Information Technotogy intemationat student 

who has non-technology background, non-English speaking background and 

currently working in wholesale industry. The fourth person ts chosen to ensure 
that our survey questions will be understood by the respondents who has non-
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technology background and by the respond«ents who has non-English speaking 

background. The fifth person is a yOLung Information Technology (IT) 

undergraduate student who is a native Engl i~sh speaker and currently working in 

an IT organization in Australia. The fifth p~rson is chosen to ensure that our 

survey questions were understood and not toe) [engthy for young-rT employees. 

Although these persons found most question~s understandable, there were some 

comments. These comments are there are the lacks of definition of Information 

System in our letter of request for participation. The letter of request for 

participation was then improved by statinrn that the context of Information 

System is the system in which the employees continue using to support their 

work. The employees have their own choice to use or not to use the system. 

Other comments are some questions in our slurvey are not proper use of English. 

We then refined these questions accordingl1y (please see the comments of an 

online survey in an appendix D). Another corrnment ·is on the navigation aspect 

One person has requested to have more que~stiGns per· page to reduce the time 

spent. on completing the survey. This comrn1ent v-Jas taken and more questions 

were ·included into each screen. 

5. 2. 3 Survey distribution and responses 

The target population of our survey study are employees who continue using the 

Information System. The types of Information System conducted in a survey study 

are Transaction Processing System, Managerment Information System, Decision 

Support System, Office Automation System,. Knowledge Management. S.ys.tem or 

others (specified by the participants). "Conttinue using the Information System" 

refers to the employees are currently using thte system and have been using it for 

a certain period of time. The purpose of uJsing the system is to support the 
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employees' work. These employees are voluntary using the system. Different 

employees may use the same or different types of Information Systems 

depending upon each person work. 

To start a distribution of the survey to target respondents, two key persons were 

contacted to assist us in getting the respondents. These persons were chosen 

because they are very effective and supportive to us personally and to our study. 

Another reason is they both have access to respondents from various 

organizations as both of them currently working in IT industry, knowing 

employees in the organization they work for and have contacts with other 

employees from other organisations. The study purpose, target respondents, 

survey questions were provided and explained to both persons. These key persons 

were then contacted the target respondents via an e-mail requesting for their 

participation into our online survey. To have sufficient numbers of responses for 

performing statistical ana!.ysis, more persons whom we knew that suit the study 

context were also contacted via an e-mail. requesting for their participation into 

our on(ine sur.;ey. These persons further contacted other ernployees who su'it. the 

study context. There were 135 responses returned. 
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5.3 The demographic of the respondents 

The respondents' experience with using the lnformation Systems ranged from one 

month to ten years. The average usage with the system was 2 years. The 

demographic of the respondents was shown in tables. below. 

Age Numbers of respondents 

I I 
Male Female 

I Under 20 I 2 1 

40-49 

Table 5. 1 Numbers of respondents classified by age group for each gender 

i -· · ··· · -· · -· · - ·-·· · -· ·-·--~- -· · -·- -·- ··· · -· · -···--·--··-···-···--··r-··--··---:--··---·---·---·--··--··-···-····--· --···1-·· -·--·---··-····--··-·-·--·--·--·--·--··--·--·--··--·--·--·-1 
! Educat10nal Level i Numbers of ( Note ~ 
i I I . 
I ! respondents i J 

! I I ' 1----------------···--···------···~-···--··--···--···--··--·---···--···--···--···--····-··--···~-----·--···--···--···-···----·--···-···-···-----------1 

i High school graduate I 3 ! I 
I I I . 
I TAFE/College Graduate i-------y-- 1 respondent has a I 
I double degree in I 
I I Business & Engineering 1-- Bachelor Degree 46 - i 
r-------Master-oeg-ree __________ ------52---------1---t---r--e--s.-p--o-n--d--e._n_t _w_as_a_Lso ____ a __ _ 

I _ current PhD student I 
I Advanced degree(e.g. PhD) 10 I 
Table 5.2 Number of respondents in each educational level 
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Industry type Numbers of respondents 

1. Communication Services (e.g. IT) 19 

2. Education 't7 

3. Retail Trade 13 

4. Personal & other services 11 

5. Government 

6. Finance & Insurance e-----=-~-~=~~:~] ~----------------------------------------------------------
7. Accommodation, Cafe & Restaurants 4 

~y&BUSTrless SerVice5___ -t-----3----j 
I 9. Manufacturing f 3 I 

~Households -----------t------2--------------1 
~---·---- -------------------·--------------·---·--·--·--------·--·-·--·-----····"-·"""_. __ ......... -· ......... ______ ........ ------ . -- t----·----------------·-·--·----····--·----------------------------..... -- ..... --- .................. _, --·-·-------1 
1 11" Wholesale Trade i 2 : I I ' 
: f l 
:---1-~-- ----- -=- -;·-- ------;--·-r----c- f:--~ ;--·-- -·:;· ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ----- ---r--·-- --- -- ----- ------ ------ ------ ·:;·-- - -------- ------ ----~ 

: 1 /_, Trctn.)por .. tt ->1.01 age 1 1 

l ! I 1------------------------------------------------ -- ----------- ·--------- ------ ............... ---·-!-------------------- ----- .................... ----- -........ --- .... ·- ------------ ·--< 

! B. Travel industry ! 1 ! 
I • I l 

I i I 
~-- ---- ------------- --------- ------- ----- ---- ------ -----· ... ----------- --- ---· .. -............. -~--~--+......----- ... ---... ---- -- ------- ------------------ -- -------. --------------------------1 
i 14. Health & Community Services I 1 I i . i I 
l---- -----------------------------------------------------L-------------------------------------------1 
115. Cultural & Recreational Services j 1 I 
'--------------------------------------------------------- -+--------------------------------------------1: 
j 16. Entertainment I 1 
I I I 
r17~FastfoocfTndustrY--------------------------------1------------1---------1 

h------------------------------------------------J ________________________________ J 
L_~-~griculture . _ l__ ______ 1 I 
Table 5.3 Numbers of respondents in each industry type 
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Position Numbers of respondents 

Executive/Top Management 6 

Middle Management 11 

Supervisory 17 

Administrative I clerical 14 

Technical I 4g 
I I 

Table 5.4 Numbers of respondents in each position 

System Type Numbers of respondents 

transaction processing system 35 

Table 5.5 Numbers of respondents who use each type of system 

5~4 Data Analysis 

5.4. 1 Factors of related questionnaire items 

The constructed questionnaire items were analyzed using a factor analysis. The 

aim of using factor analysis is to summarize the interrelationships among the 

variables (refers to the questionnaire items) in a concise but accurate manner as 

an aid in conceptualization (Gorsuch 1974). This technique is used to group 

interrelated questionnaire items into smaller number of \tariable~ called 

"factors". The factors found from this analysis will later used to investigate 
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whether there is a relationship between them. This investigation is particularly 

served our study purpose, that is, to examine "the factors that influence a 

continuous use of the system". After performing factor analysis, each factor is 

conducted with a reliability test. 

5.4. 1. 1 Satisfaction 

The items on evaluating the system from what the employees expected and from 

what the employees feel through experiencing with the system (C1 -C6) were 

firstly factor analysed (please refer to items C 1-C6 in an appendix C: A 

Questionnaire Survey). The other questionnaire items were then factor analysed. 

The result of factor analysis is in a table of rotated component matrix shown 

below. 

Component Matrix3 

C'.3 .886 

C2 8B1 

C4 .8Tl 

cs .838 

C1 .776 

C6 .738 

Table 5.6 The result of factor analysis for items "satisfactionn 

The result of factor analysis has shown that there was one component to group 

these items together. The number presented next to each item is called "factor 

loading". Factor loading is a measurement of the degree of generalizability found 

between each item and the factor explicit. The farther the factor loading is from 
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zero, the more one can generalise from that factor to the item (Gorsuch 197 4). 

Factor loading indicates the strength of relationship between a particular item 

and a particular factor. The item which is weakly loaded and/ or not clearly 

loaded into one factor (has factor loading < • 6 in its own factor and I or > • 3 in 

non loading components) was removed. 

The list of items ranked by their presented factor loadings were 

C3. The system performance was better than what I expected 

C2. The usability provided by the system was better than what I expected 

C4. My experiences with using the system was better than what r expected 

CS. Overall. I enjoy using the system 

C1. Overall, my expectations about the system were confirmed 

(6_ i have pleasant. experiences with using the system 

The content of items falling under the factor was on experiencing beyond 

expectations, the feelings of enjoyment, confirmation of expectations and 

pleasant experiences. As per the content of its items, this factor was named 

"satisfaction". 

By considering the items falling within this factor, the group of items on the 

system performed beyond expectations and the feeling of enjoyment were 

ranked with its highest factor loading (C3, C2, C4 and CS with each item 

presented with factor loading > .8). This indicates that beyond expectations and 
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the feeling of enjoyment have the highest strength of relationship between their 

items and this factor. The group of items on confirmation of expectation and 

pleasant experience have a moderate factor loading (C1 and C6 with each factor 

loading around . 7). 

5.4. 1. 2 No dissatisfaction 

The items on an avoidance for the feelings of frustration and upset (C7-C8) were 

then factor analysed. The result of factor analysis is in a table of rotated 

component matrix shown below. 

Component Matrixa 

Component 

C7 947' 

CB 947 

Table 5. 7 The result of factor analysis for items ""no dissati~faction 11 

These two items were ranked equally. They are 

C7. I have not been frustrated with using the system 

CB. The system performance has not upset me 

The content of items falling under the factor was on the avoidance for the 

feeling of frustration and upset in using the system. As per the content of its 

items, this factor was named "no dissatisfaction". Both items were shown with 

high factor loading (>. 9). 
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5.4. 1. 3 Voluntary use 

The items on voluntary use (C9-C 10) were then factor analysed. The result of 

factor analysis is in a table of rotated component matrix shown betow. 

Component Matrixa 

Component 

1 

C9 .926 

C10 .926 

Table 5.8 The result of factor analysis for items "voluntary usage" 

These two iterns were ranked equally. They are 

C9. M,y boss does not requfre me to use the system 

Cl 0, .Although ·it might be helpful, us·ing the systern is certainly not cornpulsory' 
in my job 

By considering the items that fall under this factor, the content of these items 

were about a willingness to use the system to support the employees' job 

without force from their boss and/or without a requirement by rule. As per the 

content of its items, this factor was named "voluntary usage". Both items were 

shown with high factor loading (>.9). 
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5.4. 1.4 System Evaluation 

a. System Quality 

Further factor analysis was done for the items on a quality of the system (51 to 

59 and 524 to 528). The result of factor analysfs was shown below. 

Rotated Component Matrix a 

Component 

1 2 3 

51 .775 .194 .159 

53 .769 .303 .065 

52 .760 .153 .127 

58 .673 .256 .395 

59 .654 .1L17 .450 

57 .637 15tl .352 
I 

"051 .),'.() ·:·>r I ·.(:Gl :ucl I .->~-

S:l'.::- .1.:~.6 8661 027 

52 7 .178! .7641 .213 

52.8 .231 .7291 .134 

S24 .285 .663 .164 

55 .200 .136 .895 

54 .188 .139 .860 

S6 .286 .058 ,735 

Table 5. 9 The result of factor analysis for items "system evaluation on system 
quality" 

Component 1: Easy to use and support 

51. it is easy to get the system to do what I want it to do 
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53. the system is easy to use 

52. it is easy for me to become skillful at using the system 

SB. Instruction concerning the use of the system is available to me 

59. I continue to obtain adequate information for the s.ystem capabilities in 

supporting my job 

57. I can easily get someone help when I need it 

Component 2: System reliability 

526. The system is not subject to unexpected or inconvenient down times 

525. The system is not subject to frequent problems and crashes 

527. The system can recover from error 

528. The system can safeguard data from misappropriation or unauthorized 
alteration or loss 

524. ! can count on the system to be "up'' and availab!.e when ! need it 

Component 3: System flexibility 

SS. the system is often upgraded its features 

54. the system is often upgraded with new features 

56. the system is flexible (e.g. I can create my own system features to fit my 

tasks) 

There were three factors as a result of factor analysis. The group of items falling 

in the first factor was about how easy to use the system in supporting employee's 

job and how much support the employees gain in using the system (e.g. an 
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availability of an instruction concerning the use of the system, an adequate 

information provided on system capabilities in supporting the job, an assistance 

obtained in using the system). With respect to the contents of items falling in the 

first factor, the first factor was named "easy to use and support". The group of 

items falling in the second factor was about flow reliab[e the system is with 

respect to unexpected down time, subject to frequent problem and crashes, 

error recovery, safeguard data from loss, to be up and available when needed. 

With respect to the content of items falling in the second factor 1 the second 

factor was named "system reliability". The group of items in the third factor was 

about how flexible the system is (e.g. able to upgrade its system features, add 

new system features). With respect to the contents of items falling in the third 

factor, the third factor was named "system flexibility". 

For the items that fall under the factor "easy to use and support", the items with 

their content on an easy to use the system in supporting employee job were 

ranked with the highest fact.or loading (S1, 5:3 and S:Z with each factor loading > 

. 7). That isJ an easy to use the sys tern in supporting employee job ha.s shown 

with the highest strength of relationship between its item and its factor. The 

items with their content on the extent of support the employees gained in using 

the system were ranked the second (58, 59 and 57 with its factor loading .673; 

.654 and .637 respectively). 

For the items that fall under the factor of system reliability, the items with their 

content on system subjectivity to unexpected down times and problems were 

ranked with the highest factor loading (S26 and 525 with each factor loading > 

.8). That is, the items with its content on system subjectivity to unexpected 

down times and problems has shown with the highest strength of relationship 
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between its item and its factor. The items with their content on system ability to 

recover from error and the system ability to safeguard data from 

misappropriation or unauthorization or loss were ranked with the second factor 

loading (527 and 528 with its factor loading . 764 and .663 respectively). The item 

on a system ability to be up when needed was ranked the [ast (SZ4 with its factor 

loading .663). 

For the items that fall under the factor of system flexibility, system ability to 

upgrade its feature and to upgrade with new features were ranked with the 

highest factor loading (55 and 54 with its factor loading > .8). An item with its 

content on system ability to create own system features to fit the task was 
ranked the second (56 with its factor loading . 735). 

By considering factor loadings shown under "system flexibility", it is found that 

the items with related to support provided in using the system (58, S9 and 57) 

were also shovvn 'Nith a moderate factor t021dtng under cornponentJ (sy·stem 

fle:>dbHity). The factor loadings of 58, 59 and 57 were also dominant: under 

component 3: system flex1bHity ·were . 395, .450 and . 352. respectively. This can 

be because providing support can utilize flexibility for the use of the system (e.g. 

can assist in create own system features to fit the task). 
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b. System ability to support the individual job 

The items on evaluating system ability to support the individual job were then 

factor analyzed (510 - 523). The result of factor analysis was shown below. 

Rotated Component Matrixa 

Component 

1 2 

514 .882 .197 

513 .857 .080 

511 .853 .194 

512. .834 .269 

$10 .827 .287 

SF~ .71.8 .45.2 

<:,"){) . .31af .815 

oosl s;i.J .788 

516 
I 

0731 .772 

522 .318 .732 

515 .200 .698 

519 .430 .683 

517 .445 .674 

518 .536 .615 

Table 5. 10 The result of factor analysis for items "system evaluation on system 

ability to support the individual job" 
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There were two factors as a result of factor analysis. The content of items that 

fall under the first factor was about system usefulness to support the individual 

job. That is, to which extent using the system can result in increasing job 

productivity, enhancing job effectiveness, improving job performance and 

changing the individual for the better in doing nfs/her job. The group of items 

with high factor loading was the ones that their contents were on using the 

system can result in increasing job productivity, enhancing job effectiveness, 

improving job performance (514, 513, 511, 512, 510 with each factor loading > 

. 8). This group of items indicates high strength of relationship between its item 

and a factor. The item which its content was on using the system have changed 

the individual for the better in doing his/her job were ranked the second (523 

with its factor loading .718). 

The content of items that fall under the second factor was about system ability 

to support individual growth. That is,, to vvhich extent the system provides new 

challenge in doing the job, result in a co-worker/supervisor to perceive hirn/her 

as competent. employee; result in utilizing ovm potent1al, re:;uit in a perceptfon 

of being unique among co-workers! creativity created, new knowledge teamt and 

able to build new knowledge on the existing knowledge. 

The result of a factor analysis has shown that the high factor toadings were tn the 

group of items with its content is on an extent of the system to provide new 

challenge in doing the job, result in a perception of being unique and 

competence among co-workers, assist own potential utilization and result in a 

supervisor to perceive him/her as a competent employee (S20) 521, 516, 522 and 

515 with each loading factor>= .7). This group of items indicates high strength 

of relationship between its item and its factor. The group of items which 
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reported with the second ranked factor loading was one with its content is on an 

extent of the system to assist an individual in being more creative, to learn new 

knowledge and to build new knowledge on the existing knowledge (S 15, S 19, S 17 

and S 18 with each factor loading is around . 6). 

The result of factor analysis has also shown that some items that fall into one 

factor were also presented with moderate factor loadin~ under another factor. 

Item 23 (523), "Overall, using the system would change me for the better in 

doing my job" was also presented with moderate factor loading under status 

(factor loading = .452 in component 2). This can be because "be able to change 

for the better in doing one job" supports a personal growth. Because 523 was not 

loaded clearly under one factor (has factor loading > .3 in another non loading 

component 2), S23 was removed. In addition, there were the items under 

component2 that also showed with moderate factor toadtng under component1. 

These items were "using the system would provide me new challenge in doing 

the jot)n (520) J "using the system wou!.d make me utilize my own potentrnl in 

doing rny job" (522),. "I continue to be more creative from usfng the system'y 
(519L "! continue to learn new knowledge from using the system" (SU) and '1 ! 

continue to build new knowtedge on the existing knowledge;! {S18) (the fact.or 

loading under "system usefulnessH for 520, 522, s·t9, 517 and S18 were .314, 

. 378, .430? .445 and . 536 respectively). The reason· that these ?terns were also 

loaded under system usefulness can be because the use of the system which can 

provide new challenge in doing the job, can utilize a person potential, result in 

ma.king him I her more creative, to learn new knowledge and be able to build on 

the existing knowledge can support the usefutness on the job. For example, 

learning new knowledge from using the system can result in an improvement of 

job performance. 
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However, because 520, 522, 519, 517 and 518 were not loaded clearly in one 

factor (each item has factor loading >. 3 in another non-loading component), they 

were therefore removed. After removed some items, considering the content of 

items falling in each factor, the first factor was named "system usefulness". The 

second factor was named "status". The second factor was named "status" 

because the remaining items (521, 516 and 515) were about using the system to 

gain status in the workplace (to look competent and different in front of a 

supervisor and/ or among co-workers). 

It is noted that the items with their content is on an influence from co-workers in 

using the system (521 and 516) has shown with very low factor loading under 

factor of system usefulness (component 1 ). The reason can be because an 

influence from co-workers on an employee use of the system did not make an 

employee perceive the system to be useful. After removing some items, the 

items vvhkh were loaded under Hsystern usefulxies::)" and those which were 

loaded under 1'status', were shovvn in each component below, 

Component 1: System usefulness 

S 14. the system makes it easier to do my job 

513. Overall, the system is useful to my job 

S 11. the system has increased the productivity of my job 

(e.g. using the system makes me accomplish my tasks more quickly) 

512. the system has enhanced the effectiveness of my job 

(e.g. using the system helps me make better decision) 

510. the system has improved my job performance 
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Component 2: Status 

521. Using the system makes me unique among my co-workers 

516. Using the system makes my coworker perceive me as competent 

515. Using the system makes my supervisor percetve me as competent 

5.4.1. 5 Expectation 

Based on the result of factor analysis on an evaluation of system quality, we 

further performed factor analysis of expectations. This is to examine whether 

the result shows any differences between them. 

a. Expectation on system quality 

The ·items on 11 expectation of system qualityrf were factor ana!.yzed. The result of 

factor analysis was shown below· 
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Rotated Component Matrixa 

Component 

1 2 3 4 

E1 .836 .115 .099 -.061 

E3 .756 -.008 .128 .257 

ES .689 .071 .234 .096 

E7 .600 .188 .044 .258 

E2 .531 .159 .232 -.045 

E27 .128 .819 .144 .091 

E28 .198 .806 -.012 .189 

E24 -.043 .610 -.004 .399 

E9 .391 .459 193 -.035 

E5 .201 .092 .872 -.038 

E4 .331 .063 .795 -.146 
i 

I ! ' [6 1011 0681 .. 6261 .435 
I 

E25 .145 -.0351 .849 1341 . I 

1~ 1 I I I 
f 26 ')S41 .0251 .81"1 . l lj ·'-'"' 

Table 5. 1 i The result of factor analysis for items "expectations on system qual"ityn 

There were four factors as a result of this factor analysis. The content of item~ 

falling under the first factor was on how easy to use the system in supporting the 

job, how available an instruction concerning the use of the system, how easy to 

receive an assistance to use the system. As per its content of items, this factor 

was named "easy to use and support". The group of items whfch presented with 

the highest factor loadings was the items on how easy to use the system in 

supporting the job (E1 and E3 with each factor toading > . 7). This group of items 

showed the highest strength of relationship between its items and its factor. It is 
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noticed that these two items were also shown to be the two highest factor 

loadings within the factor "easy to use and support" of system quality 

evaluation. The group of items which presented with the second ranked factor 

loadings was the items on how available an instruction concerning the use of the 

system and how easy to receive an assistance to use the system (E8 and E7 with 

factor loading .689 and .600 respectively). These two items were also shown to 

be the second ranked factor loadings within the factor "easy to use and support" 

of system quality evaluation. The item which presented with the lowest ranked 

factor loading was the item on how easy to become skillful at using the system 

(E2 with factor loading .531 ). It is noticed that the rank of this item was 

significantly different from the same item falling under "easy to use and 

support" of system quality evaluation. That is, this item was loaded among the 

highest factor loadings under the factor "easy to use and support" of system 

quality evaluation. This indicates the importance of becoming skillful over time 

during the employee use of the system though this issue was less expected when 

started to use the system. 

The content of items that feU. under the second t actor were on an abii. ity of the 

system to recover from error, to safeguard data from misappropriation or 

unauthorized alteration or loss, to be able to count on to be up and available 

when needed and to continue obtaining adequate information for the system 

capabilities in supporting the job. As per the content of lts items, the second 

factor was named "system recovery". The result of factor analysis has shown 

that the group of items on an ability of the ~ystem to recover from error and an 

ability of the system to safeguard data from misappropriation or unauthorized 

alteration or loss were shown with the highest factor loadings ~E27 and E2& witn 

each factor loading > .8). This group of items showed the highest strength of 

relationship between its items and its factor. The item on system abH ity to be 

counted upon was shown with the second ranked factor loading (E24 with factor 
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loading .610). The item on adequate information obtained for the system 

capabilities in supporting the job was ranked with the lowest factor loading (E9 

with factor loading .459). The content of items that fall under the third factor 

was on an ability of the system for not being subject to problems and an ability 

of the system for not being subject to down times. As per the content of its 

factor, this factor was named "system reliability". These two items were shown 

with high factor loading (E25 and E26 with each factor loading >. 8). They both 

showed high strength of relationship between its items and its factor. It is 

noticed that the expectation items under factor "system recovery" and "system 

reliability" were falling under one factor of system quality evaluation, "system 

reliability". This can be because when started to use the system, the users could 

clearly distinguish between an importance of an ability of the system to recover 

from error and a system ability to not subject to problems. However, after the 

users experience through using the system, both factors were become relatively 

importance. It is noticed that E9 was not loaded clearly into one factor {has 

factor loading <. 6 in its own factor and >. 3 in another non loading component 1 L 
1t is t11erefm·e removed. 

The content of items that fall under the fourth factor was on how flexible the 

system is over time of its use. As per the content of its items, this factor was 

named usystem flexibility". The group of items on an ability of the system to 

upgrade its feature and an ability of the system to upgrade with new features 

were ranked with the highest factor loadings (ES and E4 with each factor loading 

>= .8). The item on system flexibility (such as an ability to create own system 

features to fit the tasks) was presented with the second ranked factor loading 

(E6 with its factor loading .626). It is noticed that the rank of expectation items. 
under this factor was the same as the rank of items for factor "system flexibility" 

of system quality evaluation. This indicates the same order of importance for 
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each item under system flexibility between the period of beginning to use and 

over long-term use. 

It is noticed that there were items in some factors that have been shown with 

moderate factor loading under another factor. An item E9, "I would continue to 

obtain adequate information for the system capabilitfes fn supportfng my job"' 

was also presented with a moderate factor loading under factor "easy to use and 

support" (factor loading . 391 under component 1: easy to use and support). The 

reason can be because obtaining adequate information for the system 

capabilities in supporting the job can ease the system use. This item fs a(so found 

to load under a factor "easy to use and support" of system quality evaluation. 

The loading of this item under both factors indicate the importance of obtaining 

adequate information about the system capabilities in order to ease the use and 

to recover from system error. In addition, an item E6, "the system is flexible 

( e, g. ! can create my own system f ea tu res to fit my tasks) was also presented 

with a moderate factor loading under the factor 0 system reliability'' (E6 with its 

factor loading .4.35 under cornponent 4: system reUabftity). nw reason can be 

because an ability' to create own system features to fit the task was considered 

to be one of the system ability for not being subject to problem. After removing 

some items, the items in each component of expectation were shown below. 

Component 1: easy to use and support 

E1. it would be easy to get the system to do what I want it to do 

E3. the sys tern would be easy to use 

EB. Instruction concerning the use of the system is available to me 
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E7. I would be easily to get someone help when I need it 

E2. It would be easy for me to become skilful at using the system 

Component 2: system recovery 

E27. The system would be able to recover from error 

E28. The system would be able to safeguard data from misappropriation or 

unauthorized alteration or loss 

E24. I would be able to count on the system to be "up" and avaHab~e when l 

need it 

Component 3: system flexibility 

ES. the system is often upgraded its features 

E4. the system is often upgraded with new features 

E6. the system -is flexible {e.g. ! can create my ow·n system features to fit rny 

tasks) 

Component 4: system reliability 

E25. The system would not subject to frequent problems and crashes 

E26. The system would not subject to unexpected or inconvenient down times 
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b. Expectation on system ability to support the individual job 

We then performed the factor analysis on the items of "expectation of system 

ability to support the individual job". The result of factor analysis was shown 

below 

Rotated Component Matrixa 

Component 
-· 

1 2 3 4 

E14 ,790 .087 .087 -.134 

E11 .768 -.087 .027 .235 

E13 .760 .216 -.026 .076 

E10 .641 .282 -.009 .098 

E12 .548 .028 .311 .299 

E23 .482 .455 .062 .·130 

E21 033 .836 

(:~:1 
.·19g 

E20 154 .560 ·-.041 ~· ,:: 

EE-! .143 .589 .3831 221 

E22 .18.'.i .507 .302 .278 

EH .077 .121 .897 .075 

E18 .001 .275 .848 .103 

E15 .147 .107 .107 .841 

E16 .098 .257 .089 .822 

Table 5.12 The result of factor analysis for Items "expectations on system ability to 

support the individual job" 
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There were four factors as a result of this factor analysis. The content of items 

falling under the first factor was on how useful the system is to the employee 

job; productivity increased, usefulness to one job, job performance 

improvement, job enhancement, job effectiveness and the change for the better 

in doing one's job. As per the content of fts factor, thfs factor was named 

"system usefulness". The group of items which shown with the highest factor 

loadings was the use of the system which would make it easier to do the job 

(E14), the use of the system which would increase the productivity of the job 

(E11) and the use of the system which would be useful for the job (E13) (each 

with factor loading > • 7). These items have shown with high strength of 

relationship between its items and its factor. The group of items which have 

shown with the second ranked factor loadings was using the system would result 
in an improvement of job performance and using the system would result in 

enhance job effectiveness (E10 and E12 with factor loading .641 and .548 

respectively). The item which reported with the 1.owest ranked factor loading is 

using the system v.rould change one for the better in doing the job (E23 with its 

factor loading .482). 

It is noticed that some item under "system usefulness" was also shown with 

moderate factor loading under "self utilization". Item E23, "Overall, using the 

system would change me for the better in doing my job" was also shown with 

moderate factor loading under component 2: self utilization (E23 with factor 

loading .455). The reason can be because "be able to change for the better in 

doing the job" support the individual self utilization. However, because E23 is 

weakly loaded and has not loaded clearly in one factor (has factor loading< .6 in 

its own fact.or and > • 3 in another non loading component2), it is therefore 

removed. In addition, E12 was weakly loaded and was not loaded clearly into one 
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factor (has factor loading < . 6 in its own factor and >. 3 in another non loading 

component3), E12 was also removed. 

The content of items falling under the second factor was on the use of the 

system to make a person unique among co-workers, using the system would 

provide new challenge in doing the job, more creative gained in usfng the system 

and an utilization of own potential in doing the job. As per the content of its 

items, this factor was named "self utilization". The item which has shown with 

the highest factor loadings was the use of the system which would result in the 

uniqueness among co-workers (E21 with factor loading .836). This item showed 

the highest strength of relationship between its item and its factor. The item 

which has the second ranked factor loading was on the use of the system would 

provide new challenge in doing the job (E20 with factor loading .660). The group 

of items which has the lowest ranked factor loading was on more creative gained 

in using the system and an utHization of own potential. in doing the job (E'l 9 and 

E22 with factor loading . 589 and . 507 respectively). it is noticed that E·i 9 was not 

loaded dearly in one factor (has factor loading >. 3 in another non ~oadfr1g 

component3L E19 was then removed. In addition, E22 is weakly loaded (has 

factor loading < .6 in its own factor). it is therefore removed. 

The content of items falling under the third factor was on using the system can 

provide a continuous learning of new knowledge and using the system can 

provide a continuous building of new knowledge on the existing knowledge. As 

per the content of its items, this factor was named "new knowledge built". Both 

items have shown with high factor loadings (both factor loadings > .8). 
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The content of items falling under the fourth factor was on the use of the system 

would make a supervisor perceived a user as competent and the use of the 

system would make a coworker perceived a user as competent. As per the 

content of its items, this factor was named "status" (both factor loadings > . 8). 

There was a difference between the result of factor anatysts' from system ability 

to support the individual job with respect to user expectations toward the 

system and system evaluation. That is, there were four factors as a result of 

factor analysis from expectations on system ability to support the individual job. 

These factors were system usefulness, self utilization, new knowledge built and 

image improvement. However, there were two factors as a result of factor 

analysis from expectations on an evaluation of system ability to support 

individual job. These factors were system usefulness and status. The result of 

factor analysis has shown that there were the same items loaded under factor 

'
1syst.em usefulness" for both expectations when started to use the system and 

the evaluation of these expectations over the long-term use though the ranks of 

its items were slightly different. However J the items that were loaded under the 

factor '•status" of system evaluation over the long-term use were loaded under 

two factors of the expectations when started to use the system. These factors 

are self utilization and status. This can be because when started to use the 

system, the users has placed the importance of both self-utilization and status. 

However, after the users experience through using the system, gaining the status 

of being competent in front of their supervisor and/or among co-workers become 

more important than self-utilization. After removing some items from each 

factor, the items which loaded in each factor were shown in each component 

shown below. 
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Component 1: system usefulness 

E14. Using the system would make it easier to do my job 

E11. Using the system would increase the productivity of my job 

(e.g. using the system would make me accomplish my tasks more quickly) 

E13. Overall, the system would be useful to my jab 

E10. Using the system would improve my job performance 

Component 2: self utilization 

E21. Using the system would make me unique among my co-workers 

E20. Using the system would provide me new challenge in doing the job 

Component 3: new knowledge built 

E17. I continue to learn nevv !-<:r1ovvledge frorn using the systern 

E 18. ! continue to build new knowledge on the existing knowledge 

(e.g. using the system will help me continue building the work on the 

previous work) 

Component 4: status 

E15. Using the system would make my supervisor perceive me as competent 

E16. Using the system would make my co-workers perceive me as competent 
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5.4.1.6 An intention to continue using the system 

The items on "an intention to continue using the system" were then factor 

analyzed. The result of factor analysis was shown below 

Rotated Component Matrixa 

Component 

1 2 

C07 .829 .321 

C04 .821 -.039 

C06 .821 .190 

COlO .807 ... 164 

C09 .804 .284 

cos .803 .232 

C02 .665 .364 

cos .5711 .S?8 

cm .123 -.790 

COJ. .30S .671 

Table 5. '13 The result of factor analys·is for items Han intention to continue using 

the system'J 

There were two factors as an output of factor analysis. The content of items that 

fall under the first factor was on an intention to use the system to its fullest 

capabilities, to increase the use of the system to support the job, to integrate 

and incorporate the system at the highest le'tel~7 to add new challenge in doing 

the job, to utilize own potential in exploring the better way to do the job, to 

learn new knowledge, to continue using the system rather than using other 

methods and to make regular use of the system. With respect to the content of 
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its item, the first factor was named "active continuation". The group of items 

which shown with the highest factor loading were ones with the user intention to 

continue using the system to its fullest capabilities, to increase the use, to 

integrate at the highest levels, to add new challenge, to utilize own potential in 

exploring the better way to do the job and to [earn new knowledge (C07, C04, 

C06, C010, C09 and COB, each with factor loading > .8). The group of items 

which shown with the moderate factor loading was ones with the user intention 

to continue using the system rather than using any other methods to support the 

job and to make regular use of the system (C02 and C05 with factor loading .665 

and . 571 respectively). 

The content of items falling under the second factor was related to an intention 

to discontinue using the system and an intention to continue using the system to 

support the job rather than discontinue its use. The item on an intention to 
discontinue using the system was shown with high strength of relationship 

hehveen its item and its factor {C03 with factor load1ng -= -. 790) while the item 

on irn intention to continue using the system to support the job was shown with 

moderate factor loading (COS with factor toadtng .671 }. With respect to the 
content of its item falling under the second factor, this factor was named 

"passive continuation". 

It is noted that COS was weakly loaded and was not loaded clearly in one factor 

(has factor loading < . 6 in its own factor and > . 3 in another non loading 

component 2). It is therefore removed from factor "active continuation". 
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After removing some items, the items which loaded in each component were 

shown below. 

Component 1: Active continuation 

C07. I intend to continue using the system ta its fullest capabilities to support 

my job 

C04. I intend to continue increase my use of the system to support my job 

C06. I intend to continue using the system by integrate and incorporate at the 

highest levels 

C010. I intend to continue using the system to add new challenge in doing my job 

C09. I intend to continue using the system to utilize my own potential in 

exploring the better wa.y to do my job 

C.08. ! intend to continue using the system to learn new knowledge 

C02. ! intend to continue using the systern rat.her than using any other methods 

to support my job 

Component 2: Passive continuation 

C03. I intend to discontinue using the system 

C01. I intend to continue using the system to support my job rather than 

discontinue its use 
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5.4.2 Reliability Test for each factor 

We later performed reliability test for each factor. Reliability assists in 

addressing the issue of whether the instrument will produce the same results 

each time it is administered to the same per~on in the same setting, 'George & 

Mallery 2007). 

The internal consistency of the overall scale was used. It is assessed by value of 

Cronbach's Alpha (Cronbach 1951 ). The result of reliability test was shown in 

table below, The closer the alpha is to 1.00, the greater the internal consistency 

of items in the instrument being assessed (George & Mallery 2007). It has been 

proposed that 0. 7 is an acceptable reliability coefficient for survey research 

(Nunnaly 1978). The result of a reliability test for each factor was shown in table 

below. 

I
·----------------·-----·---------·--·---------------·- .-.... - ------- ------- ---·--- ------- --·-·r ------ ------ ----- -·-----·-·--·-·--·-·--·-·--·-··--·-·---........ _ -·----1 
, Factor ! Cronbac.h's alpha 1 

l . I .... ·---· .. -------------- ........ :------·--·------------------- ·--------·--·--·-___ ........................................... + ---------------- ·-------------·-·-----------·-·----·1 
1 c~t1.sfa-t·nn () 0 11 i I .:;a . L 1u i . 7 s 

1 
L----------------------------------------·--·---·------·-··---·-··------------L----·------·------·---·---------·-·-·----------·-___________ ..) 
! No Dissatisfaction ! 0.882 I 
~----·_-----------------·------·------·-------------------- ---·---------·--·--------L----- ----- .. ____ ------ ----- -·--- ----- -·--- -·---··----·--- ----- ·1· 

: Voluntary usage I 0.835 
r-Easy to U5e&SuPpOrt _____ i _________ o. 86 7------1 
r-sys tern reliability ----------------r---------0. 87_3 __________ 1 
------------------·--·---------·-----------t-----------------1 
System flexibility 1 0.838 

----------l------------·--·---·---------·-i 
_s~st~m ~~efulness ____ J 0.932 I 
Status - I 0.802 1 
-------------------+----------------------

An active continuation + 0. 906 ------------- ·j 
A passive continuation 0. 362 ___________ l_, _______________________________ __ 

Table 5.14 Reliability Test for each factor 
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5.4. 3 A prediction of one factor on other f actor(s) 

The factors derived from a factor analysis were used to examine a prediction of 

one factor on other factor(s). This is by using a simple regression and a 

multiple regression. A simple regression analysis was used to measure the 

amount of influence one variable (the independent or predictor variable) had on 

a second variable (the dependent or criterion variable). A multiple regression 

was used to examine the influence of two or more variables on a designated 

dependent variable. Three values were used to explain the output of a 

simple/multiple regression. These values are RG:a, /1 , and significance. R square 

value identifies the portion of the variance accounted for by the }ndependent 

variables. For example, if RC:2 = .5, this indicates that 50% of the variance in a 

dependent variable can be predicted from the independent variable(s). 

Beta value identifies the coefficients and constant for the regression equation 

that measures predicted value {or it indicates the relative 1nfluence of the 

entered variable}. The higher beta val.ue, the stronger influence an independent 

variable has on a dependent variable. Significant identifies a probability that this. 

value could occur by chance (George & Mallery 2007). In our study, we used a 

significant cut-off at 0.05. 

To investigate whether a continuous use of an Information System (active 

continuation and passive continuation) can be predicted by satisfaction, 

dissatisfaction and having choice to use the system, we first analyzed an 

influence of "satisfaction", "no dissatisfaction" and "voluntary usage" on "an 

active continuation" and on "a passive continuation" (in section 5.4.3.1 and 

5.4. 3.2 below). 
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To further investigate whether user satisfaction is an opposite of user 
dissatisfaction, an influence of system evaluation (easy to use & support, system 
flexibility, system reliability, system usefulness and status) on "satisfaction" and 
on "no dissatisfaction,, was analysed (in section 5.4.3.3 and 5.4.3.4). 

To compare between an influence of system evaluaUon on a conUnuous use of 
the system (via satisfaction and via no dissatisfaction) and a direct influence of 
system evaluation on a continuous use of the system, an influence of system 
evaluation on "an active continuation" and on "a passive continuation" was 
analyzed (in section 5.4.3.5 and 5.4.3.6) 

5.4.3.1 A prediction of "an active continuation" from "satisfaction", "no 

dissatisfaction n and "'voluntary usage~' 

A multiple regression was used. This is to compare a prediction of Han active 
continuation;~ from 0 satisfaction", ''no dissatisfactionn and "voluntary usage" 

,------~~~~~;-----T-- --- --- ---p-- --- -- -J--~- -·-- ·-·-- --~;g~---·- -·- -·-1 

1------------------r------------------ -------------~ 
~--=-~sfaction ____ ! .595 I .000 I' 

I ::l:~::~s~:~:i:~--- ---~~---t----~~~~-----1 
~----------~---------1____ ______ ___1 

(RC~ = 0.439) 

Table 5.15 A prediction of "an active continuation" from "satisfaction", "no 

dissatisfaction" and "voluntary usage'' 
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The numbers shown in an above table indicate that 44% of the variance in "an 

active continuation" can be predicted from "satisfaction", "voluntary usage" and 

"no dissatisfaction". The result has shown that "an active continuation" is the 

most predicted by "satisfaction", the second predicted by "voluntary usage". 

Adding "no dissatisfaction" does not make a significant addition to the prediction 

of "an active continuation". 

A prediction of "an active continuation" from "satisfaction", "no dissatisfaction" 

and "voluntary usage" are shown in figure 5. 2 below : 

Figure 5. 2: A prediction of "Active Continuation'1 from "Satisfaction", "No 

Dissatisfaction" and "Voluntary Usage'' 

It seem reasonable that an active continuation is positively influenced by 

satisfaction, which means the higher the employee satisfaction, the more likely 
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Voluntary usage has a stronger prediction of "a passive continuation" than 

"satisfaction". Adding "no dissatisfaction" does not make a significant addition 

to the prediction of "a passive continuation". 

A prediction of "passive continuation" from "satisfaction", "no dissatisfaction" 

and "voluntary usage" are shown in figure 5. 3 below : 

.305 * 
- i--------. ----P 

- - : -.090 : 
I I 

I :-~- ----

~--------' c__:sive Continuation 

-.468 * 

Figure 5.3 : A prediction of "Passive Continuation" from "Satisfaction", "No 
Dissatisfaction" and "Voluntary Usage" 

It seem reasonable that a passive continuation is positively influenced by 

satisfaction. This means the higher the employee satisfaction, the more likely 

the employee is passively continue using the system. While these passive users 

were not discouraged to continue using the system by being upset and / or 
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frustrated with the system, their passive use is more influenced by compulsion 

than by satisfaction. This means these passive users were more likely reluctant 

to continue using the system. 

From the result that compulsion influenced both active and passive continuation, 

we further investigated an influence of "satisfaction" and "dissatisfaction" on "a 

passive continuation" between the group of users who perceived that using the 

system is compulsory for their job and the group of users who percetved that 

using the system is not compulsory for their job (in section 5.4.4). 

We then analyzed an influence of system evaluation (easy to use & support, 

system flexibility, system reliability, system usefulness, status) on "satisf actH>n" 

and on "no dissatisfaction". 

5.4. 3. 3 A prediction of ~'sat1sfactionH from "system flexibilityn, "system 
reliabHity'f, usystern usefulness"~ "'easy to use &. support1' and 
"status" 

,---------·--------------- ------ ------- ----- ------ - i-···-·· -- ------ -··-- -- ---· -- ---· - ---·· -- --·--- -·--·· -- ---r-··------- -·--------- ---- -------·· ----·· --
I Factor I p I Sig. I 
r-. ------------------------t-----------------------------------1-----------------------------j 
I System flexibility I .407 .000 I 

-----t------------------------ ------------------1 
l_:ystem usefulness I . 263 . 003 I 

f-=~:~~~:~~~: __ t~~~-=-;1~= ----~o;-1 
1 

Status -t- .030 . 710 
~--------------~---------- --------

1 System reliability t .036 .646 

(RC:.= .565) 
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Table 5. 17 A prediction of "satisfaction" from "system flexibility", "system 
reliability", "system usefulness", "easy to use & support" and 
"status" 

This indicates that 57% of the variance in "satisfaction" can be predicted from 

"system flexibility", "system usefulness", "easy to use & support", "growth" and 

"system reliability". "Satisfaction" is the most predtcted by "'system flextbility", 

the second predicted by "system usefulness", the third predicted by "easy to use 

& support". Adding "status" and "system reliability" does not make a significant 

addition to the prediction of "satisfaction". 

A prediction of "system flexibility", "system usefulness", "easy to use & 

support", "status" and "system reliability'' on "satisfaction" were shown in 

figure 5.4 below: 
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Figure 5.4: A prediction of "Satisfaction" from "Status", "System usefulness" , 
"Easy to use & Support", "System Flexibility" and "System Reliability" 

Our result showed that satisfaction with the system is mostly about having 

flexibility in the system usability. To increase user satisfaction is to continue 

improving system features to meet users' expectations or even go beyond their 

expectations. System usefulness and easy to use and support were also shown to 

influence satisfaction. The finding that status does not influence satisfaction 
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means the concern of other people opinions toward status gained from using the 

system does not make employees satisfied. The finding that system reliability 

does not influence satisfaction can be because the users perceived that system 

reliability should already persist in the system and it is therefore not a source of 

satisfaction. 

5.4.3.4 A prediction of "no dissatisfaction" from "easy to use 8: support", "system 
flexibility", "system reliability1r, "system usefulness" and "status" 

~Syste~xibili~ __ I ---~04 __ _ .003 j 
! System reliability r . 170 I .060 I 

l _________ ··-.. ----·---···-----·---··--·--·---···--·-·· ___ .. L ...... -·-·· -·-····-··-····-····--··· -·-···--····---i··· -·-··· -·-·· --·-····-·-·----··---·-··--··-····--·-··..] 
! i i I 
1 r"·s•· ::.rn t .,..efu 1 nes i rr77 1 +10 I 
J .ii .. f,.t ... ~ .. _i::: ... ~ t , .... 1.. j .,, ~ .. : -· - , I 
I I I I !---· .. ---. ----· --------·------·-···-. -. ·--- ·-·+-·--- ··----···----· ··----· ··---···---- ··----···----·t---··---- ·-- --···----· --- --·----··----··---· --- ' 
' I ! t i Status I -.149 r .116 : 
' I I I 

; __ ,_ ·- --- -... -·- --·---·---·----····----·-·----.. ---- ·-·----------- __ L _____ ---- .. . ---------------------------~------ ------- _____ J. ------ --------------------------- ---------- _____ j 
(RC~:;= .412) 

Table 5. 18 A prediction of "no dissatisfactionn from "easy to use 8: support", 
"system flexibility" 1 "system reliability 11

, "system usefulness'' and 
"status" 

This indicates that 41 % of the variance in "no dissatisf actloo" can be- predkted 

from "easy to use & support", "system flexibility", "system reliability", "system 

usefulness" and "status''. "No dissatisfaction" is the most predicted by .. easy to 

use & support", the second predicted by "system flexibility". Adding "system 

reliability", "system usefulness" and "status11 does rtot make a stgniftcant 

addition to the prediction of "no dissatisfaction". A prediction of "No 
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Dissatisfaction" from "Status", "System Usefulness", "Easy to use & Support", 

"System Flexibility" and "System Reliability" were shown in figure 5. 5 below: 

Figure 5. 5: 

' ' ' ' ' )----------· 
I 9 I 
I -.1 4 : L----------' ' ' ' ' ... ---------· ' 

I 0 I 
I -. 77 : L----- --- --' ' ' ' ' 4. 

Easy to use & r-:-~-::-1-
Support ~~ -

'-------____/' / 

, , 

.304* /I , , , _,.> 
/'/ 

, 
, , , , 

, 
, , , , 

·----------, 
: .170 : 
'-----------, , 
, 

, , 
, 

, , , , 

A prediction of "No Dissatisfaction" from "Status", "System 

Usefulness", "Easy to use & Support", "System Flexibility" and 

"System Reliability" 
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It is sensible that easy to use and support is the most significant factor to avoid 

dissatisfaction while system flexibility is the second influence factor to avoid 

dissatisfaction. This shows that making the system easy to use, continue 

providing support to ease the use, continue upgrading the existing system 

features and providing new system features.. can r~t in preventing the 

employees being frustrated and upset in their use of the system. Our result 

showed that status, system usefulness and system re[fability do not have an 

impact on the employee dissatisfaction. 

We then analyzed an influence of system evaluation on "an active continuation" 

and on "a passive continuation". 

5.4.3.5 A prediction of "an active continuation" from "easy to use & support", 

"flexibility''~ "system reiiabllity" J "usefulness~' and ·~status); 

:--·-----·----·-----·-----·-----·------·-----·----· ----· -r-· -- ·-· -- ·-· -- --·-- --· -- .. _. __ ·--·-- --· -- ·-r-.. _. -- .. ----------- .. ---- .. ------------------ .. -----1 
I Factor i p t Sig" i 
: ! I I 
l------------------------------------------ --------·----- ------~---------------- .. ----- ------------ _____ .. _____ -------L--- ______ .. _____ .. _____ ------ ------.. ------------.. ---i 
: I : ' 

1 
System usefulness I .432 [ .000 l 

1------------------------------···t·--------------------------i-----·--·--·--·--·--·----~ 

I Easy to us~&suppor+ .283 I .001 ~ 

I I I 

Status .236 .002 i 

L System reliability! .065 I .354 

(RD::= .650) 
Table 5.19 A prediction of "an active continuation" from "easy to use & 

support", "system flexibility", "system reliability". "usefulness" 

and "status" 
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This indicates that 65% of the variance in "an active continuation" can be 

predicted from "system usefulness", "easy to use & support", "status", "system 

flexibility" and "system reliability". "An active continuation" is the most 

predicted by "system usefulness", the second predicted by "easy to use & 

support" and the third predicted by "status". Adding "system flexibility" and 

"system reliability" does not make a significant addition to the prediction of "an 

active continuation". A prediction of "active continuation" from "status,,, 

"system usefulness", "easy to use & support", "system flexibility" and "system 

reliability" were shown in figure 5.6 below: 
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Figure 5.6: A prediction of "Active Continuation" from "Status", "System 

Usefulness", "Easy to use & Support", "System Flexibility" and "System 

Reliability" 

System usefulness has a strongest influence on an active continuation while easy 

to use and support secondly influences an active continuation. This shows that 

the active 
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continuers are looking for the improvement of their work through using the 

system while they also want the system to be easy to use. To ease their use with 

the system, a continuous support is required over time (e.g. an availability of 

instruction and technical support person). 

5.4.3.6 A prediction of "a passive continuation" from "easy to u~e Et 

support", "system flexibility", "system reliability", "system 
usefulness" and "status" 

! 
Factor I p Sig_. j 

~~~~~:;t ~~ &-==1---~044 _____ _ __ · no ___ J 
~System flexibility ~17o___ i --·~ __ J 
i System reliabihty 1 • .057 . 567 J 

I i i I 
~-·-- ---·--· ---- ---- ----- ----- ------··----------.. -·---+-·---.. -·---.. -·--- ______ .. _____ .. _____ .__. ___ ·-·-·-·-·-r- ·-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-----·-·-·-·-.. ---·- ----·- ·i 
: I I i I Sys tern Usefulness i . 584 I . 000 ! 
I I 
: i l ; 
1--·-. -·-···-·-·--·--·-···--·-···-·--·-·-···-·--·--·--:-------·---·--·---·-·----·----------"--·--·--.. 1-------·------·-----------------------1 
I I ' : 

I Status ! -.308 I .004 I 
I ' I i 
L. ___ .. _________________ .. __________ .. ________________ _L ___ -------- -·-- -·-------- --- __ 1_ --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ··-·-.1 

(R::i.c. = .283) 

Table 5. 20 A prediction of "a passive continuation" from "easy to use & 

support", "system flexibility" 1 "system reliabilityn, "system 

usefulness" and "status" 

This indicates that 28% of the variance in "a passive continuationn can be 

predicted from "system usefulness", "easy to use &: support", "status", "system 

flexibility" and "system reliability". "A passive continuation" is the most 

predicted by "system usefulness", the second predicted by "status". Adding 
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"easy to use & support", "system flexibility" and "system reliability" does not 

make a significant addition to the prediction of "an active continuation". A 

prediction of "passive continuation" from "status", "system usefulness", "easy 

to use & support" , "system flexibility" and "system reliability" were shown in 

figure 5. 7 below: 

, , , , , , 

-. 308* 

.584* 

.- - - - - - - - - - i 
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, , , , 
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Figure 5. 7 A prediction of "Passive Continuation" from "Status" , "System 

Usefulness", "Easy to use & Support", "System Flexibility" and "System 

Reliability" 
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A passive continuation is only positively influenced by system usefulness. In 

similarity with active continuers, the users who passively continue using the 

system are also looking for the improvement of their work through using the 

system. The finding that a status does negatively influence a passive continuation 

suggests that users who are concerned to rook competent and/or different in 

front of their supervisor and among their co-workers may be keen to take up the 

system but are less likely to continue using it passively. 

5.4.4 A comparison of a prediction of "an active continuation" from 
"satisfaction" /"no dissatisfaction" distinguished by different groups 
of user with regards "voluntary usage" 

5.4.4.1 A comparison of a prediction of "an active continuation" from 
"satisfaction" /"no dissatisfaction'~ from the respondents who 
perceived that using the system is not compulsory in their job and 

from the respondents who perceived that using the system is 

compulsory in their job 
.-·---·--·--····---····---····---···-·--···---···-·T···-·--·--·----------r-·-------------------,------------, 
! I Numbers , No dissatisfaction t Satisfaction I 

i_ I ~;sponses ~-Rci'i{i--~,1 Sig.-~-Rc'-T/J ___ nTg:--11 
! I ' I I ! 

icompulsoJ=Y-~- --:245--t-:_-:-495 -.ooo-+---.548- 1.740 ·j.oool 
jt.fOfrOiTIPUTSOryt---63 ___ --.222-1:.411 .oo~J .284 1.sn f.oooi 
L~~ -~- --~l_____ ____ _ _______ J ______ l ___ J 
Table 5. 21 A comparison of a prediction of "an active continuation" from 

"satisfaction" /"no dissatisfaction" from the respondents who 
perceived that using the system is not compulsory in their jol> and from 
the respondents who perceived that using the system is compulsory in 
their job 
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A comparison for a prediction of "an active continuation" from "satisfaction" and 

"no dissatisfaction" between a group of users who perceived that using the 

system is compulsory for their job and a group of users who perceived that using 

the system is not compulsory for their job is shown in figure 5.8 below. 

Compulsory 

.740* 

Not compulsory 

.533* 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
Figure 5.8: A comparison for a prediction of "an active continuation" from 

"satisfaction" and "no dissatisfaction" between a group of users who 

perceived that using the system is compulsory for their job and a 

group of users who perceived that using the system is not compulsory 

for their job 
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"Satisfaction" better predicts "an active continuation" by the respondents who 

answered "using the system is compulsory for my job" than by the respondents 

who answered "using the system is not compulsory for my job" (/3 = . 740 and 

.533 respectively). That is, satisfaction better predicts an intention to actively 

continue using the system by the group of employees. who perc.e\'iJed that using 

the system is compulsory. That is, the higher satisfaction, the higher intention 

these employees are to actively continue using the system. However, no 

dissatisfaction was shown to negatively influenced an active continuation for 

both group of users. This shows that satisfaction overide. di~satisfaction for active. 

users. 

5.4.4.2 A comparison of a prediction of "a passive continuation" from 

"satisfaction'~ /"no dissatisfaction" from the respondents who 
perceived that using the system is not compufsory in the"ir job and 

from the respondents who perceived that using the system is 

compulsory in their job 

~----FJ=~~ 

Table 5.22 A comparison of a prediction of "a passive continuation" from 

"satisfaction" /"no dissatisfaction" from the respondents who 

perceived that using the system is not compulsory in their job and from 

the respondents who perceived that using the system is compulsory in 

their job 
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A comparison for a prediction of "an active continuation" from "satisfaction" and 

"no dissatisfaction" between a group of users who perceived that using the 

system is compulsory for their job and a group of users who perceived that using 

the system is not compulsory for their job is shown in figure 5. 9 below. 

Compulsory 

.470* 
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Figure 5. 9: A comparison for a prediction of "a passive continuation" from 

"satisfaction" and "no dissatisfaction" between a group of users who 

perceived that using the system is compulsory for their job and a 

group of users who perceived that using the system is not compulsory 

for their job 
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The result has shown that for the group of users who perceived that using the 

system is compulsory for their job, making these users more satisfied is more 

likely to increase their intention to passively continue using the system, although 

some of these users were also still dissatisfied with the system. Perhaps in this 

case the dissatisfaction is caused by the passive continuation under compulsion. 

For the group of users who perceived that using the system is not compulsory for 

their job, avoiding dissatisfaction is more likely to increase their intentfon to 

passively use the system. 

5. 5 Chapter Conclusion 

There were three major findings from our survey study. First, there were two 

patterns of a continuous use of the system. The first pattern is H active 

continuation", the second pattern is 1'pass1ve continuation''. Second) satisfiers 

and dissatisfiers had some cornmonal.ities and some differences in the·tr 

outcomes. Some factors such as "system ease of use and support" and "system 

flexibHity" were shown to both make employees satisfied and also avoid 

employee dissatisfaction while "system usefulness" influences only on employee 

satisfaction. Third, "system usefulness" directly influences both "an active 

continuation" and "a passive continuation" while "easy to use and support" 

influences only on "an active continuation". 

Two patterns of "system usage continuation" were found as a result of our survey 

study. These are "active continuation" and "passive continuation". Active 

continuation indicates an individual behavioural intention to continue using the 

system to its fullest capabilities, continue to increase the use of system, to 
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incorporate the use at its highest levels, to add new challenge, to utilize own 

potential in exploring the better way from using the system to do the job, to 

learn new knowledge and to not using other methods. Passive continuation 

indicates an individual intention to merely continue using the system and to use 

rather than to discontinue its use. 

Satisfaction influenced both active and passive continuation. This means the 

users who are satisfied with the system will both actively and passfve[y continue 

using the system. However, satisfaction has shown to better predict an active 

continuation than a passive continuation. Aspects of improving satisfaction are 

providing better system performance/usability which was beyond what the 

employees expected, confirming their expectation about the system and 

providing usage environment to make them enjoy using the system. 

Compulsory use was shown to po:;itively influence both active· and passive 

continuation .. This result. can be because the system in which the employees· are 

working with is a work-retated system" Our result has further shown that 

compulsion influences passive continuation rnore than active continuation. This 

irnplies that providing more compulsory usage environment, the more likely for 

the employees to increase their passive use rather than the active use. 

Considering the importance of other factors on an active and passive 

continuation, the perception on what other important persons in the workp~ace 

(supervisors, co-workers) thinks about the employee use of the system also 

influenced an intention to continue using the system. These perceptfons are 

being competent in an eye of the supervisors and being unique among co-

workers. This concern for the opinion of others positivety tnftuences active 

continuation but negatively influences passive continuation. This implies that the 
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employees who are more likely to actively continue using the system are from 

those who seeking to obtain status to look different in front of their supervisor 

and among other co-workers, and therefore pro-actively use the system. 

Our findings has further reported the factors that make employees both satisfied 

and dissatisfied. We found that "system ease of use and support" and "system 

ftexibil ity" both made employees satisfied and also avoided employee 

dissatisfaction. However, the flexibility of the system has resulted in making 

employees satisfied more than to avoid their dissatisfaction while system ease of 

use and support can avoid employee dissatisfaction more than to make them 

satisfied. System usefulness was found to influence only on employee 

satisfaction, not dissatisfaction. 

System usefulness was the only factor to directly influence both active 

continuation and passive continuation. The direct. influence of system usefulness 

on satisfaction and on an active and passive continuation irnpUes that providing 

system which can increase overail empl.oyees' percept.ion of job efficiency is 

crucial. This is because it can both maximize employee satisfaction which resuH:s 

in their actively using the system and also to at least make some employees 

passively use the system. Our findings have further shown that easy to use and 

support directly influences only on an active continuation. Easy to use and 

support was also influence satisfaction. The influence of easy to use and support 

on both satisfaction and on active continuation implies the importance of 

continue providing the usage environment to encourage the employee use of the 

system. 
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Chapter 6 
Discussion 

The aim of our study was to investigate the factors that motivate users to 

continue to use an Information System. Our study was buftt upon the works from 

past studies, past theories and models. These theories/models are a Post-

Acceptance Model of IS Continuance (Bhattacherjee 2001 a), Technology 

Acceptance Model (Davis 1986), Innovation Diffusion Theory (Roger 1995), 

Motivation-Hygiene Theory (Herzberg 1959), Expectatton Confirmation Theory 

(Oliver 1980) and Cognitive Dissonance Theory (Festinger 1957). 

We conducted an interview study with employees in a single organization in 

Australia and a survey study with employees working in d'iff erent positions and 

from various organizations ·in Australia. The results from both studies were then 
analyzed and reported. This chapter discusses the findings from both studies and 

reports the'ir impUcations for modifying or extending existing theory and 

practices. 

There were five major findings from our study. First} we have found that there 

were two patterns of a continuous use of the system. The first pattern is "passive 

continuation of using the system", the second pattern is "active continuation of 

using the system". We found from our survey study that satisfaction is a major 

contribution to both active continuation and passive continuation of using the 

system. Second, we have found that system usefulness is an important factor in 

the employee continuing use of the system. System usefulness influenced 
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satisfaction, active continuation and passive continuation. Third, we have found 

that system ability to support an individual's growth and the status gained from 

using the new system were new factors to encourage continuing use. Fourth, 

satisfiers and dissatisfiers had some commonalities and some differences in their 

outcomes. Fifth, the employees' perceptions on whether they have choice to use 

or not to use the system affect the ways they use the system. 

6.1 Two types of continuing use of the system 

Continuing use of the system is not just about continuing the same activity wtth 

the system. Our survey study has shown that there were two patterns of a 

continuous use of the system. We named these patterns, "passive continuation of 

using the system" and "active continuation of using the system". 

The finding frorn our intervie .. v study showed that passive continuation of using 

the system refers to an individual continuing use to just use the system in the 

same way, to use rather than to discontinue its use. We also found from our 

interview study that the employees have expressed their passive use as "keep 

using it", "use for the same purpose, repeat the same process". 

Active continuation of using the system indicates an individual continuing to use 

the system through utilizing his/her own potential. Our survey study showed that 

active continuation of using the system refers to the use of a system to its fullest 

capabilities, increasing the use, incorporating the use at its highest levels, 

adding new challenge, utilizing the user's potential in exploring better ways to 

do the job. We also found from our interview study that the employees have 

expressed their active use as "engage and explore", "being used to it, being built 
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on it, customize the system f ea tu res", "get better at using it, use it more 

cleverly, learn new things", "continue to use for next time", "do at least the 

same things as previously, decide to use it again, not continue to use if some 

features did not work very well". Our survey study reported that active 

continuation and passive continuation of the use were the most influenced by 

how satisfied an individual is through experience with the system. 

6. 2 System usefulness 

The importance of system usefulness was shown 1n our findings of both interview 

study and survey study. Our interview study has shown that an ability of the 

system to assist the employees' job made employees feel good. System 

usefulness was also what the employees expected about the system for both 

when they start to use the system and over time of their use. Our interview 

finding has reported that the employees continue using the system because they 

found that using the system is useful for their job and/ or their expectation about 

the usef utness of the system was confirrnecL System usefulness wa~ als.o mown \n 

our sta-vey study to make employees satisfied. It also makes the employees to 

both intend to actively and passively continue using the system. 

The aspects of system usefulness from our survey study were the use of the 

system to perform a job easier and to increase overall job productivity. The 

aspects of system usefulness reported from our interview study were the use of 

the system to increase the employees' job efficiency and job's productivity. For 

example, the use of discussion forum in Blackboard to better communicate with 

the big group of students which make the academics' job easier and result in 

adding value to students' learning. 
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6.3 System ability to support an. individual growth and status 

gained 

Our findings from both an interview study and a survey study have shown that in 

providing system usability to support one job, how useful the system is toward 

one job isn't the only factor to make a person actively continue using the 

system. We found from our interview study that an abillty of the system to 

support an individual growth, for example, using the system allows the users to 

learn new things and to extend the knowledge, make the employees feel good 

and to actively use the system. In addition, the ability to build the work upon 

previous work (through re-using same structure) was reported to make employees 

actively use the system. This results in less bme spent in ·performing the job and 

the way to get the job done become easier from time to time. Our survey study 

also showed that the use of the systern to gain status in front of their supervisor 

and among their co-vmrkers was a signlflcant factor to make the employees 

actively use the system. 

The findings that learning new things, extending the knowledge and the abHity to 

build the work upon previous work are important in the employees' continuing 

use of the system in supporting their work can be explained by using the concept 

of psychological growth proposed by Herzberg ( 1966). Herzberg ( 1966) proposed 

that "knowing more" and "relationships in knowledge" are two characteri~tics 

among the six characteristics of psychological growth that are important for 

growth in employees' job capability and performance. "Knowing more" 'ts about 

a person knowing something more than was known before while "relationships in 

knowledge" is an ability of the person to place new information in context by 

relating to other information. Learning more about the system, having their 
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knowledge extended and being able to relate the knowledge one knew before to 

new knowledge (to continue building the work) indicate employee growth. 

Knowing more about the use of the system and being able to relate the 

information of what one has known before with new knowledge encourages the 

employees to explore new possibilities about system usabf[fty. Thfs wm result in 

improving the employees' job performance. 

6.4 Satisfiers versus Dissatisfiers 

Regarding feeling good as "satisfaction" and feeling bad as "dissatisfaction",. our 

interview study reported satisfiers and dissatisfiers. Satisfiers that were reported 

to be the opposite of dissatisfiers are "easy to use", "save time", "organisational 

support", "influence on and I or from other important persons". Our intervfew 

study has reported that some satifiers are separated from dissatisfiers. Satisfiers 

that separated from dissatisfiers are Huseful for job", "ability of the ~)ystem to 

build the vvork upon the previous works 11
, ff(earn new things" and ''Telrnb[e'". 

Dissatisfiers that separated from satisfiers. are Hnot meeting needs" and Hnot 

user friendly),. 

Some interviewees reported that there were reasons to make them satisfied, at 

the same time, there were also reasons to cause them to be dissatisfied in their 

use of the same Information System. For instance, some users were satisfied with 

the usefulness of the system but dissatisff ed with support. This finding imptfes 

that it is possible for individual users to be satisfied and dissatisfied with the 

same Information System, which supports the view that satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction are not opposite. 
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Our survey study also reported that not all factors that make employees satisfied 

are separated and distinct from the factors that cause employees to be 

dissatisfied in their continuous use of the system. "Usefulness of the system" 

made the employees satisfied only while "easy to use and support" and "system 

flexibility" both made employee satisfaction and dissatisfaction. 

"Easy to use and support" was reported in our survey study as a factor to both 

make employee satisfied and to avoid employee dissatisfaction. "Easy to use" 

and "organisational support" was also found to be the reasons to make 

employees satisfied and cause employees dissatisfied in our interview study. The 

finding from both studies is a major difference from the factors shown in a Post-

Acceptance Model of IS Continuance proposed by Bhattacherjee (2001 a). 

According to Bhattacherjee, "system ease of use and support" was not 

investigated and only perceived usefulness was reported to influence user 

satisfaction in a continued use. 

System ease of use was shown in past IS use studies as an im:onsistent effect on 

attitude in an initial use of the system, and seem to further weaken and become 

non··signlficance in later usage stage (e.g. Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw 1989; 

Gefen & Straub 1997; Karahanna, Straub & Chervany 1999). What was reported 

from past studies differed from the findings of our study. The findings from our 

survey study have shown that easy to use the system was an important factor in 

confirming the employees' expectation, encouraging the employees to continue 

using the system. In addition, easy to use the system can also avoid employees' 

dissatisfaction with the system. The findings from our interview study also 

showed that easy to use the system has caused the employees to feel good while 

difficulties to use the system caused the employees to feel bad during their use. 
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Difficulties to use the system were also reported to cause the employees unmet 

expectations and to limit/ discontinue their use with the system. 

Difficulty to use the system was shown fn our fnterview study to cause the 

employees to discontinue with the system at an early stage of using the system. 

The employee finding the system is hard to use can be because they have not 

obtained an adequate level of necessary information to use the system properly. 

The information necessary to use an innovation properly is referred to "how-to 

knowledge" proposed by Rogers (1995). It was stated that if an individual obtains 

an inadequate level of how-to knowledge prior to adoption, rejection or 

discontinuance is likely to occur (Rogers 1995). Obtaining an inadequate level of 

how-to knowledge causes miss use of the innovation, which can later result in 

discontinuance (Rogers 1995). Hard to use was also reported in our interview 

study to cause the users to limit their use over their long-term use of the system. 

An aspect of hard to u~:,e concerns hard to use advanced system features. The 

reason that employees found the system hard to use is because of lack of support 

during their use {e.g. hard to understand manual, hard to seek assistances from 

technical support personL Facing difficulties tn using ·the system causes the 

employees feeling of pressure and anxiety over time of their use. 

"System flexibility" was reported in our interview study to both influences 

satisfaction and avoid dissatisfaction. However, system flexibility has shown to 

influence satisfaction more than an avoidance of dissatisfaction. 

The finding from our survey study that system flexibility has ·influenced 

satisfaction is supported by our interview findings. New features found over time 
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and a continuous improvement of the system (e.g. continual upgrade of system 

features) was what the employees found beyond what they expected about the 

system. In contrast, lack of system flexibility causes the employees' expectations 

to be unmet. System flexibility, such as a continuous improvement of the system 

(e.g. new features added and existing features upgraded) can assist a person to 

know more about better ways of using the system to support their job. This can 

be explained because a person was applying what one knows more to what one 

knew before in using the system to achieve better job performance. Building new 

knowledge upon what one knew before is one of the characteristics of personal 

growth (Herzberg 1966). 

This finding on the importance of system flexibility (the continuous improvement 

and adaptability of the system) can be explained by using the concept of re-

invention proposed by Rogers (1995L in his innovation diffusion theory. It is more 

likely that an active continuation of using the system involves the use of sy~;;tern 

through its re-invention. This means the users continue modHying the 

Information System throughout their use (as per our interview finding~ the users 

continue to prov1de feedbacks about the system performance for further system 

improvement). Re-invention can benefit in matching an adopter's pre-existing 

problems and being more responsive to new problems that may arise during 

usage. The re-invention of innovation has shown its importance in making users 

more l.ikely to continue using a system rather than to discontinue (Rogers 1995). 

"Time saving" was also shown its importance in our interview study. "Save time" 

made employees feels good while "time consuming" caused employees feel bad 

in their use of the system. In addition, time saving was reported to make the 

employees continue using the system while time consuming cause them to 
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discontinue with the system. We found that employees' time can be saved by 

having the system that allows the employees to reuse same system structure as 

previously. Difficulty to use the system was reported to cause the employees' 

perceptions that they waste their time in using the system. The amount of time 

spent in learning new system f ea tu res fs a[so a major challenge for the 

employees to expand their use to new system features. 

Our interview study also reported that an influence of other important persons 

on the employee use of the system make the employees satisfied and continue 

using the system while lack of influence of other important person cause the 

employees to be dissatisfied and discontinue with the system. We found that the 

employees' use of the system depended upon how much pressure to use the 

system came from other important persons (students, peers, direct supervisors 

and school policies). Strong demand caused the employees' perception that it is 

'irnportant to use the system in their job. The employees also perceived that they 

could gain recognition from these important persons with regards their use of the 

sys tern. t:rnployees atso found it meaningless to use the system if these important 

persons do not want them to use it. 

6. 5 Voluntary use 

Voluntary use in our study refers to having choice whether to use the system or 

not. The findings from our interview study have reported that some employees 

perceived that their use of the system is voluntary, some perceived that their 

use of the system is mandatory. Although we have not investigated the 

relationship between a voluntary use and the employees' continuous use of the 

system in an interview study, the reasons that the employees perceived the use 

of the system to either be voluntary or mandatory were reported. The reasons 
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that the employees perceived the use of system to be voluntary were they do not 

have to use the system, they do have other available choices, no one forces them 

to use and they like to use the system. The reasons that the employees perceived 

the use of system to be mandatory were that there were no other choices and 

that they were required to use it by schoo[ po[fcfes. 

The findings from our survey study have shown that the more compulsory use of 

the system, the higher an individual intention to both actively and passively 

continue using the system. Our survey result has further shown that voluntary use 

negatively influences a passive continuation more than an active continuation. 

This implies that the more compulsory usage environment provided, the more 

likely the employees are to increase their passive use rather than their active 

use. 

The employees who perceived that using the system is cornpulsory for their job 

were more satisfied and more likei.y to actively continue using the system, 
though they also at the same time are d·iss-atisfled wHh the system. It is therefore 

important to maintain the employees' perception that using the system is 

compulsory for their job. This finding from a survey study is also supported by 

the finding from an interview study. That is, the employees perceived that using 

the system is compulsory for their job due to the students demand them to use 

the system actively. The students are the ones who the employees think 

important for them in their job. This active use is encouraged from the students' 

demands and made the employees learn new system features and expand their 

use to other system f ea tu res. 
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Sa ti sf action and dissatisfaction were also shown to influence an individual 

passive continuous use differently between the group of employees who 

perceived that using the system is compulsory for their job and the group of 

employees who perceived that using the system is not compulsory for their job. 

That is, for the group of employees who percefved that usfng the system is 

compulsory for their job, making these employees more satisfied is more likely to 

increase their intention to passively continue using the system while these 

employees were also still dissatisfied with the system. For the group of users who 

perceived that using the system is not compulsory for their job, avoiding 

dissatisfaction increases their intention to passively use the system. 

6.6 Contributions and extensions to existing theory 

The findings from our study have extended the existing theories and/ or models. 

The finding from our study has extended TAM, This is by introducing the 

importance of conflrmation of expectations and exceeding expectations for an 

individual intention to continue using the systen1~ According to TAM, an intention 

to use was determined by perceived usefulness and attitude toward using. 

Attitude toward using refers to the individual positive or negative feelings 

(evaluative affect) about using the system (Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw 1989). The 

findings from our study have shown that an individual intention was determined 

not only by the individual feelings but also by the individual's confirmed or 

exceeded expectations. 

The find'ings from our study have also extended the Post-Acceptance Model of IS 

Continuance proposed by Bhattacherjee (2001 a). The reasons found from our 

interview study to make employees continue using the system (e.g. save time, 

organisational support, influence on and/ or from other important persons, found 
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new system functions) introduce aspects of additional factors to influence an 

individual intention to continue using the system. 

Our findings on two types of continuation of using the system has tndicated an 

improvement for the constructs used to measure a behavioral continuous 

intention by past studies of an IS continuous usage. Past studies have explained 

an individual behavioral intention to continue using the system by merely to 

continue or discontinue using the system (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Cheung & 

Limayem 2005; Karahanna, Straub & Chervany 1999). Compared with past 

studies, our findings have shown that more items, particularly the items on 

personal growth can be incorporated and be able to classify I explain different 

types of an individual behavior in continue using the system. 

Most studies of an IS acceptance and continuous usage have reported the 

importance of system usefulness (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001 a; Shattacherjee & 

Premkumar 2.004; Venkatesh & Morris 2000). Once an indiv1dual gained dfrect 

experience with a system over time, they continued to judge a usefulness of the 

system on the basis of potential status benefits resulting from using the system 

(Venkatesh ft Davis 2000). Bhattacherjee (2001) has reported that perceived 

usefulness has affected the users' continuous usage but the size of this perceived 

usefulness effect has decreased over time. In our interview study, the perceived 

usefulness did not decrease over time. System usefulness increased as the system 

was improved and users learn new system features. 

The finding on the importance of system ability to support individual growth in 

the employees' continuing use of the system (learning new things, extending the 
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knowledge, the ability to build the work upon previous work and status gained) 

has an implication to IS research. While past IS research has shown that system 

usefulness is the factor to influence the long-term use of the system (e.g. 

Bhattacherjee 2001; Bhattacherjee & Premkumar 2004; Karahanna, Straub & 

Chervany 1999; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis ZOOJ; Venkatesh & Morris 2000), 

our finding suggests that IS research should also incorporate these aspects of 

system ability to support an individual growth in studying the individuals' 

continuous use of the system. 

The findings on the factors that make employees satisfied and the factors that 

make employees dissatisfied (both separated factors and opposite factors) have 

extended past studies in IS continuous usage. This is by providing different ways 

to conceptualize satisfaction and dissatisfaction by applying the motivation-

hygiene theory proposed in the studies of employee satisfaction and emptoyee 

dissatisfaction about their jobs,, The assumption that satisfaction is an opposite 
of dissatisfaction in past studies of !S continuous usage shalt need to be revisited, 
particularly when studying a continuous use of the work-related system with 

employees in an organization. Our findings tncttcated, the importance of new 

factors that can extend the knowledge of the studies of an individual continuous 

use of the system. While past studies have not considered the importance of the 

individual time spent in using the system, our finding showed that time saving 

and time consuming should be incorporated when studying the employees" 

continuous use of the system. In addition, system flexibility and easy to use and 

support were also found as new factors to influence satisfaction and to avoid 

dissatisfaction and these factors should also be incorporated. 
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The finding that the compulsory use of the system influenced both active and 

passive continuation and strengthened an influence of satisfaction on both active 

and passive continuation has added new knowledge to studying a continuous use 

of the system 

within the work context. Past studies were conducted within a voluntary usage 

environment (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001; Bhattac.herjee &.. Premkumar 2004; 

Cheung & Limayem 2005) and reported the factors to influence the individual 

intention to continue using the system. The finding from our study suggested that 

compulsory use should be considered as a factor to directly influence on a 

continuing use or as a mediated factor to strengthen/weaken the influence of 

other factors on a continuing use of the system. 

6. 7 Implications for practice 

The findings from our study have an implication to practice. Managernent can use 

our findings to target their employees differently whether to continue using the 

system actively or passively. 

If management wants their employees to actively use the system, our finding 

suggested that management should make their employees satisfied. Management 

should also continue providing system usability to be useful, flexible, easy to use, 

save time, enable employees to learn new thing and to obtain status. If 

management wants their employees to passively use the system, management 

should make their employees satisfied and continue providing the usefulness on 

system usability. Both active and passive uses were encouraged in a compulsory 

usage environment. 
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To make employees actively use the system, management should provide system 

usability to confirm with their employees' expectations and to continue 

upgrading and/or improving system usability to exceed their employees' 

expectations. Management should also continue providing system usability and 

usage environment to make employees enjoy, interested and curious in their use 

of the system. 

Management should continue obtaining feedback from their employees with 

regards to their use of the system, continue improving and adapting system 

features to benefit the employees' use of the system to support their job and 

providing supportive usage environment. This can be done by providing the on-

going training for the use of new system features, having the instruction and 

technical people available, keeping the employees informed of new features with 

an explanation of how these features can assist them to achieve high job 

performance/productivity. Providing the on-going trainings make the employees 

knovv what to expect about the usability of the system. Overtime, IS developers 

should contmue developing and improving system features to be easy to use. 

Management should also provide support over time for the employee to 

effectively use system features to fit one's job. This can be implemented by 

providing different types of support to suit different needs of emptoyees. Thts ts 

because some employees may prefer to work with the system on their own while 

others may prefer to have someone assisting them throughout their use. These 

supports could be providing self training through manuals with comprehensive 

instructions embedded with the system, class-room training, having available 

technical people. In addition, the employees should also be informed on any 

upgrading/improving of system features and on how to use these features 
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effectively. In addition, the employees shall need to be informed if there will be 

any problem about the system (e.g. system down) along with when the problems 

will be solved and what can be done during the occurrence of such problem. This 

perception with an on-going support can encourage a person to continuously 

looking for the ways to best utilize the use of the system to achieve own job 

performance I productivity. 

IS developers should continue providing system usability that can save 

employees' times in performing their works. An example is having the system 

usability which allows the employees to build new works by re-using same 

structure from previous work. Management should allocate appropriate workload 

on the employees' time to spend with the system. This is to ensure that the 

employees do not feel overloaded by using the system. IS developers should also 

continue checking and decreasing the amount of time the system responses to 

the users. in addition, IS developers should continue minimize the numbers of 

steps the employees interact. with each feature of the system in order to get the 

job done faster. 

The direct supervisor should also be the one who actively engages in the 

employee use of the system. This engagement can be implemented by the 

supervisor should directly communicate with the employees to encourage their 

use. The direct supervisor should praise and reward the employees to recognise 

the achievement of employees' job productivity through their use of the system, 

To encourage both active and passive use, management should provide a usage 

environment to be compulsory. A supervisor should be the one who directly 
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communicates with the employees to encourage their use and praise and/or 

reward the employees whose job performance/productivity been achieved 

through the use of the system. 

6.8 Limitations 

Although our study has contributed to studying a continuous use of the system, 

there are some limitations. First, our finding has shown that an easy to use 

system and organizational support make employees actively continue using the 

system than status. This can be because types of the system used by employees. 

could affect what make them actively use. The majority of users in our survey 

study use transaction processing system, office automation system and 

management information system while minority of users use decision support 

system and knowledge management system. The findings from our interview 

study (which has conducted with a course management system) has shown that 

easy to use) organizational support, influence on and/ or from other important 

persons were encourage employees to continue using the system. There is. a 

possibility that system usability of decision support system and knowledge 

management system can support status gained than other system types. While 

there are insufficient numbers of response from our survey study to perform a 

statistical analysis to compare between an influence of easy to use and support 

on an active continuation and an influence of a status on an active continuation, 

future researcher is recommended to verify this finding by comparing the results 

among different types of Information System. 

Second, while our study has reported the factors that motivate the users to 

continue using the system, the findings from our study is not conclusive on 

whether the lack of these factors will make the users to discontinue using the 
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system. This is because we had conducted the survey study with the employees 

who continue using the system. In addition, there were only two employees who 

discontinue using the system from our interview study. Future research should 

consider using the factors reported from our study to investigate whether the 

lack of these factors will make the users dfscontfnue wfth the system. 

Third) there are some limitations of using online survey. One of the limitations is 

on technical problem. For example, the respondents may be unable to complete 

the survey due to a browser freeze or server crash, resulting in missing data. 

6. 9 Recommendations for future research 

While our study has reported the factors that influence user satisfaction and the 

factors that influence user dissatisfact10n, we are curious whether these factors 

wHI. change their importance over time .. That is, whether the factors that 

influence user satisfaction wilt be degraded to the factors that. on!y can 

eliminate user dissatisfaction as proposed in past studies (e.g. Ma Et Qi 2005; 

Zhang & Oran 2000). Past study claimed that motwation included a dimension of 

time, whatever motivates us must motivate us in the present. Allport (1961) 

points out that the reasons which make individual behave presently in a certain 

way are not the same reasons that originally caused that behavior. Consequently, 

one can assume that what individual judges to be motivator today may not have 

motivated them a month ago or will not necessarily be motivating in the future. 

A longitudinal study to investigate the satisfiers and dissatisf iers at different 

usage periods is recommended for further investigation. 
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A longitudinal study could also solve a problem of poor user recall. We found 

from our interview study that some users who continue using the system over 

many numbers of year had difficulties to recall their memory at their first use of 

the system, this create a validity problem. As the length of time interval for 

which the interviewees are asked to report fncrease, there fs the [ikelihood of 

memory failure and memory reconstruction (Weis 1986). 

We recommend future research to conduct the study with different groups of 

users. This is for an aim of expanding the understandings of a continuing use of 

the system toward the specific group of users. While the respondents from our 

interview study and survey study are knowledge workers who are well educated, 

there might be the differences for the factors that influence satisfaction and the 

factors that influence dissatisfaction in a continuing use of the system among 

different groups of users who have different educational 1.evels and are doing 

different types of work. 

We also recommend future research to expand the -fndiv;duals' understandtrtgs of 

what they perceive as voluntary. While we targeted that our study is conducted 

in a voluntary usage environment, some respondents perceived the use of system 

as mandated. Our findings from our interview study has reported reasons that the 

interviewees perceived the use of the system to be "voluntary" and the reasons 

that the interviewees perceived the use of the system to be "mandatory". In 

addition, our survey study has reported that voluntary use weakens an influence 

of satisfaction and dissatisfaction on passive continuing use of the system. We 

recommended future research to have more conceptualization of voluntary use. 

Having more concepts of voluntary use and investigating their importance in a 

continuing use of the system shall better assist IS management. This is for an aim 
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of providing a suitable usage environment to encourage employees to actively 

continue using the system. 

6. 10 Conclusion 

Building upon the concept of a separate dimeflsion of emp~oyee- sahsfaction- from 

employee dissatisfaction proposed in Motivation-Hygiene theory, we investigated 

the factors that motivate the users to continue using the Information System in 

supporting their job. We found that satisfaction has played a major role in 

making employees continue using the system. We found that not all factors that 
make employees satisfied were separated from the factors that cause employees 

dissatisfied in their continuous use of the system. 

Two types of continuation of using the system were defined from our findings. 

These types are pass·ive continuation and active continuation. Passive 

continuation of using the system refers to an htdi.vidual continuous behavior by 

merely keep using the system white an active continuation of us1ng the system 

refers to an individual continuous behavior of using the system through utilizing 

own potential in experiencing the use to be better employee than one was 

previously. We also found that the more compulsory usage environment provided 

to the employees, the more likely they are actively and passively continue using 

the system. 

The implication from our finding contributes to both IS practices and IS research. 

For IS practices, making employees actively continue using the system means to 

know the employees' expectations about system usabf[fty and make thefr 

expectations confirmed. It is also about providing system performances beyond 
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what the employees expected. Providing on-going training during use is also 

recommended as it can encourage the use and assist the employees in 

maintaining and increasing expectations about the system capabilities. 

For IS research, the improvements of the current research of IS continuous usage 

were made through the findings from our study. These areas of improvement are 

the constructs used to measure a behavioural continuous intention, the 

conceptualisation of satisfaction and dissatisfaction as a separate dimension and 

new factors reported to make employees continue using of the system. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Interview Questions 

1. Which role you have played in your job? 

2. Do you have prior experience with similar system before using Blackboard? 

3. How long did you have experience with similar system? 

4. How long have you been using Blackboard? 

5. How often have you used the system? 

6. Which system functionalities have you been using? 

7, Have you considered using a system voluntarily or mandatory? Why? 

8. Please compare a prior system and Blackboard? 

9" Do you have any expectations about the systern before using the system? 

9 .1 (if the answer from 9 is yes). what were your expectations about the 

system? Why did you expect that? 
10. Were your expectations confirmed at the end of the first semester? 

10. 1 (lf the answer from 10 is no), which expectations were confirmed, 

which expectations were not confirmed? 

11. During your use of the system from the second semester until now, have 

your expectations changed? 

(If the answer from 11 is yes), have your expectations increased or 

decreased over time?) 
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12. During your use of the system from the second semester until now, do you 

have any new expectations about the system, what are they? Were they 

confirmed over time? 

13. In your first semester of using the system 

13.1 What made you to feel good in your use of the system? 

13.2 What made you to feel bad in your use of the system? 

14. From the second semester until now 

14.1 What made you to feel good in your use of the system? 

14.2 What made you to feel bad in your use of the system? 

15. From the second semester until now, is there any change of your feeling in 
your use of the system? 

15.1 (If the answer from 15 is yesL What caused the change of your feeling? 

16. Will you intend to use the system? In whkh way and at which leve!.? 

·17. From your point of view 1 what do you understand by the term 0 continued 

usage'' 

'l 8. What factors motivate you to continue using the system? 
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Appendix B: Interview Coding Evidences 

The steps in interview coding are by we looked for statements about satisfaction 

(feeling good) and dissatisfaction (feeling bad). The words that appear to relate 

to these feelings were group together into themes. That is, words with similar 

meanings were group together. We particularly looked for themes that related to 

only one of satisfaction or dissatisfaction but not both. We then used these 

themes to analyze the answers to other questions about expectations and 

intention to continuing use, looking for the occurrence of the previously 

identified themes and any new themes. 

The followings are the steps of interview coding on what make employees feeling 

good, in the context of using the system to support the growth of an individual. 

This context comes from the literature study. 

The context of ~'individual grnwth'' cornes from the concept of psychol.ogicai. 

grovvth proposed by Herzberg ( 1966). Psychological growth is important for 

growth in employees~ job capability and performance (Herlberg 1966 ). Growth 

was also reported to make employee satisfied in performing their job (Herzberg 

1966). According to Herzberg, there are six characteristics of growth. These are 

"knowing more", "seeing more relationship in what we know", "being creative", 

"being effectiveness in ambiguous situations", "maintaining individuality tn the 

face of the pressures of the group and "attaining real psychological growth" 

(Herzberg 1966, p 70) 
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We searched for keywords that indicate an individual growth. Examples of the 

keywords that we are looking for in this context are "learn" and "learnt", 

"enhance", "improve" "smart", "build", "extend" and "extended", "curious", 

"interest" 

These keywords were found from the interview 

" The ability to re-use same structure, can build upon last semester (not like 

start from scratch), re-use from last semester, like a template, the amount 

of time become smaller, each semester get easier, building and building, not 

gone back" 

(Interviewee 1) 

" What made me to feel good about using the system is I have t~illjft smart 
ways to use a system, this happens after someone comes and shows me. haw 

to use discussion board, technically how to set up a forum, for example, I 

love the way that I can post a question and pretend that I am a student, I post 

questions and answer by my own to help students learn" 

(Interviewee 10) 

" What made me feel good about using the system is I have l~arnt how to 
change the menu, down the side" 

(Interviewee 6) 
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"I continue to use the system because I have l_earnt new skills from using it" 

(Interviewee 10) 

" What made me feel good about using the system from seconct s-emester ts the 

system has extended my knowledge" 

(Interviewee 4) 

"The main motivator is to explore system potential, because of my ~!J.ri9a![f.y_, 

is this will be a future? 

(Interviewee 7) 

"I intend to increase my use with the system, I 'fljfilf.fist in knowing of how to do 

things with a system" (Interviewee 10) 

"What motivate me to continue using the system is I can try new functions for 
fun '' 

(Interviewee 6) 

After finding these words, the sentences that these related words were· found 

were placed into the same reasons. 
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Reason: Can build the work upon previous works 

" The ability to re-use same structure, can build upon last semester (not like 

start from scratch), re-use from last semester, tfke a template, the amount 

of time become smaller, each semester get easier, building and building, not 

gone back" 

(rntervf ewee 1 ) 

Reason: Learn new things 

" What made me to feel good about using the system is I have l~t;iint smart 

ways to use a system, this happens after someone comes and shows me how 

to use discussion board, technically how to set up a forum, for example, I 

love the way that I can post a question and pretend that I am a student, I post 

questions and answer by my own to help students learn" 

(Interviewee 10) 

" What made me feel good about using the system is I have l~(jfjl~ how to 

change the menu, down the side" 

(Interviewee 6) 

"I continue to use the system because I have learnt new skills from using it" 

(Interviewee 10) 
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" What made me feel good about using the system from second semester is the 
system has extended my knowledge• 

_ (lnterviewee 4) 

Reason: Make advanced feeling 

"The main motivator is to explore system potentiaf, because of my E'iifkJti_§!zy, 
is this will be a future? 

"I intend to increase my use with the systet», ~- ~~eJ;t ~ koowiftg of how to oo 
things with a system" (Interviewee 10) 

"What motivate me to continue using the system is I can try new fWlctions for 
-I."' .,, 1;µf} 

(Interviewee 6) 

The above themes and reasons were then used to analyze the questions about 

expectations and intention to continuing use by looking_ for the occurrence of the 

previously identified themes and if any new themes. 
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By analyzing the answers about expectations, new reason was found. This reason 

is "performed as previous system and/or better than previous system/traditional 

method" (by looking for keywords" cover" and "better"). 

Reason: Performed as previous system and/ or better than previous 

system /traditional 

Method 

"My expectation is UTS online need to be able to fqyer{ev~ryt~ing':-thafl:~ccfn 
'do.~~!i~~),(~V.t,q~S:~i~t~m, Top Class, and trettef;it(tran Top aass for other 
usability, my expectations were confirmed after using t~e system" 

(Interviewee 7) 

We then analyze the answers about an intention to continue use and/or a 

continued use. This is also by looking for the occurrence of the previously 

identified themes and if any new themes. 

By searching through the keywords "learn" and "learnt", we found 

"I continue to use the system because I have l~arht new skills from using it" 
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The above sentence was then placed as the previously identified reason "learn 

new thing". Therefore, "lean new thing" is a reason to make employee continue 

using the system. 
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Appendix C: A Questionnaire Survey 

A Survey of a Continuous Use of an Information System 

Dear Participant, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this survey. 

I am a PhD student at the University of Technology, Sydney investigating the 

factors that motivate employees to continue to use Information System 

effectivel.y and efficiently in performing their jobs. 

Your participation in the study is vol.untary and the data collected vvil!. only be 

used and presented in aggregated form such that no individual respondent ·can be 

identified. The survey will take about 10-15 minutes to complete. 

The aim of this study is to identify how to: satisfy and motivate employees to 

continue using Information System in performing their jobs; avoid dissatisfaction 

and demotivation in using Information System; and to meet employee 

expectations in terms of the usability of Information System. 
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The contribution of this study is to investigate the best ways to customize the 

Information System to meet employee expectations and to produce a 

recommendation that managers can employ to motivate the use of an 

Information System. 

I would be pleased to provide you with copies of publications resulting from this 

study. 

Chanissara Arj pru 

Full-time PhD student 

Faculty of Information Technology 

Univers1ty of Technology 1 Sydney 

e-rnail: sara<'.yit.uts.edu.au 
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A Survey of a Continuous Use of an Information System 

Instruction: Please answer the following questions about the system you are 

currently using 

1. Please specify name of the Information System which you are currently using 

2. Please specify the Type of Information System 

2. 1 transaction processing system 

( a system for capturing information about critical activities as they 

occur, such as a reservation system or a purchasing system) 

2.2 management information system 

( a systern for integrating data and provides operations ;?.nd management. 

with the information they require) 

2.3 decision support system 

(a system for capturing information to help a decision making) 

2.4 office automation system 

(a system for create, collect, store, manipulate, and relay office 

information needed for accomplishing basic tasks and goals) 

2. 5 knowledge management system 

(a system for managing knowledge in organizatlons, supporting 
creation, capture, storage and dissemination of information) 
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3. For what PURPOSES, do you use the system? (e.g. to acquire information 

for my own work) 

4. How many MONTHS have you been using the system? 

5. How OFTEN do you use the system? (e.g. 3 times a day) 

6. On average, how many MINUTES do you spend on EACH USE' of the system? 

7. How would you describe the VALUE of using the system to your job? 

Very Low About Average Very High 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

8. How would you describe the AMOUNT of training BEFORE using the system 

that you have received from each of the fottowing sources? 

Very Low About Average Very High 

i "\ 
1.. 4 5 6 

Self Training 

Company Training 

Vendor Training 
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9. How would you describe the VALUE of training BEFORE using the system 

that you have received from each of the following sources? 

Very Low About Average Very High 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Self Training 

Company Training 

Vendor Training 

10. How would you describe the AMOU~T of tra}ning AFTER us}ng the system-

that you have received from each of the following sources? 

Very Low 

2 

SeiJ Training 

Company Training 

Vendor Training 

.About Average 

3 6 

Very High 

7 
I 
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11. How would you describe the VALUE of training AFTER using the system 

that you have received from each of the following sources? 

Very Low About Average Very High 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Self Training 

Company Training 

Vendor Training 

Section E: Expectations 

Instruction : From the list below~ was each statement what you expected 

about thE? system when you ~tarted to use the system? 

(The respondent is required to tick Yes or No) 

E1. it would be easy to get the system to do what I want it to do 

E2. it would be easy for me to become skillful at using the system 

E3. the system would be easy to use 

E4. the system would often upgrade with new features 

ES. the system would often upgrade its features 

E6. the system would be flexible (e.g. ~can create my own system features to 

fit my tasks) 

E?. I would be easily get someone help when I need it 
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E8. Instruction concerning the use of the system would be available to me 

E9. I would continue to obtain adequate information for the system 

capabilities in supporting my job 

E10. Using the system would improve my job performance 

E11. Using the system would increase the productivity of my job 

(e.g. using the system would make me accomplish my tasks more quickly) 

E12. Using the system would enhance the effectiveness of my job (e.g. using 

the system would help me make better decision) 

E13. Overall, using the system would be useful to my job 

E14. Using the system would make it easier to do my job 

E15. Using the system would make my supervisor perceive me as competent 

E16. Using the system would make my coworker perceive me as competent 

E17. I would continue to learn new knowledge from using the system 

EHL I would continue to build new knowledge on the existing knmvledge 

I e 0 u"· 1 1·~g i-h{:.) C\/Sle-\r'f"I IA.11'll 1··et1~· ··nc.. i'{·mt·i'r·~ue t' }tjl~l---lino the· '":c;•-1<. 01~, t 1"\C• \ ··=.." .)I I U! ... •JJ \. IH vv. I . .J ! ·'- ~--" I - \, Uni::, "·- Vv .. 1 •.. I .lie 

previous work) 

E·19, I would continue to be more creative from using the system 
( e.g, I woul.d originate better way to do my job by using the systern) 

E20. Using the system would provide me new chaltenge in doing the job 

E21. Using the system would make me unique among my co-workers 

E22. Using the system would make me utilize my own potential in doing my job 

E23. Overall, using the system would change me for the better in doing my jab 

E24. I would be able to count on the system to be "up" and available 
when I need it 

E25. The system would not subject to frequent problems and crashes 

E26. The system would not subject to unexpected or inconvenient down times 
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E27. The system would be able to recover from error 

E28. The system would be able to safeguard data from misappropriation or 
unauthorized alteration or loss 

Section S: System Evaluation 
Instruction: Please rate the current system you are using that corresponds to 

your agreement or disagreement with each statement 

(The scales are Completely Agree, Agree, Somewhat Agree, Neither agree 

nor disagree, somewhat Disagree, Disagree, Completely Disagree) 

51. it is easy to get the system to do what I want it to do 

52. it is easy for me to become skillful at using the system 

53. the system is easy to use 

54" the sys tern ·is often upgraded with new features 

S:;. the system 1s often upgraded its features 

56. the system is flexible (e.g. I can create my own system features to fit my 
tasks) 

57. I can easily get someone help when i need it 

58. Instruction concerning the use of the system is available to me 

S9. I continue to obtain adequate information for the system capabilities in 
supporting my job 

S 10. the system has improved my job performance 

S 11. the system has increased the productivity of my job 

(e.g. using the system makes me accomplish my tasks more quickly) 

512. the system has enhanced the effecttverress of my job 

(e.g. using the system helps me make better decision) 
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513. Overall, the system is useful to my job 

514. the system makes it easier to do my job 

515. using the system makes my supervisor perceive me as competent 

516. using the system makes my coworker perceive me as competent 

517. I continue to learn new knowledge from using the system 

518. I continue to build new knowledge on the existing knowledge 
(e.g. using the system has helped me continue building the work on the 

previous work) 

S 19. I continue to be more creative from using the system 
(e.g. I have originated better way to do my job by using the system) 

520. Using the system provides me new challenge in doing the job 

521. Using the system makes me unique among my co-workers 

522. Using the system makes me utilize my own potential in doing my job 

S23. OveraU, using the system have changed me for the better in doing my job 

524. I can count on the system to be "upH and avail.able vvhen I need it 

525. Tt1e system ts not subject to frequent problems and crashes 

526. The system is not subject to unexpected or inconvenient down times 

527. The system can recover from error 

528. The system can safeguard data from misappropriation or unauthorized 
alteration or loss 
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Section C: Sa ti sf action 
Instruction: Please rate the current system you are using that corresponds 

to your agreement or disagreement with each statement 

(The scales are Completely Agree, Agree, Somewhat Agree, Neither agree 

nor disagree, somewhat Disagree, Disagree, Completely Disagree) 

"My experiences with using the system were" 

C 1. Overall, my expectations about the system were confirmed 

C2. The usability provided by the system was better than what I expected 

C3. The system performance was better than what I expected 

C4. My experiences with using the system was better than what I expected 

C5. OveraU J I enjoy using the systern 

C6. I have pleasant experiences with using the system 

C7. I have not been frustrated with using the system 

CB. The system performance has not upset me 

C9. My boss does not require me to use the system 

C10. Although it might be helpful., using the system is certainly not compulsory 

in my job 
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Section CO: An intention to continue using the system 

"I intend to" 

C01. continue using the system to support my job rather than discontinue its use 

C02. continue using the system rather than us1ng any ather methods to support 
my job 

C03. discontinue using the system 

C04. increase my use of the system to support my job 

COS. make regular use of the system to support my job 

C06. continue using the system by integrate and incorporate at the highest 

levels 

CO?. continue using the system to its fullest capabilities to support my job 

C08. continue using the svstem to !earn new knowledge 

C09 .. continue using the system to utilize my own potenrial in explor1r1g the 
better way to do my job 

C010. continue using the system to add new challenge in doing my job 

Personal Information (Please specify) 

1. Age 

1.1 Under 20 

1.2 20-29 

1.330-39 

1.4 40-49 
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1.5 50-59 

1.6 Over 59 

2. Gender 

2.1 Male 

2.2 Female 

3. Educational Level 

3.1 High school graduate 

3.2 TAFE/College Graduate 

3,, 3 Bachelor Degree 

3 .4 Master Degree 

3 .. 5 Advanced degree (e.g. PhD) 

If other education levels, please specify 

4. Position 

4.1 Executive /Top Management 

4.2 Middle Management. 

4. 3 Supervisory 

4.4 Administrative I clerical 
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4.5 Technical 

If other positions, please specify 

5. Please specify Job Title 

6. Please specify Department Name 

7. Industry Type 

7.1 Communication Services (e.g. IT) 

7. 2 Education 

7. 3 Retail Trade 

7 .4 Personal & other services 

7. 5 Government 

7.6 Finance & insurance 

7. 7 Accommodation, Cafe & Restaurants 

7.8 Property & Business Services 

7. 9 Manufacturing 

7. 10 Households 

7. 11 Wholesale Trade 

7. 12 Transport & Storage 
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7. 13 Travel industry 

7 .14 Health & Community Services 

7.15 Cultural & Recreational Services 

7. 16 Entertainment 

7. 17 Fast food industry 

7.18 Agriculture 

If other industry types, please specify 
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Appendix D 

The comments from pilot test of a survey study 

The first person's comments 

I have tested the online survey a little bit. One comment is I did not find any 

information regarding the study being conducted and the purpose, content, and 

glossary of terms being used in the survey. I believe it would help users like me 

to fill the survey. Also I think rather than one question per page you could have 

2-3 questions per page. It could reduce the navigation time. 

Hope its help. 

It is better in rny opinion. at least the navigation.a-~ aspecL Glossary term is thing 
such as what do you mean by information systems, is it specifk or any system~ 

what about personal information management, etc. c;tos·;ary of term 15 just for 

setting the boundary of your study and explain that to the respondents. 

The second person's comments 

Oh, I also think the questions should have been proof read. Mostly they are ok, 

but a lot are not proper Engllsh and some are close to confusing for no useful 

reason. 

Example: 

"6. I have delight and surprise experiences with using the system" 

Translation: "6. I have pleasant experiences using the system" 
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Problems: "delight" is positive, "surprise" can be positive or negative, using "and" 

limits the responses to only those that relate to both attributes (delight and 

surprise) 
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Appendix E: A Letter of an Ethics Approval 

30 March 2007 

Dr Bernard Wong 

CB10.04.354 

Faculty of Information Technology 

UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, SYDNEY 

Dear Bernard, 

UTS HREC REF NO 2007-31 -- WONG, Dr Bernard (for ARJPRU, Ms Chanissara PhD 
student) - HWhat factors motivate users to continue to use !nforrnat1on System!\ A 
Continuous Usage Model" 

Thank you for your response to rny emaH dateti 20 March 200'7. Your response 
satisfactorily addresses the concerns and quest.ions raised by the Cornrnittee, and 
I am pleased to inform you that ethics clearance is now granted. 

Your clearance number is UTS HREC REF NO. 2007"3'1A 

Please note that the ethical conduct of research 1s an on-going process. The 

National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans requires us 

to obtain a report about the progress of the research, and in particular about any 

changes to the research which may have ethical implications. This report form 

must be completed at least annually, and at the end of the project (if it takes 

more than a year). The Ethics Secretariat will contact you when it is time to 

complete your first report. 
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I also refer you to the AVCC guidelines relating to the storage of data, which 

require that data be kept for a minimum of 5 years after publication of research. 

However, in NSW, longer retention requirements are required for research on 

human subjects with potential long-term effects, research with long-term 

environmental effects, or research consfcfered of natfonar or international 

significance, importance, or controversy. If the data from this research project 

falls into one of these categories, contact University Records for advice on long-

term retention. 

If you have any queries about your ethics clearance, or require any amendments 

to your research in the future, please do not hesitate to contact the Ethics 

Secretariat at the Research and Innovation Office, on 02 9514 9615. 

Yours sincerely, 

Professor Jane Stein··Parbury 
Chairperson 
UTS Human Research Ethics Committee 
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Appendix F: Publications 

The following conference paper has been arisen from this study. 

Wong, B., Arjpru, C. 2007, "A study of how user satisfaction and user dissatisfaction 

affect the success of an Information System", Proceedings of the 18th Australasian 

Conference on Information Systems, Queensland, Australia, pp. 801-812. 

Our study has been accepted in a following doctoral consortium. 

Arjpru, C. 2007, "What factor motivate users to continue to use an Information 

System: A Continuous Usage Model", Doctoral Consortium, Proceedings of the 18th 

Australasian Conference on lnformat;on Systems, Queensland, Australia 
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